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PREFACE.

The present volume, containing the first nineteen chapters

of Hall and ICnight's Higher Algebra, is issued separately

for the use of Canadian students. It may, perhaps, be

found useful for others whose study of Algebra does not

extend beyond the range of these chapters.

H. S. HALL.

Aug. 190G.
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HIGHEB ALGEBEA.

CHAPTER I.

RATIO.

1. Definition'. Ratio is the relation _^yllicJ^_one..quanti^
bears to another of the same kind, the comparison being made by
considering what multiple, part, or parts, one quantity is of the
other.

The ratio of A to B is usually written A : B. The quantities
A and B are calle^l the terms of the ratio. Tlie first term is"^

called tlie antecedent, the second term the consequents

2. To find what multiple or part A is of B^ we divide A
by B ; hence the ratio A : B may be measured by the fraction

-jz , and we shall usually find it convenient to adopt this notation.

In order to compare two quantities they must be expressed in
terms of the same unit. Thus the ratio of £2 to 155. is measured
, . , ^.

2x20 8
by the traction —-^— or -

.^ lo 3

Note. A ratio expresses the number of times that one quantity con-
tains another, and therefore every ratio is an abstract quantity.

3. Since by the laws of fractions,

a ma

it follows that the ratio a : h is equal to the ratio ma : mh;
that is, the value of a ratio remains unaltered if the antecedent
and the consequent are midtiplled or divided by the same quantittj.

H. H. A. 1
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4. Two or more ratios may be compared by reducing tlieir

equivalent fractions to a common denominator. Thus suppose

-vT a ay . x bx ,

a : h and x : y are two ratios. ISow ^ = ~
,
and - = =— ; Jience

hy y by

tlie ratio « : i is greater than, equal to, or less than the I'atio

X : y according as ay is greater than, equal to, or less than bx.

5. The ratio of two fractions can be expressed as a ratio

of two intescers. Thus the ratio -
:
- is measured bv the

'^ b a

a

fraction -, or ^— ; and is therefore equivalent to the ratio
c be

d
ad : be.

6. If either, or both, of the terms of a ratio be a surd

quantity, then no two integers can be found which will exactly

measure their ratio. Thus the ratio J2 : 1 cannot be exactly

expressed by any two integers.

7. Definition. If the ratio of any two quantities can be

expressed exactly by the ratio of two integers, the quantities

are said to be commensurable ; otherwise, they are said to be

incommensurable.

Although we cannot find two integers which will exactly

measure the ratio of two incommensurable quantities, we can

always find two integers whose ratio differs from that required

by as small a quantity as we please.

x/5 2-236067... _.._
Thus 4- =

A
= -^59016...

4 4

J5 559016 , 559017
and therefore -V > -i^TTT^T^^rr. f^i^^i <

4 1000000 1000000'

so that the difference between the ratios 559016 : 1000000 and

^/5 : 4 is less than -000001. By carrying the decimals further, a

closer approximation may Ije arrived at.

8. Definition. Ratios are componmled by multiplying to-

gether the fractions which denote them ; or by multiplying to-

gether the antecedents for a new antecedent, and the consequents

for a new consequent.

Example. Find the ratio compounded of the three ratios

'la : 36, (jah : 5c-, c : a
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mi • J X- 2a &ah c
The required ratio = -p x --., x -

36 5c- a

_4a
~ oc

'

9. Definition. Wlien the ratio a : b h compounded \vitJi

itself tlie resulting ratio is «-
: b', and is called tlie duplicate ratio

oi a : b. Similarly a^ : b^ is called tlie triplicate ratio of a : b.

Also rt- : Z;- is called the subduplicate ratio oi a :b.

Examples. (1) The duplicate ratio of 2a : 3b is 4^2
; 942.

(2) The subduplicate ratio of 49 : 25 isJ : 5.

(3) The triplicate ratio of 2j- : 1 is 8.r3 : 1^

10. Definition. A ratio is said to be a ratio of greatpr
inequality, of less iriequality, or of equality, according as the
antecedent is greater tlmn, less tluin, or equal to the consequent.

11. A ratio 0/ greater inequality is diminished, and a ratio of
less inequality is increased, by adding the same quantity to both
its terms.

Let - be the ratio, and let be the new ratio formed bv
b b-¥x

adding x to both its terms.

^^ a a + x ax- bx
-^ow - - y = ^— ,

b b + x b{b+x)

x(a — h)

^ b\bT^)

'

and a - b is positive or negative according as a is greater or
less than b.

-u- .n 7
a a + x

Hence u a > b, - > -. ;

b b + x

, .„ , a a + x
and it a <b, 7- < ;

b b + x

which proves the proposition.

Similarly it can be proved that a ratio of greater inequality

is increased, and a ratio of less inequality is diminished, by taking

the same quantityfrom both its terms.

12. When two or more ratios are equal many useful pro-

positions may be proved by introducing a single symbol to

denote each of the equal ratios.

1—2
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The proof of the following important theorem will illustrate

the method of procedure.

ace

^ ^ , . /pa^ + qc° + re" + . .
.\»

each of these ratios = -r- r——^-
) ,

where p, q, r, n are any quantities ivhatever.

Let
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h* + 2d-J - up' ~ h^ + 2drf - 36/3

a c e

b d f

bdf'

Example 2. If - = / ^ t prove that
a c

^' + a- ^ y- + b- ^ z- + c^ ^ (x + y+2)- + (a + 6 + c)-

x+a y + b z + c x+ij + z + a + b+c

Let - = ^ = - =k, so that x= ak, y= bk, z= ck\
a b c _1jL — —^—

then
xU^ _ a^k--¥a^ _ {k'^ + Vja

,

x-\-a ~ ak + a ~ k + \
'

x~ + a^ if±h'^ z-i-c^ ^ (A:- + l)a {k'' + lyb {k' + l)c

x + a y + b z + c k + 1
"^

^ + 1 "^ k + l

_ (k^- + l)(a+b + c)

k + l

_ ^ (a + 6 + c)2 +Ja+ 6 + c)2

~ k{a + b + c)+a + b + c'

(ka + kb + kc)- + {a + b + c)'

{ka + kb + kc)+a + b + c

{x + y + z)' + {a + b + c)^

x+y+z+a+b+c

13. If an equation is liomogeneous with rcspuct to certain

quantities, >ve may for these quantities substitute in the equation
any others proportional to them. For instance, the equation

1x^1/ + Dixyz + nifz' =

is homogeneous in x, y, z. Let a, /?, y be three quantities pro-

portional to X, 2/, z respectively.

X tl z
Put /: = -=:'-= - , so that a; = aA', y = Bk, z-yk;

a P 7

then la^f^k' + maf3'yk* + iipTy-k* = 0,

tliat is, /a'^ + ma^-y + nj^-y' = ;

an equation of the same form as the original one, but Avith

a, ^, y in the places of x, y, z respectively.
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14. The following theorem is important.

^
b' ' b^' b^' ""if ^^ unequal fractions, of which the de-

nominators are all of the same sign, then thefraction

a, + a^ + a.^+ ... + a„

lies in magnitude between the g-reatest and least of them.

Suppose that all the denominators are positive. Let y^ be the
0^

least fraction, and denote it by k ; then

a^ = kb^

;

CTj > kb^
;

% > ^^2

;

ctj + ^2 + «3 + +a^^>{b^ + b,^ + b^+ + bj k
;

a, + a, + rtg + -f

61+62+63+ H

Similarly we may prove that
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^ , „ , . ^ . sum of numerators
Each of the given fractions -=i

. . , .
-----

sujp of denommators

^ x + y + 2

a + 6 + c

Again, if we multiply both numerator and denominator of the three

given fractions hy y + z, z + x, x + y respectively,

each fraction- ^(!/J:^). _ ^ V (' + •') = ^J±+J/)_ _

{y+jH^ + c-^} (z + x) (c + a-b) (x + y){a + b-c)

sum of numerators
~ sum of denominators

_ x{y + z) + y{z + x)+z{x + y)

2ax + 2by + 2cz
^"^^"

.-. from (1) and (2),

x±y + z ^ xiy + z)+ y{z + x)+z(x + y)
^

a + b + c 2{ax + by + cz)

X y _ z
Example 2. If ^-^_^_—-—^^ = ^_^-^^^_-—^^ _ ____^_--^

,

I m n
prove t at ^^^ ^^z- ax)

~
y {cz + ax^by) ~z{ax + by- cz)

'

We have

X y ^
I VI n

'ib + 7ic-la Jic + la-mb la + mb-m

7/ z-

m u

2 la

= two similar expressions

;

ny + mz _lz + nx _ mx + ly

'
'

a b c '

Multiply the first of these fractions above and below by x, the second by

T/, and the third bj' z ; then

nxy + mxz _ hjz + nxy _ inxz + lyz
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16. If we have two equations containing three unknown
quantities in tlie first degree, such as

«.^^^2(Vi-^0 ^^^'

a^Ah:^y^^z = (2),

we cannot solve these completely ; but by Avriting tlieni in the
fgrm

».© + ^^J-) + c„

we can, by regarding — and - as tlie unknowns, solve in the

ordinary way and obtain

X byC^ — b^Cy
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Example 1. Find the ratios oi x : y : z from the equations

lx = -iy + SM, Sz = 12x + ny.

By transposition we have 7x - 4?/ - 82= 0,

12x + ny-3z^0.

Write down the coefficients, thus

-•i -8 7-4
11 -3 12 11,

whence we obtain the products

(-4)x(-3)-llx(-8), (-8)xl2-(-3)x7, 7 x 11 - 12 x (-4),

or 100, -75, 125;

^ _ _y __ _ _jL
•'•

100 -75 125'

^u * • X y z
thatis, - =— = -^

Example 2. Eliminate x, y, z from the equations

a^x + biy + c^z — O (1),

a^ + Ky + c^^O (2),

a^x+b.^y + c.^ = (3).

From (2) and (3), by cross multiplication,"

X _ y _ z

denoting each of these ratios by k, by multiplying up, substituting in (1),

and di\-iding out by k, we obtain

This relation is calkd the eliminant of the given equations.

Example 3. Solve the equations

ax + by + cz-0 (1)>

x+ y+ z — ^ (2),

bcx + cay + abz = {b-c) (c-a) (a-b) (3).

From (1) and (2), by cross multiplication,

X y 2 ,= -^- = = A-, suppose ;b-c c-a a-b —-

.'. x= kJjL=iC), y — k {c -a), z — k (a-b).

Substituting in (3),

k {bc{b-c) + ca {c - a) + ab{a- b)) ^{b- c) {c - a) {a - b),

k{-{b-c) {c-a)(a-b)} = {b-c){c-a){a-b);

.-. fc = -l:

whence x = c -b, y~a-c, z — b- a.
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8. If T = - = ^ ,
prove that ^ is equal tooca a

9. If •^- ^ -^L

shew that {q — r) j;+ {r-p)i/ + {p-q) z^O.

10. If —^ == = -
, find tlie ratios of j; : y : z.

x —zzy "^

11. If
y+g ^ z+x ^ x^y

* '

pb+ qc pc+ qa pa+ qb^

,|.ew that t(£±l±i) = {b+ c).vHc+ a)i,+ {a + b)z

a + b-\-c bc+ ca+ ab

12. If i'=f =^

.hPwfhpf
x^±a^ y^+b^^+c^_{x±y±zl±{cH:b + cf

Shew that
^,.2^^2 + y2+ 52 + i2:^.-(^,+3^ + ^)2+(^ + 5 + e)2

13 If
2y+ 22-x ^ 2z + 2x-y ^ 2x-h2f/-z

a b c
'

shew that
26 + 2c -a 2c + 2a -6 2a+ 26j:i^

-. 14. If {a'' + b^+ c^)(x^-hy'^+ z'') = iax+by±^^ '

shew that x : a=y : b=z :,c.
i /

I

15. If I {my + HZ - Ix) = ?u (7iz+ Ix - my)= n (Ix + my - nz),

y+z-x z+x-y x+y-z
ijrovc -—

,
= = — .

^
I m n

16. Shew that the elimiiuint of

ax+cy + bz=0, cx+ by + az = 0, bx+ ay + cz^O,

is a^+ b^ + c^-3abc= 0.

17. Eliminate x, y, z from the equations

r^ \ ax + hy+gz= 0, hx+ by+fz=0, gx+fy+ cz = 0.

^^.^
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18. If

shew that

HIGHER ALGEBRA.

.v^ci/+ bz, i/— az+av, z= bx+ai/,

l-a2 i_. l-c2

19. Given that a (j/ + z)=^JL\b{z-\- j;) ^y, p {.v + y)

prove that bc + ca+ab+ 2abc^l.

:\\ \

^°'

iV\^ \j , Solve the following ecjuations

:

' \J)^ 20. 3a; -4^+ 72= 0, 21 4 a;+{/=

1

2x-7/-2z^ 0,

3x3 -y3+ 23^18.

1

3

v,22. 7?/2 + 3i?3^=4ry,

\
2li/z- Zzx= 4xv/,

' .t;+ 2y+ 32= 19.

2

^

24. If

shew that

sja — Jb sjb - v<<. V<^ - iJ(^

Zx-2y+\lz= 0,

A-3+ 3y3+ 2s3= i67.

23. 3a;2-2j/2^_ 5^2=0,

, 7a,-2- 3^2-1522= 0,

"^ 5a;-4y+ 75;= 6.

= 0,

I

+
Va+ s'b Jb+ sIg Vc+ V«

"

= 0,

(a - 6) (c - s/ab) (6 - c) (a - V^c) (c -a){b- fjac)

Solve the equations

:

25.

26.

rv^^ii^ 27. If

IB prove that

acr+6y+ c2= 0,

bcoj+ ccy/ + a62= 0,

xi/z+ a6(; {a?x+ 6^y+ c^^)= 0.

ax+ bf/ + cz= aP'X+ U^y -\- ch— 0,

x+}/-\-z+ {b-c){G-a) {a-b)=0.

a{>/ + z)= x, b{z+ x)^y, c{x+y)=z,

A-2 ?/2 s2

^ f.

a{l-bc) b{\-ca) c{l-ab)'

28. If ax + hf/ + (/z= 0, hx + by+fz^O, gx+fy+ cz= 0-,

prove that

(1) _^__J/L _ ^'

bc-p ca-g^ ab-Ji^'

/^^^ (2) {bc-P){ca-y^{ab-K^^{f,j-ch){yh-af){hf-bo).



CHAPTER II.

PROPORTION.

18. Definition. When two ratios are equal, the four
quantities composing them are said to be proportionals; nfiTs

(I c
if r = -s 5

then a, b, c, d are proportionals. This is expressed by

saying that a is to h as c is to (/, and the proportion is written

a \h \\ c \ d)

or a \ h = c : d.

The terms a and d are called the extremes, h and c the means.

19. I^jfaur quantities are in proportion, the product of the

extremes is equal to the product of the means.

Let a, h, c, d be the proportionals.

Then by definition r = -,

;

^
b d'

whence ad = be.

Hence if any three terms of a proportion are given, the

fourth may be found. Thus if a, c, d are given, then 6 = —

.

c

Conversely, if there are any four quantities, a, 6, c, d, such
that ad = be, then a, b, c, d are proportionals ; a and d being the

extremes, b and c the means ; or vice versa.

20. Definition. Quantities are said to he in continued
proportion when the first is to the second, as the second is

to the third, as the third to the fourth ; and so on. Thus
a, b, c, d, are in continued proportion when

a b c

bed
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If tliree quantities a, b, c are in continued proportion, tlien

a : b=^b : c

;

.: ac = b\ [Art. 18.]

In this ease b is said to 1>e a mean proportional between a and

c ; and c is said to be a third proportional to a and b.

21. If three quantities are proportionals the first is to the

third in the chiplicute ratio of the first to tJie second.

Let tlie three quantities be «, b, c ; tlien - = -

.

a a b
ssow = - X -

c b c

a a a'

^b ""b^V'

tliat is, a \ c — a' : b'.

It will be seen that this proposition is the same as the definition

of duplicate ratio given in Euclid, Book v.

22. \i a \b = c \ d and e 'f=g : h, then will ae : bf=cg : dh.

a c ^ e aT^ a c ^ e q
For - ^ - and -, = ^
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(1) If a : h = c : dj then b : a -d : c.

For - ^ -; therefore 1 4- j- = 1 -^ - •ha cl

15

[Invertmido.^

that is
b _d
a c

'

h : a^d : c.

(2) li a : be : d, then a : c --- b : d.

For ad = 6c ;
therefore —i = ~j\

\^Alternando?^

that is,

or

a b

c d '

a : c = b : d.

(3) If rt : i ^ <:• : ^^Z, then a + b : b ^c + d : d. [Componeyido.']

that is

or

For T- ^ -. ; tlierefore - + 1 = -^ + 1

;

b d b d

a + b c + d

~~b~^~dr''

a + b : h =^ c + d : d.

(4) If rt : Z) = c : d, tlien a-b \ b = c - d : d. \^Dividendo.^

For 7 = -, ; tlierefore - - 1 .- - - 1

;

rt
'^ "

that is,

or

b ^^ d

a—b c-d
~T ^

cl '

a-b : b = c- d : d.

(5) If a : 6 = c : (/, then a + b : a -b = c + d : c - d

a+b c+d
^b

For by (3)

and by (4)

.-. by division.

d '

a-b c—d
'b^^'d"'
a+b c+d
a-b c-d'

a + b : a-b = c + d : c — d.

This proposition is usually quoted as Coiujwnendo and Divi-

dend0.

Several other proportions may be proved in a similar way.
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24. The results of the preceding article are the algebraical

equivalents of some of the propositions in the fifth book of Euclid,

and the student is advised to make himself familiar with them
in tlieir verbal form. For example, dividendo may be quoted as

follows :

When there are four pro^ortio^ials, the excess of the first above

the second is to the second, as the' excess of Ifie tfnrd above the

/ourtir{s~io Jlie fourth.
'.

25. We shall now compare the algebraical definition of pro-

portion with that given in Euclid.

Euclid's definition is as follows :

Eour quantities are said to be proj^ortionals when if any equi-

7nultiples vjJiatever be taken of the first and third, and also any

eqniinnltiples v^liatever of tlie second and fourth, the multiple of

the third is greater than, equal to, or less than the multiple of the

fourth, according as tlie multiple of the first is greater than, equal

to, or less than the multiple of the second.

In algebraical symbols the definition may be thus stated :

Eour quantities «, 6, c, d are in proportion when ^jc = qd

according as 2)« = qh, j) and q being any jwsitive integers tvhatever.

I. To deduce the geometrical definition of proportion from

the algebraical definition.

a c . . 9^

Since i=-j,^J multiplying both sides by - , we obtain
t) cC q

pa pc

qh qd'

hence, from the properties of fractions,

pc = qd according as j)a = qh^

whicli proves the proposition.

IT. To deduce tlie algebraical definition of proportion from

the geometrical definition.

Given that pc -= qd according as ^m = qh, to prove
<

a c
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If is not equal to , one of tlieni must l)e tlie "leater.

Suppose 7 >^; then it \vill be possible to find some fraction -
a c

which lies between them, q and jj being positive integers.

(1),

(-')•

Hence ^- ~ .. . .

h p

and < I

d p
From (1) 2^a> qh;

from (2) i)C<qd\

and these contradict the hypothesis.

Therefore -, and . are not unequal: that is 7- - -• which proves
b d "

b d ^

the proposition.

26. It should be noticed that the geometrical definition of pro-

portion deals with concrete magnitudes, such as lines or areas,

represented geometrically but not referred to any connnon unit
of measurement. So that Euclid's definition is applicable to in-

commensurable as well as to connnensurable quantities ; whereas
the algebraical detinition, strictly speaking, aj^plies only to com-
mensurable quantities, since it tacitly assumes that a is the same
determinate multiple, part, or parts, of b that c is of (/. But the
proofs which have been given for connnensurable quantities will

still be true for inconnnensurables, since the ratio of two incom-
mensurables can always be made to difier from the ratio of two
integers by less than any assignable quantity. This has been
shewn in Art. 7 ; it may also be proved more generally as in the
next article.

27. Suppose that a and b are incommensurable; divide b

into m equal parts each equal to ^, so that b ~ fnjS, where vi is a
positive integer. Also suppose /3 is contained in a more than n
times and less than n+1 times;

., a n/3 {n-^l)l3
then - > —- and < ' ^^

,

b mfS mj3

that is, Y lies between — and ;m m

so that 7- differs from — by a quantity less than — . And since we
6 m ni

H. H. A. 2
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can choose /? (our unit of measurement) as small as we please, m can

be made as cjreat as we please. Hence — can be made as small

as we please, and two integers n and in can be found whose ratio

will express that of a and b to any required degree of accuracy.

28. The propositions proved in Art. 23 are often useful in

solving problems. In particular, the solution of certain equa-

tions is greatly facilitated by a skilful use of the operations conL-

jwnendo and dividendo.

Example 1.

If {2ma + 6m& + 3nc + %nd) {2ma - Gmb - Snc + {)iid)

= {2ma - 6mh + 3/ic - dnd) {2iita + dmb - 'due - Oncf),

prove that a, h, c, d are proportionals.

.„ . 2ma + &mh + Snc + 97id 2ma + Cuiih-dnc -9nd
2ma - 6mb + Snc - 9"d 27na - Gmb - Snc + 9nd

'

.', componendo and dividendo,

2{2ma + Snc) 2{2ma-Snc)

Alternando,

2{Gnib + 9nd} 2{6mb-'Jnd)

2ma + Snc (jwb + 9nd

2ma-Snc {}mb-[)nd

Again, componendo and dividendo,

4wa _ 12vib

One ~ 'I8nd
'

a b
whence - = -,

,

c d

or a : b— c : d.

Example 2. Solve the equation

;^.r + 1 + Jj^l _ 4.C - 1

Jx + 1- Jx^l 2

We have, componendo and dividendo,

Jx + 1 _ 4.C +

1

x + l _ 16x- + 8a; +

1

'* x^ ~ 16x2-24x + 9

*

Again, componendo and dividendo,

2j:_325=-16jr + 10

2 ~ 32x^8 '

_ Ux^ - 8x + 5
•'• "^ ~ l6x- 4 '

whence lGx--4.r = 16x--8x + 5

;
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EXAMPLES. II.

1. Find the fourth prupoi-tioiial to 3, 5, 27.

2. Find the mean proportional between

(1; 6 and 24, (2) 3G0tt^ ciud 2b0a-b-.

' 3. Find the third ])ro])ortional to ^- + - and - .

j
' ' ^ ^>: V

If a : h^c \ c/, prove that

J 4. tt-c + ac- : h-d-k-hd-^{a-\-cY : (b+ df. -/,

i
r, .

, ;., . ;., .,
, ;., - ;. IAA^^

; 0. pet' + (/O- : jju- — qU- --ijc- + qd- : pc- — qcL-.

V' 6. a-c : h-d^sja^ + c- : ^h' + d'K

7. ^d' + (? : \/iA+d^^ x/ (^c + ~ : A/fecZ+y.

If a, h, c, d arc in continued proportion, prove that

8. a : b + d^c' : c-d+ d\

9. 2<^+ 3t^ : •3a-4d^2a^+ 3b^ : 3^3- 463.

10. {a- + 6- + c'-) (62+ 6-2+ c^2) = (a6+ 6c+ cd)'^.

11. If 6 i.s a mccxn proportional between a and c, prove that

«2_ 62+ 6-2
,,

-r^^

—

7_., . _v = t;^
c« ^ - 6 ^+ c -

12. If a : 6=^ti : t/, and e : /==^ : /<, prove that

«c^+ bf : ac^ - 6/= cv/ + c/A : cy - dh.

^l

Solve the equationis

:

^
a<.-2+ .'; + 1 _ 3.v^ - X- + ox - 13 {^.A-^

14.

^ 15

2j,-3-3a,-2
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18. If the work done by jj - 1 men in .t'+ 1 days is to the work done
hy .1+2 men in x - 1 days in the ratio of 9 : 10, find .v.

19. Find four proportionals such that the sum of the extremes is

21, the sum of the means 19, and the sum of the squares of all four
\ numbers is 442.

20. Two casks A and B were filled with two kinds of sherry, mixed
in the cask A in the ratio of 2 : 7, and in the cask B in the"ratio of

1^ : 5. "What quantity must be taken from each to form a mixture
which shall consist of 2 gallons of one kind and 9 gallons of phe other I

—\
^.

I^ \ 21. Nine gallons are drawn from a cask full of wine;i it is then
^ filled with water,: then nine gallons of the mixture are tkawn, and the

icask is again fillqd with water. If the quantity of wine now in the cask
be to the quantity of water in it as 16 to 9, how much does the cask
hold? L

22. If four positive quantities are in continued proportion, shew
that the difference between the first and last is at least three times as
great as the difference between the other two.

, . 23. In England the population increased 15 '9 per cent, between

\J
1871 and 1881 ; if the town population increased 18 per cent, and the
country population 4 per cent., compare the town and country popula-
tions in 1871.

24. In a certain country the consumption of tea is five times the
consumption of coffee. If a per cent, more tea and b per cent, more

• coffee were consumed, the aggregate amount consumed would be 7c per
cent, more ; but if h per cent, more tea and a per cent, more coffee

were consumed, the aggregate amount consumed would be 3c' per cent,

more : compare a and b.
i^ ^

,

25. Brass is an alloy of cop2)er and zhic ; bronze is an alloy

containing 80 per cent, of copper, 4 of zinc, and 16 of tin. A fused
mass of brass and bronze is found to contain 74 per cent, of copi)er, 16
ofjiinc, and 10 of tin : find the ratio of copper to zinc in the composition
of brass.

26. A crew can row a certain course up stream in 84 minutes;
they can row the same^ourse dowii_jitj:ea4ii-in„-B—luiinitesjess than
they could row it in still water : how long would they take to row down
with the stream ?



CHAPTER ITT.

VARIATEOX.

29. Definition. One quantity A i.s said to vary directly

as another B, wlien the two quantities depend upon each otiier in
such a manner tliat if J] is cliani^ed, A is clianged in the same
ratio.

Note. The word directly is often omitted, and A is .said to vary
as B.

For instance : if a train niovin,fif at a uniform rate travels

40 miles in GO minutes, it will travel 20 miles in 30 minutes,
80 miles in 1 20 minutes, and so on ; the distance in each ca.se

being increased or diminished in the same ratio as the time.

This is expressed by saying that when the velocity is uniform
the distance is proportional to the time, or the distance varies as

the time.

30. The .symbol a is used to denote variation ; so that
yl a. 7? is read "^ varies as ^."

I 31. //A varies as B, then A is equal to B multiplied hy some
constant quantity,

"

^ For suppose that «, a^, a^, a^...,b,b^, b,^, b^... are corresponding
values of A and B. "~-- —

^

m 1 1 X. ••• a b a b a b ,

Then, In- dehnition, — = —
; — = — : — =—

; and so on,

«i ^ % K % K
.'. r^ = Y^ =V^ = ••-, ("'^ch being equal to -

.

^ K K ^-^
TT ^iiy value oi A . ,

,

,

llence -; "^
^ ^—^ is always the same

;the corresponding value or B ''

A
that is, —— m, where m is constant.

B
.-. A = mB.
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If any pair of corresponding values of A and B are known,
the constant m can be determined. For instance, if .4 = 3 when
^=12,
we have 3 = m x 12

;

.'. m =
I,

and ^ = Ji?.

32. Definition. One quantity A is said to vary inversely

as another B, when A varies directly as the reciprocal of J].

Tlius if A varies inversely as /», ^ = -tt , where 7)i is constant.

The following is an illustration of inverse variation : If 6 men
do a certain work in 8 hours, 12 men would do the same work in

4 hours, 2 men in 24 hours ; and so on. Thus it appears that

when the number of men is increased, the time is proportionately

decreased; and vice-versa.

Example 1. The cube root of x vai'ies inversely as the square of y; if

x= S when i/ = 3, find a- when y = U^ -

By
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30. The folloAving are illustrations of the theorem proved in

the last article.

The amount of work done by a given number of men varies

directly as the number of days they work, and the amount of

work done in a given time varies directly as the number of men

;

therefore when the number of days and the number of men are

botli variable, the amount of Avork will vary as the product of

tlie number of men and the number of days.

Again, in Geometry the area of a triangle Aaries directly as

its base Avhen the height is constant, and directly as the height

when the base is constant ; and when both the height and Ijase

are variable, the area varies as the product of the numbers
representing tlie lieight and the base.

Example. The volume of a right circular cone varies as the square of the

radius of the base when the height is constant, and as tlie height when the
base is constant. If the radius of the base is 7 feet and the height 15 feet,

the volume is 770 cubic feet ; find the height of a cone whose volume is 132
cubic feet and which stands on a base whose radius is 3 feet.

Let h and r denote respectively the height and radius of the base
measured in feet ; also let V be the volume in cubic feet.

Then Y=mr-h, where m is constant.

By supposition, 770 = m x 7- x 15
;

22
^^= 21'

.•.T=-r-/..

.-. by substituting 7"= 132, r= 3, we get

90
132=-x9x/r,

whence 7/ = 14;

and therefore the height is 14 feet.

37, The proposition of Art. 35 can easily be extended to the

case in which the Aariation of A. depends upon tliat of more than
two A'ariables. Further, the Aariations may be either direct or

iuA^erse. The principle is interesting because of its frequent oc-

currence in Physical Science. For example, in the theory of

gases it is found hy experiment that the pressure {p) of a gas

A-aries as the "absolute temperature" (t) Avhen its volume {v) is

constant, and that the pressure A'aries inversely as the A'olume

Avhen the temperature is constant ; that is

p x t, Avhen V is constant

;

Avhence
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and J)
"j: -

^ wlieii t is constant.

From tliese results we should expect that, when both t and v are

varial)le, we should have the fornnila

;) X -
, or iw — M^ wliero h is constant

:

and by actual experiment this is found to be the case.

"^^xam^le. The duration of a raihvay journey varies directly as the

distance and inversely as the velocity; the velocity varies directly as the

square root of the quantity of coal used per mile, and inversely as the

number of carriages in the train. In a journey of 2o miles in half an hour
with I8~^carriages 10 cwt. of coal is re(|uired ; how much coal will be

consumed in a journej' of 21 miles in 28 minutes with 16 carriages?

Let i be the time expressed in hours,

^Z the dista»€e in miles,

V the velocity in miles per hour,

q the number of cwt. of coal used per mile,

c tlie number of carria^^'es.

We have t r.-^

and V X --- 1

whence t x
cd \

hi

A- ij

Substituting the values given, we have ( since q — -- \

kcd
or t — —--

, where A- is constant.

l_Axl8x25x5
2~ 71

that is, - -'''

125 X 30

VlO . cd
Hence ' = 1-3^

—

Qp~r •

12o X 36 ^fq

Substituting now the values of t, c, d given in the second part of the

question, we have

28 _ ViOx 16x21
G0~ 125x36^/(/ '

4V. . •
/

x/lOxl6x21 4 _
^^^'''' ^^'^^ 75x28 '^2-5Vl^>

32
whence q = ^-^ .

21 x 32
Hence the quantity of coal is "^rn-- ~ ^^Vg cwt.
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EXAMPLES. III.

1. If X varies as y, and a-=8 when y = 15, find a- when y= 10.

2. If P vari&s inversely as Q, and P= 7 when ^= 3, find P when
21.

3. If the square of x varies as the cube of ?/, and .r= 3 when 3/= 4,

find the value of ?/ when A^=-T,y

3 10
4. A varies as B and C jointly; if A =2 when Z?= - and C=—-

,

fin4 (7 when J =54 and ^= 3.

^ ^
5. If -4 varies as C, and B varies as C, then A±B and ^AB will

each vary as C.

^ 6. If A varies as BC, then B varies inversely as - .

2
7. /* varies directly as Q and inver,sely as R ; also ^'= 5 ^^'hen

Q=^t and ^ =^ : And Q when P=v48 and R= y/lb.

J 8. If >* varies as ?/, prove that .1-2+ ?/2 varies as x"- -y^.

9. If 3/ varies as the sum of tw:o quantities, of which one varies

directly as x and the other inversely as x ; and if y= 6 when .z'= 4, and

3.^ when .^=3; find the equation between x and ^^fr—

10. If y is equal to the sum of two quantities one of which varies

as X directly, and the other as .r- inversely; and if ^?/=19 when .r=2, or

3 ; find y in terms of x.

11. If A varies directly as the square root of B and inversely as

the cube of C, and if J. = 3 when i?=256 and (7=2, find B when ^ = 24

and C=\ .

12. Given that x^-y varies as ^+ - , and that x-y varies as ^- -
,

find the relation between x and r, provided that .^= 2 \vhen .r=3 and

y= \.

13. If ^ varies as B and C jointly, while B varies as IP^ and C
varies inversely as A^ shew that A varies as D.

14. If y varies as the sum of three quantities of which the first is

constant, the second varies as x, and the third as x'^; and if ?/= when
.r= 1, y= 1 when .r=2, and 3/= 4 when .r= 3 ; find y when .^-=7.

15. When a body falls from rest its distance from the starting

point varies as the square of the time it has been falling : if a body falls

through 402^ feet in 5 seconds^ how for does it fall in 10 seconds?

Also how far'does it fall in the \^ second?
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16. Given that the vokime of a sphere varies as the cube of its

radius, and that when the radius is si feet the vohime is ITOs cubic

feet, find the volume when the radius is 1 foot 9 inches.

17. The weight of a circular disc varies as the square of the radius

when the thickness remains the same ; it also varies as the thickness

when the radius remains the Siime. Two discs have their thicknesses

in the ratio of 9 : 8 ; find the ratio of their radii if the weight of the

first is twice that of the second.

Y 18. At a certain regatt<x the nuuiber-joLxacfia, on each day varied

jointly as the number of days from the begihlTing and end of the regatta

iVj^to and including the day in question. On three successive days
there were res[)ectively 6, 5 and 3 race's. "Which days were these, and
how long did the regatta Lost ?

j
19. The price of a diamond varies as the_ square J3f.Jts weight.

j
Three rings of equal weighfTeach com\x)sed of a diamond set in gold,

have values £a^ £b, £c, the diamonds in them weighing, 3, 44_5,_£ar^3

respectively. Shew that the value of a diamond of one caraEii"

the cost of workmanship being the same for each ring.

20. Two persons are awarded pensions in proportion to the square

root of the number of years they have served. One has served Qyeass
longer than the other and receives a pension gi-eater by ^'qO. ^Trtne
length of service of the fii-st had exceeded that of the second 03^4^ yeai-s

their j^ensions would have been in the proportion of 9 : 8. How long

had they served and what were their res^^ective pensions'/

y 21. The attraction of a planet on its satellites varies directly as

the mass (M) of the jilanet, and inversely as the square of the distance

(D) ; also the square of a satellite's time of revolution varies directly

as the distance and invei-sely a.s the force of attraction. If m^, d^, t^^

and m.2, do, t^, are simultaneous values of J/, i>, T respectively, prove

that

m^t^ _ o?j2

7iu}~d}'

Hence find the time of revolution of that moon of Jupiter whose
distance is to the distance of our Moon as 35 : 31, having given

that the mass of Jupiter is 343 times that of the Earth, and that the

Moon's period is 27"3^ days. , , ,

22. The consumptiouiof coal by a locomotive varies as the square

of the velocity; when thesi>eed is 16 miles an hour the consumption of^

coal per hour is 2 tons : if the price of coal be 105. per ton, and the other

exjienses of the engine Ije 1 Is. 3</. an hour, find the least cost of a journey

of 100 miles.
^

^"* '^



CHAPTER IV.

ATJTTHMETICAL PROGRESSION.

38. Definition, Quantities are said to he in Arithmetical

Progression when tliey increase or decrease l)y a common dif-

ference.

Thus eacli of the following series forms an Arithmetical

Progression :

3, 7, 11, 15,

8, 2, -4, -10,

«, a + d, a + 2cZ, a + 3(7,

The common difference is found by subtracting any term of

the series from that which folloim it. In the first of the above
examples the common difference is 4 ; in the second it is — 6 ; in

the third it is d.

39. If we examine the series
^

a, a + d, a + 2d, a + 3d,...

we notice that ?7i any term the coefficient of d is always less by one

than the number of the term in the seHes.

Thus the 3''*^ term is a + 2^?

;

Q>^^ term is a+^d;
20**^ term isa + 19fZ;

and, generally, the j^^^ term is a + (
j!? - 1) d.

If n be the number of terms, and if I denote the last, or

n^^ term, we have / = f<t,+ 0* — 1)^.

40. 2^0 find the snm of a numb'^r of tnnns in Arithinetical

Progression.

Let a denote the first terin^ d the conmion difference, and n
the liumbeF of"terms. Also let I denote the last term^ ^and a
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tiiej;eg3iii:etLiiiiu^-iluiii—

.

£^= rt + (a + (/) + {a + -ld) + ... + {I -z_'2d)±{l- d) + lj^_

and, by Avriting the series in tlie reverse order, . ^ /'

s^l+{l-d) + {I- '2d} r — ± (a + 2c/) 4- (g + d)+a.

Adding together these two series,

'Is ^ (a + l) + (a + l) + {a + l)+ ... to u terms

= ?t (rt + I),

C ^'-^'(«+^ (1)3

and I / = g + (?t - 1 W/^ - (2),

•"• « = ^{^^^*-1M1:j::i^ ^ • (3)-

—^T In TlitTTast article we have three useful forniulie (1),

(2), (3) ; in each of tliese any one of the letters may denote

tiie unknown quantity when the three others are known. For

instance, in (1) if we substitute given values for s, n, /, we obtain

an equation for finding a; and similarly in the other formulae.

But it is necessary to guard against a too mechanical use of the.se

general formuke, and it will often be found better to solve simple

questions by a mental rather than by an actual reference to the

requisite formula.

Example 1. Find the .sum of the series oh, 6j, 8, to 17 terms.

Here the common difference is 1|; hence from (3),

the ^;{2x^.icxui

17

2

17x31

(11-7-20)

-263i.

Example 2. The first term of a series is o«_theJast la, and the sum
400 : find the number of terms, and the common difference.

If n be the number of terms, then from (1)

Nvhence

400= ^(5 + 45);

« = 16.
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If d be the common difference

•45= the le"" term = 5 + lod
;

whence ^ = 2^.

42. If coil/ two terms of an Arithmetical Progression be

given, the series can be completely determined; for the data

furnish tivo simultaneous equations, the solution of >vhicli will

give the lirst term and the common difference.

Example. The 54"" and 4"" terms of an A. P. are -61 and 64; find the
23'^ term.

, If a be the first term, and d the common difference,

- 61 = the 54'" term = a + 53rf

;

and 64 = the 4"" term = a + 3d

;

whence we obtain d^ -~, a = l\h ;

and the 23'^ term= a + 22d = 16i.

43. Definition. AVhen three quantities are in Arithmetical

Progression the middle one is said to be the arithmetic mean of

the other two.

Thus a is the arithmetic mean between a~ d and a + d.

j 44. To find the arithmetic mean between tivo given quantities.

Let a and h be the two quantities ; A the arithmetic mean.
Then since ci^A^Ji^x^w A. P. we must hiive

'

h-A^A-a.
•~.j» i I- j^

each being equal to the common difference

;

whence A =^
.

45. Between two given quantities it is always possible to

insert any number of terms such that the whole series thus

formed shall be in A. P.; and by an extension of the definition in

Art. 43, the terms thus inserted are called the arithmetic means.

Examj)\c. Insert 20 arithmetic means between 4 and 67.

Including the extremes, the number of terms will be 22 ; so that we have
to find a series of 22 terms in A. P., of which 4.isjhe first and 67 the last.

Let d be the common difference
;

then ^ = the 22'"' term = 4 + 21d ;

whence d = 3, and the series is 4, ^JS^ ...61,-fi4_6X^;

and the required means are 7, 10, 13, 58, 71, 64.
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46. To visert a given number of arithmetic means between

two given quantities.

Let a and b be the given quantities, n the number of means.

Including the extremes the num]>er of terms will be ?i + 2
;

so that we liave to lind a series of n + 2 terms in A. P., of wliich

a is the lirst, and b is the last.

Let d be tlie common ditierence

;

then b = the {n + 2)"' term

^a + {ri-¥\)d',

^hence d— ^ ,

b — a

7t+

i

and the required means are

b-a 2(b-a) nib -a)
a + —^ , a + —^

—

-s-'
,

a + —-'—^,- .

n + 1 ?t + 1 7i + 1

Example 1. The sum of three numbers iu A, P. is 27, and the sum of

their squares is 293 ; find them.

Let a be the middle number, d the common difference ; then the three

numbers are a-d, a, a± d.

Hence
yC ,< x '

^^_ ^^^^,^^^^^^^27 ;

whence a = 9^ and the three numbers are ^j-d^_^± d.

.• . (0 - d)- + 81 + (9 + df^ 293

;

whence d= ± 5 ;

and the numbers are 4, 9, 14.

Example 2. Find the sum of the first p terms of the series whose

w"' term is 3/i - L

By putting ?« — 1, and n—p respectively, we obtain

first term = 2, last term — Zp-1 ;

.=1 (2 + 32^-1)^1 (3^.4-1). y

EXAMPLES. IV. a.

L Sura 2, 3|, 4^,... to 20 terms.

2. Sum 49, 44, 39,... to 17 terms.

Of)'"
3. Sum

^ , 3 , Y2
'••• ^° ^^ ^^^^"^
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4. Suin 3, . , 1 H , . . . to n terms.
«j

5. Sum 3*75, 3"5, 3"25,... to 16 terms.

6. Smn -7^, -7, -6^,... to 24 terms.

7. Sum 1-3, -3-1, -7-5,... to 10 terms.

6 12
8. Sum , ,

3 s'3, -77, ,.•• to 50 terms.
\ 3 s'3

3 4
9. Sum -._ , -T.

,
\^Oj... to 25 terms.

10. Sum ti — 36, 2a — bh, 3a — 76,... to 40 terms.

11. Sum 2a -h, -ia- 36, 6rt -oh,... to ;t terms.

\
f.

12. Sum —^ , a, —-— ,... to 21 terms.

13. Insert 19 arithmetic means between - and — 9|.

C 14. Insert 17 arithmetic means between 3^ and -41^.

>i 15. Insert 18 arithmetic means between - 35.t' and 3.v.

v 16. Insert jj arithmetic means between .i- and 1.

17. Find the sum of the first a odd numbers.

18. In an A. P. the first term_is -, the last term 29, the sum 155;

\| find the dift'erence.

19. The sum of 15^ terms ofan A. P. is 600, and the connnon difter-

ence is 5 ; find the firsJ^lermT

'M 20. The tliird term of an A. P. is 18, and the seventh term is 30
;

find the sum of 17 terms.

\j 21. The sum of three immbers in A. P. is 27, and their product is

' 504 ; find them. -—^

22. The sum of three numbers in A. P. is 12, and the sum of their

cubes is 408 ; find them.
^

N f 23. Find the sum of 15 terms of the series whose m"" term is 4;i+ 1.

24. Find the sum of 35 terms of the series whose />"" term is'^4-2.

25. Find the sum of p terms of the series whose m"" term is + 6.^ a

\ 26. Find the sum of n terms of the series

2«'--l , 3 6a-^-5

a a' a
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47. In an Arithmetical Progression when s, a, d are given,
to determine the values of n we have the quadratic equation

^'{2« + (/.-!)./}

when both roots are positive and integral there is no difticulty

in interpreting the result corresponding to each. In some cases
a suitable interpretation can ])e given for a negative value of n.

Example. How many terms of the series -9, - C, -3,... must be
taken that the sum may be 66 ?

Here
| [-18 -f (u- 1) 3} =66 ;

that is, 7t--7«-44 = 0, »'

or («-ll)(« + 4) = 0;

.•. 71 = 11 or - 4.

If we take 11 terms of the series, we have

- 9, - 6, - 3, 0, 3, 6, 9, 1^, i r>, 18^ 1

;

the sum of which is 66.

If we begin at the last of these terms and coinjt^backicards four terms, the
sum is alsoJj6; and thus, although the negative solution does not directly
aus^-er the question proposed, we are enabled to give it an intelligible meaning,
and we see that it answers a question closely connected with that to which
^h^ positive solution applies. .

.

48. We can justif}' this interpretation in the general case in

the following way.

The equation to determine n is

dn- + (2a-d)n-2s = (1).

Since in the case under discussion the roots of this equation have
opposite signs, let us denote them by n^ and - n^. The last

term of tlie series corresponding to rij is

a + (n^ - l)d

;

if we begin at this term and count hackimrds, tlie common
difference must be denoted by - d, and the sum of ?i, terms is

. |/2(« + ;^U/) + («^,-l)(-rf)|,

and we shall shew that this is equal to 5.

H. IT. A. 3
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For tlie expression = y \ 2a + (2n^ -'^^2~ ^) ^n

= ^ ^1 2rt9i^ + 2n^7i/l - n, (n , + 1 ) J
[

= - i27i^n/l - {dn,^ - 2a -d . n,)|

= ^(4.-2.):..,

since - n^ satisfies (hi- + (2a — d) n — 2.<? = 0, and — n^n, is the

product of the roots of tliis equation.

49. AVhen the value of n is fractional there is no exact num-
ber of terms which corresponds to such a solution.

Example. How many terms of the series 26, 21, 16,... must be taken to

amount to 74 ?

Here g {52^n-a)(-5j } = 74^ .

that is,
'^^— 5n- - bin + 148 = 0,

or (« -4){5»-37)=0;

.-. ?2=4 or 7|.

Thus the number of terras is 4. It will be found that the sum of 7 terms

is greater, while the sum of 8 terms is less than 74.__

50. We add some ^Miscellaneous Examples.

Example 1. The sums of n terms of two arithmetic series are in the

ratio of 7/i + 1 : 4h + 27; find the ratio of their 11"" terms.

Let the first term and common difference of the two series be rtp J^ and

flo, d^ respectively.

We have
2a^ (n-^K _ Ju + 1

Now we have to find the value of -^——
-/ ; hence, by putting 7j-^21, we

obtain

2at + 20rfi _148_4
2rt2 + 20rf2~lll~3'

thus the required ratio is 4 : 3.

Example 2. If S„ .5.,, S.^,...S^ are the sums of n terms of arithmetic

series whose first terms a"re 1, 2, 3, 4,... and whose common ditferences are

1, 3, ^, 7,... ; find the value of
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^ 9. Sum the series j-
, ,—: , -^ jz, ..-to n terms.

4

\ 10. If the sum of V terms is 49, and the sum of 17 terms isjg^j

N find the sum of n terms.

11. If the p^^, q^^, r^^ terms of au^ A. P. are a, b, c respectively, shew

hat
'

{q-riaj^{r-p)b + {p-q)c= 0.

12. The sum of jt? terms of an A. P. is q, and the sum of q terms is

^? ; find the sum of jtj + ^ terms.

13. The sum of four integers in A. P. is 24, and their product is

945 ; find them.
~

14. Divide 20 into four parts which are in A. P., and such that the

product of the first and fourth is to the product of the second and third

in the ratio of 2 to 3.

15. The jD'h term of an A. P. is q, and the q'^ term is p ; find the

m^^ term.

"^'
16. How many terms of the series 9, 12, 15,... must be taken to

make 306 ?

\ 17. If the sum of n terms of an A. P. is 2n+ 3;a-, find ^he r^^ term.

18. If the sum of m terms of an A. P. is to the sum of n terms as

t'^ to n^, shew that the m^^ term is to the n^^ terin as 2^LzJ- is to 2ii- 1.

\
19. Prove that the sum of an odd number of terms in A. P. is equal

"^ to the middle term rnultiphed by the number^fterms.

20. If s= ti {on - 3) for all values of n, find the p*-^ term.

4- 21. The number of terms in an A. P. i^.even ; the sum of the odd^
' terms is 24, of the even terms 30, and theJg-st term exceeds the first by

lOi : find the number of terms.

'^

22. There are two sets of numbers each consisting of .3 ti^rios.in A. P.

and the siim of each set is 15. The common difterence of the first set

is greater by 1 than the common difference of the second set, and the

\
product of the first set is to the product of the second set as 7 to 8 : find

\the numbers.

23. Find the relation between .r and y in order that the 7-^^ mean
between^an^2^ may be the same as the r"' mean between 2.v and ?/,

n means'Bemg mserted in each case.

• 24. If the sum of an A. P. is the same for p as f<»r q terms, shew
that its sum for 2^ + q terms is zero.

jaJ^--'-'-- ^ X •*- - ^ .
- c« •

^^



CHAPTER Y.

GEOMETllICAL PROGRESSION.

51. Definition. Quantities are said to be in Geometrical

Progression when they increase or decrease by a constant factor.

Thus each of the following series forms a Geometrical Pro-

gression :

3, 6, 12, U,

1 -^ .'- -i
•1 .-.?,-> 1 ,-)3' 9' LW

rt, ar, a?"', ar^^

The constant factor is also called the common ratio, and it is

found l)y dividing any term by that which immediately 2}rececles

it. In tlie tirst of the above examples the common ratio is 2 j in

the second it is — ;r ; in the third it is r.

o

52. If we examine the series

a, aVj ar^, ar^, ar*,

we notice that in any term the index of r is always less by one

than the number of the term in the series.

Thus the 3"^^ term is ar-

;

the 6**^ term is ar";

the 20*'' term is ar"*;

and, generally, the ^/'' term is ar^~\

If n be the number of term.s, and if I denote the last, or /t"'

term, we have l = ar"~\

53. Definition. When three quantities are in Geometrical

Progression the middle one is called the geometric mean between

the other two.
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Tofind the geometric mean between two given quantities.

Let a and h be the two quantities ; G tlie geometric mean.

Then since a, G, b are in G. P.,

b G
G a

each being equal to the common ratio ;n

iĴ -_^ .'.G^ = ab;\\

whence G = Jab. \ \

54. To insert a given yiumber of geometric means between

two given quantities.

Let a and b be the givenoQiantities, n the number of means.

In all there will be ^^;_+_2jberni&^ so that we have to find a

series of 71 + 2 terms in G. P., of which a is the first and b the last.

Let r be the connnonjcatio
;

then h^ the (n + 2)*^ term

^ ar"-

a

.'. r ar - <')^

Hence the required means are ar, «?-",,.. a?'", where r has the

value found in (1).

Example. Insert 4 geometric means between 160 and 0.

We have to find 6 terms in ^^P. of which 160 is the first, and 5 the

sixth.

"

Let 1
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55. To jiiid the sum of a number of terms in Geometrical

Progression.
*

Let a l^e the first term, /• the common ratio, n the nuuiber of

terms, and s the sum required. Tlien

s = a + ar + ar- + + ar""' + f^''"^' 3

multiplying every term by r, we liave

rs^ ar 4-ar^ + -4- ar""" + a ?'"~
' + <«r"

.

Hence by subtraction,

rs — s = ar'' -a;

.-. (r-l)s = «(r"-l);

Changing the signs in numerator and denominator.

a(l-r")
•(2)v1-r

Note. It will be found convenient to remember both forms given above

for s, using (2) in all cases except when r igjjij isUi^f?Tfru^/'^ttf<if than \ .

Since ar"~i = Z, the formula (1) may be written

rl - a

a form which is sometimes useful.

2 3
Example. Sum the series -

,
- 1, ^» to 7 terms.

3 "^-— -"'

The common ratio = - s 5 hence by formula (2)

the sum
'il^(-i)]

2 (. 21871

3 r'^"l28j
5

2

2 2315 2

3
"" 128 ""

5

463

96
'
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56. Consider the series 1, .^ ,
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.-. ^ + 6 + 6r=19;

.-. O-lSr + ez-^^O;

3 2
whence r = - or -

.

Thus the numbers are 4, 0, 9.

Example 2. The sum of au infinite number of terms in G. P. is 15, and
the sum of th^£sc[uaresjs 45 ; find the series.

"

Let a denote the first term, r the common ratio ; then the sum of the

terms is ; and the sum of their squares is zr—— •

Hence -^=15 (1)1-r . .

'

a-'

1372
= ^45 (2).

Dividing (2) by (1)
'i^'+r^^ (^).

and from (1) and (3) ,— =5 :

1-r
2

whence r—^, and therefore a — 5.
o

„, ^, . . _ 10 20
Ihus the series IS o, -— , --,

EXAMPLES. V. a.

hum - , -
, - , ... to / terms.

Z o SJ

3. Sum^, H, 3,... to 8 terms.

2. Sum -2, 2^, -31,... to 6 terms.

3

4'

^\ 4. Sum 2, -4, 8,... to 10 terms.

,j 5. Sum 16-2, 5-4, 1-8,... to 7 terms.

6. Sum 1, 5, 25,... to^j> terms.

1 fi

7. Sum 3, -4, — ,.•• to 2/i terms.
o

8. Sum 1, ^3, 3,... to 12 terms.

1 8
9- Sum -77, 5 -2, -^,... to 7 terms.
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r.
11 3

10. Sum -^, -, -T,..- to V terms.

x\ . 4
p\ 11. Insert 3 geometric means between 2| and - -

Nvl 12. Insert 5 geometric means between 3ij and 40|.

^^
/ V

X W 13. Insert 6 geometric means between 1 4 and - —

^y)" ^ Sum the following series to infinity

:

1 V H. 1,-1 ?,...., ., ^,... 15. -45, -015, -0005,.
o o

16. 1-665, -1-11, -74,... 17. 3-^, 3"^ 3-3,... ^

\il8. 3, ^/3, 1,... 19. 7, V42, 6,...

^(t; 20. The sum of the first 6 terms of a G. P. is 9 times the sum of

\ 'y ^ the first 3 terms ; find the common ratio.

(^ n
(

I
V^l. The fifth term of a G. P. is 81, and the second term is 24; find

^^- ttie series. . ,

A ^
22. The sum of a G. P. whose common ratio is 3 il*- 728, and the

last term is 486 ; find the first term.

23. In a G. P. the first term is 7, the last term 448, and the sum
889; find the common ratio.

, :
Ia -1 V;.

24. The sum of three immbers in G. P. is 38, and their product is

1728; find them.

25. The continued product of three luunbers in G. P. is 216, and
the sum of the products ofthem in i)airs is 156 ; find the numbers.

26. If Sp denote the sum of the series l+r''+ r-^+ .,. ad inf., and
- s^ the sum of the series l-rP + r^P- ...ad inf., prove that

27. If they'', ^"', r"' terms of a G. P. be a, h, a respectively, prove
that (X«-'"Z>''-Pc^-9=1.

28. The sum of an infinite immber of terms of a G. P. is 4, and the
sum of their cubes is 192 ; find the series.

58. Recurring decimals furnish a good illustration of infinite

G eoitietrical Progressions.

Example. Find the value of-^23. ~ *'A' \ ^

•423 = -4232323 ^H
_ 4 23 23_
~ To

'^
1000

"*"

lOOOlK)"^

_ 4 23^ 23
"10"^ 103 "^io^"^

'
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!3 A . 1 1 \
thatKs -^23=-+--

_j4 23 1

~10'^103'"~T

- 1 ^ L^"10"^ 103* 99

- t ^~ 10
"*"

990

419

^vhich agrees with the value found by the usual arithmetical rule.

59. The general i-iile for reducing any i-ecurnng decinial to

a vulgar fraction may Ije proved ]»y tlie metliod employed in the

last example ; but it is easier to proceed as follows,

Tojind the value of a recurring decimal.

Let J^^^wrt^f^ thp. fign rpj; which do not^recu r, and suppose

them 7; in numl^er; let ^ denote tliexecurring^ period coiLsisting of

^ ligures ; let D denote the value of the recuriing decimal ; then

D = -liQQQ ;

.'. \(yxij = r'QQQ ;

and W^'> .:D = PQ-QQQ ;

therefore, Ly subtraction, (W^'' - lO) D = TQ - V :

that is, lCF'(10'-l)Z>-7^(^-7\;

(10' -1)10^

Xow 10"— 1 is a numl:>er consisting of
(i

nines ; therefore the

denonjinator consists of q nine* follo^v:ad by-ja-ciplieFS. Hence
Ave have the following iiile for reducing a recurring decimal' to a

ATilgar fra.ction :

For the numerator auhtract the inteyrcd nuinher consisting of
the rion^recurring fgures fram the integral riv.mber consisting of
the non-recurring and recurring figures : for the denominator take

a munher consisting of as many nines as there are recurringfigures

followed hy as many ciphers as there are non-recurring figures.
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60. Tojind the siuii of \\ terms of the series

a, (a + d)r, (a + 2d) r, (a+3d).r',

in which each term is the j^^oduct of correspoiidiiuj terms in an
aHthnietic and geometric series.

-y— Denote the sum by *S' ; then

^ =. a + (a + df) rjr (a + 2oQj^+ ... +{a + 7i- Id) r"^

;

. \ rS = ar + (a-¥d)r-+ ...+{a-\-n- Id) r"~ '+ {a +n-\ d) r".

By subtraction,

,S'(l-r) - a + {dr + dr'+ ...+ dr"'') - (a+li^ld) r"

-« +— ^

—

' -{a + 71- Id) r"
J

a dr (1 - r""') (a -{- n - \d) r"

Cor. Write S in the form

a dr dr" (a + 71— Id) r"

u

l-r'^{l-ry (l-rf 1-r

then if r<l, we can make ?•" as small as we please by taking

sufficiently great. In this case, assuming that all the terms irliich

involve v^ can he made so small that they may he 7ieglected, we

obtain z + 7^; -^ for the sum to infinity. AVe shall refer
'1-r (1 -rf ^

to this point again in Chap. XXI.

In summing to infinity series of this class it is usually best to

proceed as in the following example.

Example 1. If .c<l, sum the series

l + 2x + Sx' + 4x^+ to infinity.

Let S= l + 2x + Sx^ + 4.'j^+ ;

.\ xS= x + 2x^ + 3x^+ ;

.-. S {l-x)^l + x + x" + x^+

/

-•'

• s- ^
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Example 2. Sum the series l+z. + r^+ ^ + ... io n terms.
o 5" 5"*

Let c -, 4 7 10

lo 14 7

3n - 2 /

3n - 5 3n - 2

in-l + 5u

4^ , /3 3 3 3 \
5^=^+

(5 + 5^ + 5^+ +H"
, 3 /, 1 1 1 \ 3n

= 1+^(1 + ^ + -.+ +v;rzT,) ^
D \ 0- 0" ^J O

3n-2

-2

.9 =

1-f
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; 9. Find the sum of the infinite series

r find b Imng proper fractions.

10. The sum of three numbers in G. P. is 70 ; if the two extremes
be multipHed each by 4, and the mean by 5, the products are in A. P.

;

find the numbers.

11. The first two terms of an infinite G. P. are together equal to 5,

and every term is 3 times the sum of all the terms that follow it; find

the series.

Sum the following series :

12. .v+«, .v-+ 2a, .r-''+ 3«... to.^/i terms.

"^ 13. x {.V + i/)+ x^ (•^'^ + y"^) -iW {^^\-y^) + . . . to ?i terms.

14. «+ -, 3rt--, 5rt +— + ... to 2/) tei-ms.
•J D 1^ .^

9 3 2 3 2 3
15. ^ + ^2 + 33 + 34 + 35 + ^+- to in^lES-

,. ^4^^^
'4 5 4 5 . . n -x

16. ;= - - +-__ + ^^^_ + ... to mfimty.

17. If «, b, <?, d be in G. PTTl^rove that

{b-cf+ '{c-af+ {d-bf= {a-df.

18. If the arithmetic mean between a and b is twice as great as the
geometric mean, shew that a : 6= 2 + v/3 : £-^^3.

/ 19. Find the sum of n terms of the series thQ.i:i]Lterm of which is

X (2;>+l)2^ -
^^

20. Find the sum of 2?i terms of a series of which every even term
is a times the term before it, and every odd term c times the term
before it, the first term being unity.

21. If >S'„ denote the sum of n terms o^f a G.R, whose first term is

«, and common ratio r^ find the sum of^, S^~^'S5,...S2n-\'

22. If >S\, >S'2, S^,...Sp are the sums of infinite geometric serie^s,

whose first terms are 1, 2, 3,...^, and whose common ratios are

^2'3'4'-^^^'"''l^^"^^''"^^'

prove that V + >S^2+ /S-a+ . . . + >S;=\{p+ 3).
,

23. If r < 1 and positive, and m is a positive integer, sliew that

(2?>i + l)r»'(l-r)<l -r2'» + i.

Hence shew that nr''^ is indefinitely small when n is indefinitely great.
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^ CHAPTER VI.

HARMONICAL PROGRESSION. THEOREMS CONNECTED WITH

THE PROGRESSIONS.

Gl. Definition. Three quantities n^ h, c are said to be in

Hannonical Progression ^vllen - = y^ .

c h — c

Any number of quantities are said to be in Harmonical
Progression when every tlireo consecutive terms are in Har-
monical Progression.

62. Tlie reciprocals of quantities in Harmonical Progression

are in Arithmetical Proyressioyi.

By definition, if «, 6, c are in Harmonical Progression,

a a — b

c h-c'

.'. a(b — c)~c (a- h),

dividing e\ery term by abcy

/ 1 _1 _ 1 _1

I
c b~ h a'

which proves tlie proposition.

6.3. Harmonical properties are chiefly interesting because

of their importance in Geometry and in the Theory of Sound :

in Algebra the proposition just proved is the only one of any
importance. There is no general formula for the sum of any
number of quantities in Harmonical Progression. Questions in

H. P. are generally sohed by inverting the terms, and making use

of the properties of the corresponding A. P.

c -
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64. Tofind the harmo7iic miean hetweeM two given quantities.

Let a, b be the two quantities, 7/ tlieir harmonic mean

;

then -
, jy, J

arci m A. Y.; .
f.a Ho IJ

L _ 1 - i _ i
•' H~ab H' ^ ^ -r^^'c

2 11

Example. Insert 40 harmonic means between 7 and -

.

Here 6 is the 42"' term of an A. P. whose first term is _ ; let d be the ^'

. t_ - ^^
common difference ; then s^'-^11 V

6 = „- + 41^ ; whence d = -. M
__^ 7 7 ^

Thus the arithmetic means are -, -, ; and therefore the har-

7
monic means are 3^, 2^,...—

.

65. \i A, G, H be the arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic
means between a and b, we have proved

.^-^ 0)-

ifr = 7«* (2)-

\h^^^ (3).

Therefore AH^^^.^% =. ab ^ G'

;

that is, G is tlie geometric mean between A and H.

From tliese results we see that

, ^ rt + Z) ,-y- rt + J - 2J^a^j
yl - (? = _— _. ^ah ^-^ -

( V2 ;
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Avliich is positive if a and b are positive; therefore tJie arithmetic
viean of any two iwsitive qimntities is f/reater t/iaji their geometi-ic

mean. ^~~—-

—

'-^-^— '

' "

~^^

Also from tlie equation G' =-. A //, we see that G is inter-

mediate in value between A and //; and it lias been pro\ ed that
A>G^ therefore G > U ; that is, the arithmetic^ fjeometric, and
harmonic means heticeen amj tv:o positive quantities are in descendiruj

order of maynitude.

66. Miscellaneous questions in tlie Progressions afford scope
for skill and ingenuity, the solution being often neatly eff'ected

by some special artitice. The student will find the following
hints useful.

1

.

ILihe .saint^^quantity-be added-to^^H- suU-raet^l-frmti, all

tke_teimsj)l_an A P., the resulting terms will form an A.P. with
the same common difference as. Lefojse. [Art. 38.]

2. If all tlie terms of an A. P. be multiplied or divided by
the same quantity, the resulting terms will form an A. P., but
with a new common difference. [Art. 38.]

3. If all the terms of a G.P. be imiltipliedjor jdi vicled by the
same quantity, the resulting terms will form a G.P. with the
same common ratio as before. [Art. 51.]

-i. If a, h, c, d... are in G.P., they are also in continued jjro-

porlion, since, by definition,

cc b c I ^ ^ J.-^^tl

bed r
'

—

^

Conversely, a series of quantities in (^ontinued proportion may
be represented by x, o:r, xr',

Example 1. If (/-, h'-, c" are in A. P., shew that h-rc, c-ra, a~h are

iuH.P.

By adding ah + ac -f he to each temi, we see that

a- + ah + ac -f he, h- -f ha + hc + ac, c" +ca-\-ch-\- ah are in A.P.

;

that is (a + h) {a + c), {h + c){b + a), (c + a) (c + h) are in A. P.

.•., dividing each term by (a + b){b + c) (c + a),

1 1 1 ...
, ,

,
-—r are in A. P.

:

h-^c c + a a-^h

that is, h + c, c-T-a, a-ru B.xe\n

H. H. X.

H.P. (
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Example 2. If I tlie last term, d the common difference, and s the sum
of n terms of an A. P. be connected by the equation Hds — {d + 2/)^, prove that

d^2a.

Since the given relation is true for any number of terms, put 7t = l ; then

a= l— s.

Hence by substitution, 8ad= (d + 2a)2,

or {d-2a)- = Q\

.'. d^2a.

Example 3. If the _2^"', q'^, ?•"', s"" terms of an A. P. are in G. P., shew that

p-q, q-r, r- s are in G. P.

"With the usual notation we have

a + (p-l)d_a + {q-l)d_a + ir-l)d
a+{q-l)d a + {r-l)d~a + {s-l)d L^ ^ • ""• ^J

'

.'. each of these ratios

_ {a + ip-l)d\- {a + {q-l)d} __ {
a + {q -l)d}

- {a -\-{r-l) d\
~ {a+{q-l)d\-{a+(i'-l)d\ ~ {a + (r-l)d}-{a + {s-l)d}

q - r r - s

Hence p-q, q-r, r-s are in G.P.

f
~^

67. The niuiibers 1, 2, 3, are often referred to as the

I natvjiijd numhem ', the 9t*'' term of the series is n^ and the sum of

the first n terms is - (m + 1 ).

68. To find the sum of the squares of the first n natural

iiuiiibers.

Let the sum Ije denoted by S ', then

S=V + ^' + ^^+ +n\

We liave n' - {)i - If = 3m' - 2>ii H- 1
;

and by clianging n into 9i— 1,

{n-iy-{u-lY-:'d{n-lY-'6{n-\) + \-

sin.ilarly {n -2f-{u- 3)^ - ?>{n - 2)' - 'S{n - 2) + 1
;

3-^-2^=3. 3^-3. 3 + 1;

2'-P=3.2'-3.2 + l
;

r-0-^-3. P'-3.1 + l.
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Hence, by addition,

w'- 3(1- + 2' + 3'+ ... +n-)-3(l + 2 + 3 + ... \-n) + n

>.
3>y-
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70. In refei'iiiig to tlie results we liave just proved it will

be convenient to introduce a notation which tlie student will fre-

quently meet with in Higlier Mathematics. We shall denote the

series

1 + 2+3+ ...+?i hyjiii
;

wheie 2 placed before a term signities the sum of all ttjrms of

which that term is the general type.

Example 1. Sum the series

1 . 2 + 2 . 3 + 3 . 4+ ...jtoji_terms.

The /i"' ieYVQ. — n{n + \.) = n^ + n', and by writing down each term in a

similar form we shall liave two columns, one consisting of the first n natural

numbers, and the other of their squares.

.-. the sum= 2)/t2 + Z?t

_w(ri+l)(2n + l) ;i(;i+l) "^
~

6.,-~ "^
2 *

n{n+ l) (2« + l J(2«H
+ 1- 2 M ^^(

_ n(n + l)(/i + 2)~
3

Example 2. Sum to n terms the series whose /i"' term is 2"~i + 8/i'^ - 6/1^.

Let the sum be denoted by S ; then

5:= 2 2''-i + 82H^-62:n''^

_ 2'^ 1 SH^Jn + l)t3 _ 6/i(;t + l)(2»+l)
~ 2 - 1

"^
I 6

^2'^-l + 7i(7i + l){2;i(K + l)-(2n+l)}

-2'^-l + n(n + l)(2/i2_l).

EXAMPLES. VI. a.

1. Find the fourth term in each of the following series

:

(1) 2, 2^, 3.^,...

\ (2) 2, 21, 3,..

V(3) 2, 2^, 31,...

2. Insert two harmonic me^.uis between 5 and 11.

2 2
3. Insert four harmonic means between and —

- .
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4. If 12 and 9;) are the geometric aiitl harmonic means, respect-

ively, between two numbers, find tJieni.

5. If the harmonic mean between two quantities is to their geo-

metric means as 12 to 13, prove that the quantities are in the ratio

of 4 t<^ 9.

G. If fi, ft, r be in 11. P., she\y that

a : a-h = a -\- c : a -r. __

7. If the )/i'*' tei-m of a H. P. Ix; equal to w, and the >/"" term l»e

equal to m. prove that the {m-\-nJ'^ term is equal to .

^

8. If the p^^, q^^, ;•''' terms of a II. P. be a, b, c respectively, prrtve

that (fj - r) he + (r -p) ca -\-{p-q) ab— 0.

9. If ft is the harmonic mean between a and r, prove that

b-a b — c a c i.

Find tbo sutn of v? terms of the seri&s whose w"^ term is

.

^'^'
10. 3r!^-n. 11. n3+?»,. 12. n{n+ 2). :

' 13. rr-{-2n+3). 14. 3'*-2». 15. 3 (4'* -f 2 u-) -4^-1

16. If the (m+l)"^, (H + l)'h, and (/• + l/^'.terms of an A. P. are in

G. P., and ?>?, /i, r are in H. P., shew that the ratio of the conmion
2

dift'erence to the first term in the A. P. is - - .

n r

17. If /, m, n are three numbers in G. P., prove that the first term
of an A. P. whose l"-^, m'^, and 7i^^ terms are in H. P. is to the common
difference as wi-f-1 to 1.

18. If the sum of n temis of a series be a-{-bu+rn-, find the '/?•*"

tenn and the natiu-e of the series.

19. Find the sum of n terms of the scries whose n''' term is

n^' r- ^ 4ii(ii'+l)-(Gn'^ + l). , - -/ - - '

V^•'
---•' >> -

20. If between any two quantities there be inserted two arithmetic '*

means A^, A.^; two geometric means G^, O.,; and two harmonic means

//i , Ho ; shew that O^G^ : HiH, = Ai + A,'. H^ -t- H.,

.

'
21. If p be the first of n arithmetic means between two numbers,

and q the first of n harmonic means between the same two nmiibers,

prove that the value of q cannot lie between p and (—^77 ) "P-

22. Find the sum of the cubes of the terms of an A. P., and shew _^^'\

that it is exactly divisible bv the sum of the terms. xV^
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Piles of Shot and Shells.

71. To Jind the number of shot arranged in a complete

jyyramid 07i a square base.

Suppose that each side of tlie base contains n sliot ; then the

number of shot in tlie lowest layer is n-; in the next it is {n-\)-',

in the next {ii-2)'; and so on, up to a single sliot at the

top.

.-. .S' - n' + {n - \y + {n - 2)^ + ... + 1

^n(n-fl) (2^4-1)

G
^ ^

72. To find the number of shot arranged, in a complete

pyramid the base of which is an equikiteral triangle.

Suppose that eacli side of the base contains n shot
; \\\en the

number of shot in the lowest layer is

n^ {n-\) + {n-2)+ + 1
;

9i(n+ 1) I , „ >

that IS,
—'^-^ or - {n- + n) .

In this result write n -\,n — 1, for n, and we thus obtain

the number of shot in the 2nd, 3rd, layers.

.-. S=\{%n' + ^n)

^n(n^l){n^2)
o *- -"

73. To find the number of shot arranged in a comjilete

pijramid the base of which is a recta'ngle.

Let m and n be the number of shot in the long and short side

respectively of tlie base.

The top layer consists of a single row of ?» — (n— 1), or

m — n-\-\ shot

;

in the next layer the number is 2 {m - n + 2)

;

in the next layer the number is 3 [m — n 4- 3)

;

and so on ;

in the lowest layer the number is n (ni ~n + n).
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.*. S — (ni — n + 1) + 2 (m — u + 2) + 3{ni — n + 3) -f ... + 7i()/i — n + n)

^{m-7i) (1 + 2 + 3 + ... + n) + (1- + 2^' + 3' + ... + n')

{m - n) n(n + \) n{n+\) (2n +1)"
2

"^

G

= ^ - ^ {3 [m - n) -f 2?i 4- 1

}

7* {n-\- 1 )
(3m - 71 + 1

)

74. To find the nnmher of shot anruu/ed in an incomj^letp.

pyramid the base of which is a rectangle.

Let a and h denote the number of sliot in the two sides of the

top layer, n the number of layei'S.

In the top layer the number of shot is ah
;

in the next layer the number is (« + 1) (6 + 1) ;

in the next layer the number is [a + 2) (6 + 2)

;

and so on

;

in the lowest layer the number is [a + n - \){h ¥n— 1)

or ah + {a + h){n-\) + {n-\)-.

.-. S = abn + {a + b)^ (n - 1) + 2 (/i - 1)'

, (n-\)7i(a + h) (7i-l)n(2. 77^1 + 1)
= ahn + ^ -;:r^ + ^ ^—

^ ,,
'

2 G

=
I

}G«6 + 3 (a + h) {n -\) + {n-\) (2h - 1)}.

75. In numerical examples it is generally easier to use the

following method.

Example. Find the number of shot in an incomplete square pile of IG

courses, having 12 shot in each side of the top.

If we place on the given pile a square pile having 11 shot in each side of

the base, we obtain a complete square pile of 27 cour.ses;

and number of shot in the complete pile^^":^^ =00.')0
;

[Art 71.]

11 X 12 X 23
also number of sbot in the added pile=—^—,—^ =506j

.-. number of shot in the incomplete lule — 6424.
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EXAMPLES. VI. b.

Find tlie iminber of .shot in

1. A square j^ile, liaving 15 shot in each side of the base.

2. A triangular pile, having ] 8 shot in each side of the base.

3. A rectangular pile, the length and the breadth of the base con-

taining 50 and 28 shot respectively.

4. An incomplete triangular pile, a side of the base having 25 shot,

and a side of the top 14.

5. An incomplete square jiile of 27 courses, having 40 shot in each

side of the base.

6. The number of shot in a complete rectangular pile is 24.395 ; if

there are .34 shot in the breadth of the base, how many are there in its

length ?

7. The number of shot in the top layer of a square pile is 169,

and in the lowest layer is 1089 ; how many shot does the pile contain ?

8. Find the number of shot in a complete rectangular pile of

15 courses, having 20 shot in the longer side of its base.

9. Find the immber of shot in an incomplete rectangular pile,

the number of shot in the sides of its upper course being 11 and 18,

and the number in the shorter side of its lowest course being 30.

10. What is the number of shot required to complete a rectangular

pile having 15 and 6 shot in the longer and shorter side, respectively, of

its upper course?

11. The number of shot in a triangular pile is greater by 150 than
half the numl)er of shot in a square i)ile, the number of layers in each

being the same; find the number of shot in the lowest layer of the tri-

angular pile.

12. Find the number of shot in an incomplete square pile of 16

courses when the number of shot in the upper course is 1005 less than
in the lowest course.

13. Shew that tlie number of shot in a square pile is one-fourth the

number of shot in a triangular pile of doul)le the number of courses.

14. If the mmiber of shot in a triangular pile is to the number of

shot in a square pile of double the number of courses as 13 to 175 ; find

the number of shot in each pile.

15. The value of a triangular pile of 16 lb. shot is .£51; if the

value of iron be lOs. 6d. per cwt., find the number of shot in the

lowest layer.

16. If from a complete square pile of n courses a triangular pile of

the same numl)er of courses be formed ; shew that tlie remaining shot

will be just sufficient to form another triangular pile, and find the

numV»er of shot in its side.



CHAPTER YII.

SCALES OF NOTATION,

7G. The ordinary numl^ers witli whicli we are acquainted in

Arithmetic are expressed hy means of multiples of poMers^if_J_0 :

for instance

25 = 2x10 + 5;

4705 = 4 X l()y+ 7 X 10^' + X 10 + 5.

This method of representing numbers is called tlie common or

denai^F- scale of notation, and t^n is said to be the radix of the

scale. The symbols employed in this system of notation are th^

nine digits and zero.

In like manner any numl^er otlier than ten may be taken as

the radix of a scale of notation ; thus if 7 is the radix, a number
expressed by 2^|a^ represents 2 x 7^ + 4 x 7~ + 5 x 7 + .3 ; and in

><4;his scale^no digit higher tha,nj) can occur.

Again in a scale whose radix is denoted by r thp n bnvp

number 24^^stands ior„2rl-L'Ix^±I>j'^±X. ^Eore generally, if in

the scale whose 'radix is r wedenote the digits, beginning with

that in the units' place, by a , a ^^^o^^^^^m; then the number so

formed will be represented lay^ —1-^-«^3^

a ?'" + a r"=^+ a ,r"^=^^r . . . + a^ 4- ar + a
' H II — ] /» —

2

2 1 0'

where the coefficients «^, a^_^,.. .a^ are integers, all less than r, of

which any one or more~af£er theTirsFTrray~l5e zero.

Hence in this scale the digits are 7wn_mimlj^', their values

rancfini:' from to r
"

1^ ^
7L The na;^es Binary, Terr^av}', Quaternf^ry, Quinary, Senary^

Septenary, Octenary, Nonary, Denary, Undgijaiy, amTDuodenary
are used to denote the scales corresponding to the values two^

three,... twelve of the radix.
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Ill the undenary, duodenary,... scales we shall require symbols

to represent the digits which are greater than nine. It is unusual

to consider any scale higher than that with radix twelve ; when
necessary we shall employ the symbols t, e, T as digits to denote
' ten ', ' eleven ' and ' twelve '.

— ~^ ~

It is especially worthy of notice that in every scale 10 is the

symbol not for ' ten ', but for the radix itself.

78. The ordinary operations of Arithmetic may be performed

in any scale ; but, bearing in mind that the successive powers of

the radix are no longer powers of ten, in determining the camjing
fiaurcs we must not di^ ide by ten, but Ijy the radix of the scale

in question^

Example 1. In the scale of eight snhtract^ 371532 from 530225, and
multiply the difference by 27.

530225 136473
371532 / 27

13647a 1226235
275166

Uj^'

4200115

Explanation. After the first figure of the subtraction, since we cannot

take 3 from 2 we addSj thus we have to take 3 from ten, which leaves 7 ; then

6 from ten, which leaves 4; then 2 from eight which leaves 6; and so on.

Again, in multiplying by T^jy© liave-

3x7 = twenty one=2x8 + 5;.

we therefore put down 5 and earry_2...

Next 7x7 + 2 = fifty one = 6x8 + 3;

put down 3 and carry 6 ; and so on, until the multiplication is completed.

In the addition,

3 + 6= nine=lx8 + l;

we therefore put down 1 and carry 1.

Similarly 2 + 6 + 1 = nine=1x8 + 1;

and 6 + l + l = eight = lx8 + 0;

and so on.

Example 2. Divide I6et20 by 9 iri the^scale. gf twelve^

Si)loet1Q
^ ^^

le<?96...6.

Explanation. Since 15 = 1 x r+ 5 = seventeen = 1x9 + 8,

we put down 1 and caiT}' 8.

Also 8 X r^: e — one hundred and seven = ^ x 9 + 8 ;

we therefore put down e and carry 8; and so on.
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Example 3. Find tlie square root of 442041 iu the scale of seven.

*
4i4264ij(546

134110201

L60/_
1410112441

12441

V^
EXAMPLES. VII. a.

Add together 23241, 4032, 300421 in the scale of five.

' T. rind the sum of the nonary numbers 303478, 150732, 264305.

3. Subtract 1732765 from 3673124 in the scale of eight.

4. From 3^e756 take 2e46^2 in the duodenar}- scale.

5. Divide the difference between 1131315 and 235143 by 4 in the
scale of six.

6. Multiply 6431 by 35 in the scale of seven.

7. Find the product of the nonary numbers 4685, 3483.

8. Divide 102432 by 36 in the scale of .seven.

9. In the teijoai^scale subtract 121012 from 1 1022201, and divide
the result by 1201.

V 10. Find the square root of 50011i_Ln the quinary scale.

V 11. Find the square of tttt in the scale of eleven.

12. Find the G. C. M. of 2541 and 3102 in the scale of seven.

13. Divide 14332216 by 6541 in the septenary scale.

14. Subtract 20404020 from 103050301 and find the square root of
the result in the octenary scale.

15. Find the square root of eetOO\ in the scale of t\ve|ve.

16. The following numbers are in the ."^cale of .six, find by the ordi-

nary rules, wnthout transforming to the denary scale

:

(1) theG.C. M. of31141and3102;

{^) the L. C. M. of 23, 24, 30, 32, 40, 41, 43, 50.

79. To express a given integral number in any praposed scale.

Let^^e^ the given number, and r the radix of the proposed
scale.

Let rt^, «,, a^,...a^ be the required digits l)y which X is to be
expressed, begiiining withthai; in theliiiifs^ place ; tlien

N'= ar" + «„_,r"~' + . . . + r/,?*^ + a^r + a^^.

We have no\\- fo find the values oi a^, a,, ff.,^...a
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Divide X Ijy r, tlien the remainder is a^^, and tlie quotient is

a r"~^ + a ,?•""'+
. . . + or + a.

.

If this quotient is dividefUxy r, the remainder_is^rtj
^

if the next quotient «,

:

and so on, until tliere is no further quotient.

Thus all the required digits a^, a^, a^,...a^^ are determined by,

successive divisions by the radix of tlie proposed ^gj^lg^

Example 1. Express the denary number 5213 hi_the_scj

^7)o213~^

7 )744 5

7)106. 2 1"^

7)15. 1 /

2 1

Thus 5213 = 2 X 7-*+ Ix 7=^ + 1 x7- + 2x 7 + 5;

and the number required is 21125.
tf \ i

f
Example 2. Transform 21125 from scale seven to scale eleven.

^ g) 21125

g)1244 t

e)&l.

'3. t

.'. the required number is StOt.

Explanation. In the first line of work

21 =24jy^= fifteen = 1 x e + 4

;

therefore onjiyidipg bxJ- we_p,ut down 1 and carry 4. _

Next 4 x 7 + 1 = twenty nine= 2 x e^7
;

therefore we put down 2 and carry 7; and so on.

Example 3. Eeduce 7215 from scale twelye_tosc^e tey by working in

scale ten, and verify the result by working in the scale tweiv^.

7215 07215
]

i 12 ^874 1
'

J

,
I

86 m'. oj^i^faje
In scale ' , ^ ,

-
1 of twelve

often 1 _12 010 4
|

I

1033 1 2

{

12

L 12401

Thus the result is 12401 in each case.

Explanation. 7215 in scale twelve means 7 x 12 ' + 2 x 12- + 1x12 + 5 in

scale ten . The calculation is most readily effected by writing this expression

in the form [{(7 x 12 + 2) \ x 12 + 1] x 12 + 5 ; thus we multiply 7 by 12, and
add 2 to the product; then we multiply 8G by 12 and add 1 to the' product;
then 1033 by 12 and add 5 to the product.
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80. Hitherto we ]i;i\e only discussed wJiole liumbers ; but
fiyjLitioius 11 lay also be c;xpiessed iu any scale of notation : tlius

2 5
v^iLiu scale tea denotes ^^ + -—

;

2 5
"25 in scale six denotes j; + j^;

h b'

o
•25 in scale ?• denotes — + —„

.

r r'

Fractions tluis expressed in a t'oiiii analogous to that of

ordinai-y decimal fractions ai-e called radix-fractions, and the point

is called the radix-point. Tlie general type of such fractions in

scale r is

^ K K
r r' r

Avliere 6j, b^, b.^,... are integers, all less than v, of which any one
or more may be zero.

81. To express a cjiven radixfraction in aiuj proposed scale.

Let F be the given fraction, and r the radix of the proposed

scale.

Let 6p 6^, 63,... be the required digits beginning from the

left ; then

r r- T

We have now to find the values of 6j, 6,, 63,

Multiply both sides of the equation by r ; then

rif =b,+-^ + ~+ :

1

J.
^.-

Hence b^ is equal to the integral part of rF ; and, if we denote

the fractional part by i*^, , we have

r ^^ Kr ,=~ +-0+
1 ^. ^.-

Multiply again by r ; then, as before, b^ is the integral part

of rF^ ; and similarly hy successive multiplications by r, each of

the digits may be found, and the fraction expressed in the pro-

posed scale.
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If in the successiNC multiplications by r any one of the

products is an integer the process terminates at this stage, and

the given fraction can be expressed by a tinite number of digits.

But if none of tlie products is an integer tlie process will never

terminate, and in this case the digits recur, forming a radix-

fraction analogous to a recurring decimal.

13
Example 1. Express -^ as a radix fraction in scalejix^

13

16
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Now every term on the liglit liancl side is divisible liy r - \
;

.
•

.

r- -- an integer
;

that is,

wliere /is some integer; Avliich proves tlie proposition.

Hence a number in scalej;jv\jlLLg--diyisililp }>y r - 1 wlipn iJifi__

sum of itsji^its^s^iylslble by r — }.

83. By taking r=10 we learn from the above proposition

that a nujuber divided by 9 will leave the same remainder as the
sumoiLits. xligits divided by. H The rule known as " casting out
the nines" for testing the accuracy of multiplication is founded
on this property.

The rule may be thus explained :

'^^ Let two numbers be represented by da + h and \)c^\^jl^ and
their product by ./^ then "^—

~

Hence -^ has the same remainder as "^^'^ 'U^d therefore tlie

suin _ ofjlte digits of P, when divided by 9, gives the same
remainder as i\\Q~siuilrX)f the dir/its of Ld^ wlien dividedjjy^. If

on trial this should not be the case, the multiplication must have
been incorrectly performed. In practice b and d are readily

' found from the sums of tlie_digits oi_Jthe_i^:Q_numbers to be

multiplied together. ^t ^, ^^

Example. Can the product of 31:256 and 8427 be 263395312 ?

The sums of the digits of the multiplicand, multtjilier^ and_produc_tare 17,

21:, and J4: respectively; again, the sunis Qf the digits of these three nuniBers

are 8,_,3»^and 7, whence JiiL^Jr^.5.3^^' '^^'hich has 6. for the sum of the

digits; thus we have two differeuFremfeiders, 6 and 7, and the multiplication

is incorrect.

'^'-^

84. If N denote any yiumher in the scale o/'v, and 1) denote

the difference, siq^^osed positive, between the sums o/ the digits in the

odd and the even 2Jloces ; then K — D or N + D is a midtiple of
r+1.
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Let «„, a^, a^, a, denote the digits iK-ginniug with tliat

in tlie units' phice; then

y= rty + a^r + aJ'' + a.y'' + + a„_,r"~^ + ccj''.

.-. T- <7^, + «! - a, + ^3 - . . . =- rt, (r+l) + a^ (r -l)^a^ (?•' 4- 1) + . .
.

;

and tlie last term on the right will be « (y^+l) or «(/•"— 1)

according as vi is odd or even. Thus every teriu on the riglit is

divisible by r + 1 ; hence

J\^ - (a —a+a^-a.+ ) . ^

^-^ ^
'- = an integer.

r + l
"^

Now a„ — a, +a_^-a. + z^d= J)-

'V+i
is an integer;

whicli proves the proposition.

Coil. If the sum of tlie digits in the
^
e\'en_places is equal to

the sujn.of the digits in the odd places^'^P'^^'Qrand X isjlivj^ible

by r + 1.
'

Example 1. Prove that -ti^llis a square number in any scale of notation

whose radix is greater thanji^

Let r be the radix ; then^

r r- \ r.
r'

thus the given number is the square of 2-1.

Example 2. In what scale is the denary niHnber 2-4375 represented by
2-13? <j[;

Le t r be the scale ; then Y^

2 + - + -.,=2-4375 = 2^;
r r^

_

—
_

16

whence '^- lr6r - 48 - ;

that is, (7/-+12)(/--4)=.0.

Hence the radix is 4.

Sometimes it is l>est to use the following method.

Example 3. In what scale will the nonary number 25607 be expressed
by 1012jj^ ^

««

—

The required scale must be less tban 9", since the new number appears
the greater ; also it must be greater tlTint-e-;^thcrefore the required scale
must be 6, 7, or 8; and by trial we fin(Jthat it is 7.
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Example 4. By working in the duodenary scale, find the lieight of a
rectangular solid whose volume is 3*H cub. ft. 1048 cub. in., and thu artu of

whose base is 40 sq. ft. 8 &([. in.

The volume is 3G4J2.+,^ cub. ft., which expressed in the scale of twelve h
264-734 cub. ft.

The area is 4Gy^, sq. ft., which expressed iu the scale of twelve is 3^08, X
We have therefore to divide 204-734 by 3/-08 in the scale of twelve.

"

3r08)20473-4(7-<' ^
^" ^

22? 48 . yl ^ V
30274 A/
36274 ^ fP

Thus the height is 7ft. llin. J V

EXAMPLES. VII. K>^^ J^^

1. Expre.ss 4954 iu the scale of seven.

2. Express 624 in the scale of five.

3. Express 206 in the binary scale,,

4. Express 1458 in the scale of three.

5. Express 5381 in powers of nine.

6. Transform 212231 from scale four to scale fiye .

7. Express the duodenary number 3986 in powers of 10.

8. Transform 6tl2 from .scale twelve to scale eleven.

9. Transform 213014 from the senary to the nonary scale.

10. Transform 23861 from scale nine to scale eight.

11. Transform 400803 from the nonary to the quinary' .scale.

12. Express the septenary nuniljer 20G65152 in powers of 12.

13. Transform ttteee from scale twelve to the common scale.

3
14. Express — as a radix fracti(jn iu the septenary scale.

15. Transform 17'15625 from scale ten to/scale twehe.

16. Transform 200-211 from the teriMry/to the nonary scale.

17. Transform 71 "03 from the duodenary to tiio octenary scale.

1552 '0
\ 18. Express the septenary fraction —— as a denary vulgar fraction

in its lowest terms.

19. Find the denary value of the septenary numbers -4 and -42.

i 20. In what .scale is the denary number 182 denoted by 222 ?

25
21. In what scale is the denarv fraction '^ denoted by -0302 ?

128 -^

H. H. A. 5
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22. Fiud tlie radix of the scale in which 554 represents the square

a>jij23. In what scale is 5U197 denoted byJ746335 I -a^"^ IaacU^^^
-—"^

24. Find the radix of the scale in which the numbers denoted by

479, 698, 907 are in arithmetical progression.

25. In what scale are the radix-fractions -16
, -20, -28 in geometric

progression?

26. The number 212542 is in the scale of six; in what scale will it

.;
' be denoted by 17486? ^^ ^ '^T:

A J^^\| _. 27. Shew that 148-84 is a perfect square in every scale in which the

y radix is greater than eight. •

28. Shew that 1234.321 is a perfect square in any scale whose radix

is greater than 4 ; and that the square root is always expressed by the

same foiu* digits. - '

29. Prove that 1-331 is a perfect cube in any scale whose radix is

, greater than three. ^^ '^ - ^

30. Find which of the weights 1, 2, 4, 8, 16,... lbs. must be used to

weigh one ton.

31. Find which of the weights 1, 3j^_27, 81,... lbs. must be used

to weigh ten thousand ll)s., not more than one of each kind being used

but In either scale that is necessary.

1 32. Shew'that 1367631^s a perfect cube in every scale in which the

, « radix is greater than seven. i >/ ..
J — \.

^^^ — 33. Prove that in the ordinary scale a number will be divisible by
"^^ (fo

, 8 if the number formed by its last three dibits is divisible by eight.

^ "^ ^ 34. Prove that the square ai'rrrr in the scale of '5 is rrr^OOOl, where
^» %?i *'j «/are any three consecutive integers. '

'

J!!l— ——^=?^ If any number X be taken in the scale r, and a new number X'
be formed by altering the order of its digits in any way, shew that the

difterence between X and X' is divisible by r- 1.

36. If a nimiber has an ftven rmjg^ber of digits, shew that it is

lt\-isible by r+ 1 if the .digits eqinoistantTrom each end are the same.

37. If in the ordinary scale S-^ be the sum of the digits of a number
X^ and 3/S2 be the sum of the digits of the number 33"^, prove that the

difFerei^aFbetween 8-^ aQd_^2^ is a multiple of 3.

38. fShew that in the ordinary scale any number formed by
writing down three di^s and then repeating them in the same order
is a multiple of 7, 11, and' 13.

39. In a scale whose radix is odd, shew that the sum of the
ligits of any number will be odd if the number be odd, and even if

the number be even.

40. If n be odd, ancl a^nuniber in the denary sfiale be formed
~L/\ /by writing down n digits and then repeating them in the same order,

'^y^ \ shew that it will be divisible by the number formed by the n digits,
-^ and also by 9090...9091 containing n-\ digits.

^.f-

t

'^.->it'
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CHAPTER YIII.

SURDS AND IMArilXARY QUANTITIES.

85. In the Elementary Algebra, Art. 272, it is proved tliat

the denominator of any expression of the form -j. j- can he

rationalised by multiplying the numerator and tlie denominator
by sjh — Jc, the surd conjugate to tlie denominator.

Similarly, in the case of a fraction of tlie form
Jb+Jc+Jd'

Avliere the denominator involves three quadratic surds, we may by
two operations render that denominator rational.

For, first multiply both numerator and denominator l)y

\ Jb + Jc - Jd; the denominator becomes {Jb + Jcf - [Jd)' oV

\d + c -d + 2 Jbe. Then multiply both numerator and denominator

•y (b + c- d) — '2 Jbe; the denominator becomes {b + c ~ d)' — 46c,

which is a rational quantity.^A

Example. SimiDhfy
12

3+^5-2^2'

m. • 12(3 + ./5 + 2./2)
The expression = ,^

^ ,.^, >—

,

(3+x/o)— CV^/-

_ 12 (3 + ^5 + 2^2)

6 + 6^5

^2(3+^5+2^2) {Jb-1)

(V5 + l)(v'5-l)

_ 2 + 2^5 + 2^10-2^2
2

1 + ^5 + ^/10 ^/2

5—2
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86. To fnd tJte factor lohich will rationalise any given bino-

'111 lal surd.

Case I. Suijpose the given surd is ^a - ^b.

Let 1^1a = .T, lib --= y^ and let n be the l.c.m. of ^> and q ; then

;<;" and ;y" are both rational.

Xow .'«" - 2/" is divisible by x-y for all values of n, and

..•" - 2/" = {x - y) {x"-' + a3"-> + X-' 'S' + + f).
Thus the rationalising factor is

.r"~' + ^'~-y + a;"~V' + +2/""*:

and the rational product is aj" - y\

Case II. Suppose the given surd is ^IJa + ^b.

Let £c, 2/5
'>^ have the same meanings as before; then

(1) If n is even, ic" — 2/" is divisible by x + y, and

.^•" -y"={x + y) (x"-' - x''-'y + + xy"'' - y"'').

Thus the rationalising factor is

x"~' - x"~'y + + xy"~' - y"-'

;

and the rational product is x" — y".

(2) If n is odd, x" + y" is divisible by x + y, and

x" + y"={x + y) {x"-' - x^-Sj + - xy-'- + /-).

Thus tlie rationalising factor is

x''-'-x"-'y+ -.^y->2/"-';

and the rational product is x" 4- y".

Example 1. Find the factor which will rationalise ^J^ + i^^.

1 1

Let .r= 3-, y = b~^\ then x^ and y^ are both rational, and

x^-y^ = {x + y) (x^ -x^y + x^y^ - x-y^ + xy* - y^) ;

thus, substituting for x and y, the required factor is

541 3223 14 5

32-32.5^ + 3-'. 53-3'^
. 5=V3-.o3-5^

5 13 2 14 5

or 32-9. 5^' + 32. 53- 15 + 32. 5»-5-*;

6 6

and the rational product is 3"- - 5-'= 3-^ - 5^= 2.
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Example 2. Express (52 + 99J ^ (gj. gs)

as an equivalent fraction with a rational denominator.

1 1 1

To rationalise the denominator, which is equal to 5- -3^, put 5- = a;,

S* = y ; then since x* - y*= {-v - 'j) (-t"^ + x'-y + xy- + y"')

3 21 12 3

the required factor is o- + 5- . 3^ + 5- . 3^ -f 3^

;

4 4

and the rational denominator is 5- - 3"' = 5- - 3 = 22.

.'. the expression

/I '\/^ 2 1 1 2 3x

io'- + 3V U'^ + o- . 3^ + 5^3"^ + 3V
22

4 31 22 134
5'- + 2 .

.5'-
. 3^ + 2 .

5-^
.
.8^"+ 2.5^'. 3^" + 3^

3 1 113
_ 14 + 0^ 3^ + 0.3-^+ 5-^. 3^

11

87. We have sliewn in the Elementary Alyehra, Art. 277,

how to find the square root of a binomial quadratic surd. We
may sometimes extract the square root of an expression contain-

ing more than two quadratic surds, such as a + ^'h + Jc + Jd.

Assume Ja + Jh + Jc + Jd = Jx + Jij + Jz

;

.'. a 4- Jh + Jc + Jd = x + y^z + 2 Jxy + 2 ^a;^ + 2 Jyz.

If tlien 2 Jxy = Jb, 2 Jxz=^ Jr, 2 Jyz = Jd,

and if, at the same time, tlie values of x, y, z thus found satisfy

x + y + z — a, we shall ha\e obtained tlie required root.

Example. Find the square root of 21 - 4^/5 + 8^/3 - 4^/15.

Assume J'21 - 4^5 + 8^3 - V15 = s^x + ^hj - Jz ;

.-. 21 - 4^/5 + 8^/3 - 4^/15 = x + y+z +2j^- 2jTz - 2jy7.

Put 2j.n/ = 8V3, 2V-^= 4^/15, 2jy^^i^'rj-

by multiplication, xyz = 24:0 ; that is Jxyz =4^/15;

whence it follows that .^Arr=2^/3, sjy = 2, ^fz = ^/5.

And since these values satisfy the equation x + y + z=21, the required

root is 2^/3 4-2-^/5.
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88. If Ij-A + ,^/b = X + ^/y, then icill ^a — Jh = x — Jy.

For, by cubing, we obtain

a+ Jb=- x^ + 3a;- Jy + S./.y + y ^y.

Equating rational and irrational 2:)arts, we have

a = x^ + 2>xy, Jh = 2>x- Jy + y Jy]
.'.a- Jb ^x^- 3x^ Jy + 3xy -y Jy;

that is, Ja - Jb = x— Jy.

Similarly, by the help of the Binomial Theorem, Chap. XIII.,

it may be proved that if

Ja + Jb = x + Jy, then Ja - Jb = x - Jy,

where n is any positive integer.

89. By the following method the cube root of an expression

of the form a ± Jb may sometimes be found.

Suppose Ja + Jb = x + Jy

;

then Ja- Jb=x- Jy.

.-. Ja'~^ = x'-y (1).

Again, as in the last article,

a = x^ + ?>xy (2).

The values of o: and y have to be determined from (1) and (2).

In (1) suppose that Ja' — b -c ; then by substituting for y in

(2) w^e obtain

a = x^ + 3x ix' — c)
\

that is, 4.'/ — 3cx = a.

If from tliis equation the value of x can be determined by
trial, the value of y is obtained from y = x' - c.

Note. We do not here assume s^f-y + ^fy for the cube root, as in the

extraction of the square root; for with this assumption, on cubing we .sliould

have
a + Jb:^ a\/.v + 3.x\/?/ + Zif^f.v + y.^fij,

and since every term on the right hand side is irrational we cannot equate

rational and irrational parts.
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Example. Fiud the cube root of 72 - 32^/5.

Assume si72-32;^5 = x - ^/y

;

then 4^72 + 32^5=x + Jy.

By multiplication, ^^5184 - 1024 xo= .v- - y;

that is, 4 = x--?/ (I).

Again 72 - 32^5= x^- Sx\/y + Sxy - y^hj
;

whence l'i = x^ + %xy (2).

From (1) and (2), 72 = .c3 + 3a:(x--4);

that is, af^-3x = 18.

By trial, we find that x^S; hence y— o, and the cube root is 3 - ^'o.

90. When the binomial whose cube root we are seeking
consists of iu'o quadratic surds, we proceed as follows.

Example. Find the cube root of 91^3 + lly^2.

^V3 + 1V2 = '^/ 3^/3
(^
3 - ^^'^

By proceeding as in the last article, we find that

.-. the required cube root =^3 f 1 + -v /^
)

= v/3+.s'2.

91. We add a few harder examples in surds.

4
Example 1. Express with rational denominator ^^^r

—

jj-— .

\/y — v** + *•

The expression = — j

33-3^+1

4(3^^1)

(3^'+l)(3^-3Vl)

i^^=3Ui
3 + 1
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Example 2. Find the .square root of

The expression = ^ {3a; - 3 + 2 J^2x + l){x-i)
}

=.^{{2x + l) + {x~-i) + 2j(2^i)J^^)\;

hence, by iusijectiou, the s.]uare root is

Example 3. Given ^/5= 2-23607, find the value of

ISIultipljing numerator and denominator by ,^/2,

V6^^V5the expression = — —. ^
2+^14-6^/5

v/5-1

2+3-V5
1 _Jb_
.__ . -•44721.

EXAMPLES. Villa.

Express as equivalent fractions ^vith rational denominator

1. ^-,i~^,

.

2.
^'^

3
1 __ ^

SV^+I

v/lO+ v/5^3 . (v/3+ ^^5)(^/5 + ^/2)
'^-

s/3 + ^/10-s^5" ^/2 + v^3 + ^^5 '

Fiiiil a factor wliicli will rationalise:

1 ]

7. i!?,-^± 8. ^'5 + ^'2. 9. ««+ ^>l

10. K^'3-1. 11. 2 + 4/7. 12. 4/5-^3.
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Express with latioual deuomiiicator

:

13 ^^^^ 14
^^^-^^^

1-5 v^^-^^3

16 ^^ 17 ^^^^^ 18 ^2'

Find the square rijut of

19. 16-2^/20-2^/28 + 2^/35. 20. 24 + 4 ^'15 - 4 ^^21 - 2 ^'35.

21. 6 + s/l 2-^/24-^/8. 22. 5 - ^'lU- ^'15 + ^/0'.

23. <; + 36+ 4+ 4^/a - 4 V36 - 2 ^/3ab.

24. 21+ 3 ^/8 - 6 s/3 - G ^'7 - s/24 - ^/56 + 2 ^^2 1

.

Find the cube root of

25. 10 + 6^/3. 26. 38 + 17 s/5. 27. 99-70^/2.

28. 38^/14- 1(X)V2. 29. o4 ^^3 -i- 41 ^'5. 30. 135^/3-87^/6.

Find the square root of

31. a+.v-\-\/2cu; + x-. 32. 2« - V3a- - 2«6 - 6-'.

1 1

33. l^a^ + a + a'- + a^Y. 34. l + fl-a'~)'\

35. If a =
,.^

, 6 = 7-
, find the value of 7a- + lla6 - 76-.

ii — \'o 2 + \'o

36. If •^'= '^/V^'^/n 5 .y ^\o~"^ '
^^^^ ^'i*^ Vcilue of 3.t,-- - o.iy + 3y-.

\'o + >,' 2 ' ^'.3 — ^/2

Find the value of

37. ^^"-'iiL.. 38,

5s''2-\/38 + 5s/3

/ 6 + 2^/3
• V33-19^/;:

41. Given ^/5= 2-23607, find the value of

10v^2 v''10+ n/18

s/18-V3+ x/5 V8 + V3-s/5
42. Divide .r" + 1 + 3.r ^/2 by .v- 1 + 4/2.

43. Find the cube root of 9^62 -f (6- + 24^^2) ^/62 - 3a-.

44. Evaluate —-*_
, when 2.r= ^/aH
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Imaginary Quantities.

92. Althoiu'-h from the rule of signs it is evident that a

negative quantity cannot have a real square root, yet imaginary

quantities represented by symbols of the form J- a, J- 1 are of

frequent occurrence in mathematical investigations, and their

use leads to valuable results. We therefore proceed to explain

in what sense such roots are to be regarded.

When the quantity under the radical sign is negative, we can no

longer consider the symbol J as indicating a possible arithmetical

operation ; but just as Ja may be defined as a symbol which obeys

the relation Ja^ Ja = a, so we shall define J- a to be such that

/IT^ X J— a = - a, and we shall accept the meaning to which this

assumption leads us.

It will be found that this definition will enable us to bring

imaginary quantities under the dominion of ordinary algebraical

rules, and that through their use results may be obtained which

can be relied on with as much certainty as others which depend

solely on the use of real quantities.

93. By definition, J^ x J^ = -l.

that is, ( Jcc . J- ly = - a.

Thus the product Ja . J- 1 may be regarded as equivalent to

the imaginary quantity J- a.

94. It will generally be found convenient to indicate the

imaginary character of an expression by the presence of the

mbol
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Since (- a) x (- 6) = ab,

by taking the square root, we have

yj— a X ^/— i = ± Jab.

Tlius in forming the product of J- a and J— b it would appear

tliat either of tlie signs 4- or — miglit l3e phiced before Jab.
This is not the case, for

J-a xj-b = ja. J-l x\/b . J- 1

=jabU-iy
= -Jab.

96. It is usual to apply tlie term ' imaginary ' to all expres-

sions which are not wholly real. Thus a + bj—l may be taken
as the general type of all imaginary expressions. I/cre a atul b
are real quantities, but not necessarily ratiotuil.

97. In dealing ^\'ith imaginary quantities we apply the laws

of combination which have been proved in the case of other surd

quantities.

Example 1. a^h J -l:i^[c-Tcl J -\)=a^c + {h^d) J -1.

Example 2. The product oi a-^h J -1 and c + d ^/-l

= {a + hJ^ {c^d J^i)

= ac- bd + {be -f ad) J -1.

98. //' a + b ^/^ = 0, then a - 0, and b = 0.

For, if a -f bJ^ - 0,

then h J—\ = -a;

.-. -b' = a';

Xow d' and b' are both positive, therefore their sum cannot

be zero unless each of them is separately zero : that is, a^O,
and 6 = 0.

99. //• a + b 7^ = c - d ^ -"l , t^^'n a - c, and h =^ d.

For, Ijy transposition, a — c + (b — d) J-l = ;

therefore, V)y the last article, a- c = 0, and b - d=0 :

that is a -- c, Rnd b — d.
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Thus in order that two imaginary expressions may he equal it

is necessary and sufficient that the real 2}arts should be equal, and
the imaginary parts should he equal.

100. Definition. When two imaginary expressions differ

only in the sign of the imaginary part they are said to be

conjugate.

Thus a-h J-\ is conjugate to rt + 6 ^- 1.

Similarly ^/2 + 3 ^/- 1 is conjugate to J '2 -3 J -I.

101. The sum and the product of two conjugate imaginary

expressions are hoth real.

For a + bj-l+a-hj-l^2a.

Again (a + h J- 1) {a - h J- 1) = a'- (- 6")

= a" + ¥.

102. Definition. The positive value of the square root of

a^ + 6' is called the modulus of each of the conjugate expressions

a + h J —\ and a — hJ—\.

103. Tlte modidus of the product of two imaginary expres-

sions is equal to the product of their moduli.

Let the two expressions be denoted hy a+hJ— \ and c+dj—l.

Then their iprodiict = ac — hd + {ad + he) J—l, Avhich is an
imaginary expression whose modulus

=- J{ac - hd)'-' + {ad + hc)'^

- Ja'c' + b'd' + a'd' + h'c'

--=J{a' + lr){c' + d')

= Ja- + ¥ X Jc' + d-

:

which proves the proposition.

1 ri4. If tlie denominator of a fraction is of the form a + hJ-\,
it may be rationalised by multiplying the numerator and tlie

denominator by the conjugate expression a — h J -\.
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For instance

c^lj-l ^ {c + d^J~l){a-hJ'-\)
a -f hj^ (a + b J-\) (a - b J- 1)

ac 4- bd + (ad — bc)J—\

ac + bd ad -be ,—=-

a- + h' a~ + b-
^

Thus by reference to Art. 97, we see that the sum, difference,

froduct, and quotient of tvjo imaginary exjyressions is in each case

all imaginary expression of the sameform.

105. To find tlie square root ofa + hj—l.

Assume Ja + b \/—\ =x + y \/ —\,

where x and y are real quantities.

By squaring, a + b J-I ^x' - y- + 2xy J -I;

tlierefore, by equating real and imaginary parts,

x'-y-^a (1),

2^2/ = ^> (2);

.-. {^^'iTf^i^-ff^i^lxyf
= a- + 6"

;

•
•

.
.->•- + y- = JoF+l? (3).

From (1) and (.>), we obtain

, Ja- + b^ + a , Ja^ + ¥ -a
a^" = ^^ 2

' '^ ¥~~
'

Thus tlie required root is obtained.

Since x and y are real quantities, x- + i/-
is positive, and therefore in (3)

the positive sign must be prefixed before the quantity ^a^ + b'^.

Also from (2) we see that the product xy must have the same sign as h
;

hence x and y must have like signs if b is positive, and unlike signs if b is

negative.
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Example 1. Find the square root of - 7 - 24 ,^/ - 1.

Assume J-l-2lJ-l^x-\-yJ-l\

then - 7 - 24 J^\ - x"- - if- + 2xy J - 1

= 2aj2rJ^J-\,

It remains to find the vahie of J±J -1.

Assume J +J-l = x + ^/^/^^;

then +J-l=x'-7j- + 2xyJ-l;
.-. x--y-= and 2xy = l

;

, 1111
whence a; = -— ,?/=—; or a:= -—-,?/=- -y;.

;

Similarly JTjTl^ ^l_(i-jZi)

and finally ^/-64a^= ± 2a (1 ±V^)-

(1),

and 2a;2/=-24.

= 49 + 576

= 625;

.:x- + y'-^25 (2).

From (1) and (2) , .t- = 9 and y-= 16 ;

.-. a:=±3, y= ±4.

Since the product xy is negative, we must take

a; = 3, y=-4:; ora;=-3, ?/ = 4.

Thus the roots are 3-4J^ and -3 + 4 ^A^;

that is, J-l-2iJ^^ i (3 - 4 ^ ^).

Example 2. To find the value o: ^ - 64a^.
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106. The symbol^ - 1 is often represented by the letter i; but
until the student has had a little practice in the use of iinaginary

quantities he will lind it easier to retain the symbol J - I. It is

useful to notice the successive powers of ^— 1 or i ; tlius

and since each power is obtained by multiplying the one before it

by \^/ — 1, or i, we see that the results must now recur.

107. AVe shall now investigate the pi-operties of certain imagi-
nary quantities which are of very frequent occurrence.

Suppose X = ^/l ; then a;^ = 1, or a;^ - 1 = ;

that is, (•'^ - 1) (^' + a; + 1) = 0.

. •. either ./• -1=0, or x" + x + 1 = 0;

1 1
-1=^7^3

whence £C = 1, or x = ^ .

It may be shewn by actual involution that eacli of these

values w^ien cubed is equal to unity. Thus unity has three cube

roots,

-1+7^3 -1-7-3
'

2
'

2
'

two of wliich are imaginary expressions.

Let us denote these by a and ^ ; then since they are the roots

of the equation

X' + x -\-l =0.

their product is equal to unity

;

that is, a/3 = 1 ;

that is, /3 = a', since a^ = 1

,

Similarly we may shew that a = /?'.

108. Since each of the imaginary roots is the square of the

other, it is usual to denote the three cube roots of unitv bv 1, o), o/.
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Also o) satisties the equation ar + x + 1 = ;

. •. 1 + (0 + o)- --
j

tliat is, the sain of the three cube roots of unit ij is zero.

Again, oj . to^ = w^ = 1

;

therefore (1) the jyroduct of the tivo imaginary roots is tinity ;

(2) every integral poicer of w^ is unity.

109, It is useful to notice that the successive positive

integral powers of w are 1, cu, and w"; for, if n be a multiple of 3,

it must be of the form Zm ; and to" = w^'" = 1.

If n be not a multiple of 3, it must be of the form Sm + 1 or

3m + 2.

It 71 = 6m +1, oj^oj =(o .w = aj.

T P o . D « 3m +2 3m 2 2
If 71 = 6m -\- 1, oj=oj =0) .a)=w.

110. We now see that every quantity has three cube roots,

two of which are imaginary. For the cube roots of a^ are those

of rt'' X 1, and therefore are a, ao), aw'. Similarly the cube roots

of 9 are ^9, co ^/9, w" ^/9, where ^/9 is the cube root found by the

ordinary arithmetical rule. In future, unless otherwise stated,

the symbol ^Ui Avill always be taken to denote the arithmetical

cube root of a.

Example 1. Reduce
('^ + ^

,— ^"

to the form A +bJ ^.
2 + V - 1

The expression
4
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Example 3. Shew that

(a + o}b + arc) {a + u^b + wc>= a- + b- + c- - be - ca - ab.

In the i)roduct of a + o}b + ore and a + lo'-b + coc,

the coefficients of b- and c- are or, or 1

;

the coefficient of &c =«-+«•*= w- + w= - 1

;

the coefficients of ca and ab = o}- + o)= - 1

;

.-. (a + o}b + o}-c) {a + oi'-b + wc) = a- + b- + C' - be - ca - ab.

Example 4. Shew that

(1 + w - orf - (1 - w + orf= 0.

Since 1 + w + w" r= 0, we have

(1 + w - w-)3 - (1 - w + w2):* = (
- 2w2)3 - ( - 2o}Y

= -8w6 + 8w-i

= -8 + 8

= 0.

EXAMPLES. VIII. b.

1. Multiply 2V^+ 3V^ by 4 ^"^-5 V^.
2. Multiply 3 V -^ - 5 V -^ by 3 \/~^+ 5 V^^.

3. Multiply e v^^i +e-v^-i by ev^^ -g -v'~i.

4. Multiply^'-- by .r .

Express with ratioual denominator

:

. 1 _ 3V~2 +2V^
3-\/-2 3V-2-2\/-5

_ 3 + 2 V^ 3-2\/^ « a+^V^ a-.iV^
2-5 V^ 2 + 5 V-^' ' a-.rV-^ a+j'V^'

A'-V-i A'+-\/-i '
' (a + \/-i)'-^-(«-\/-ir*

11. Find the value of ( - V - l)"'"''^^ when n is a positive integer,

12. Find the square of ^9 + 40 V - 1 + \/9 - 40 V - 1 •

E. H. A.
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Find the .square root of

13. -5 + 12 V^. 14. -11-60V^. 15. -47 + 8 \/~3.

16. -S\'~l. 17. rt--l+2a\/^l.

18. h:ih-^{a--li~)\/^^.

Exjiress in the form A + iB

3 + 5^- s^3-^^2 1^:
^^- 2-3r ^^' 2^/3-i\/2- ^^' 1-r

22 (l+i):.
23. (!^^I _ (i^zi^\

3 — I ' ' a — ib a + ib '

If 1, toj CO- are the three culje roots of unity, prove

24. (1 + 0)2)4= 0). 25. (l-o) + o)2) (l+co-a)-) = 4.

26. ;i-o)) (l-o)-)(l-«4)(l-o)^) = 0.

27. (2 + 00) + 2o)")6= (2 + 2a) + 5o)2)'5= 729.

28. ; 1 ~ o) + (0-) (1 — o)'-' -r o)*; i^ 1 - 0)4+ o)*^; . . . to 2/i factors= 2-'*.

29. Prove that

.{,-3 ^y3 + ^3 -_ 2j^?/z= (.7;+ ?/ + r) (.«.' +yo) + xo)-) (.<; +yo)- + ~o)).

30. If .r= a+ 6, ?/= ao) + Z>o)2, ~= ao)'- + 6o),

shew that

(1) .vi/z= a-+ b\

(2) a'2+y-+ ^2= 6aZ;.

(3) .1^ + ?/3 + ^3_ 3 («3+ ^3),

31. If CUV -hci/+ bz= X, ex+% + az == J", bx+ «7|r + C2

=

Z,

shew that (a- + 6- + c- — 60 - ca— ab) (a--+ y^ -f ?2 _ ^^y- _ ^-.-y _ ^^r^)

= A"2 ^.
}-2

*+ ^2 _ j-^_ xz- AT.
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THE THEORY OF QUADRATIC EQUATIONS. f

111. After suitable rcduftion cNcry quadratic equation may
be Avritten in the form

«.// + 6.f + c = (1),

and the sohition of the equation is

- 6 ± Jh- - iac . ^.x= ~
(2).

^ye sliall noAv prove some important propositions connected

Avith the roots and coefhcients of all equations of which (1) is

the type.

112. A quadratic equation cannot have more than tico roots.

For, if possible, let the equation ax" + hx + c^O have three

different roots a, y8, y. Then since each of these values must
satisfy the equation, Ave have

aa- + 6a + c^0 (1),

a^- + 6/3 + c-0 (2),

ay- + 6y + c = (3).

From (1) and (2), by subtraction,

a{a'-(i') + h{a-P) = 0]

divide out by a — ^ M-hich, by hypothesis, is not zero ; then

a{a+P) + h^O.

Similarly from (2) and (3)

rt (/5 + y) + 6 = ;

.
•. by subtraction a (a - y) = ;

which is impossible, since, by hypothesis, a is not zero, and a is

not equal to y. Hence there cannot be three different roots.

6—2
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113. In Art. Ill let the two roots iii (2) be denoted hy a and

/?, so that

-h + Jy-iac -h- Jb'-iac j^

then we liave the following results :

x''-^ U^*-'^
^

v/ (1) ^^i"—-4«e (the quantity under the radical) is positive. ,

{
/
(i^L) ) ti and ^ are rejJjjid-iuie^H*^! .

r(2) If 6^j-j^a£_-is^

reducing; in this case to

r\ ^ *& *

ll
(-^) If &"-4:Q^-C is,_zero ,

a and /? are real and equal, eacli

la

' (3) If h" - 4flc is negative, a.and Q are imaginary and unequal.

> (4) If 6" — 4«c is a perfect square, a and ^ are rational and

miequal.

By applying these tests the nature of the roots of any

quadratic may be determined without solving the equation.

Example 1. Shew that the equation 2a;--6x + 7 = cannot be satisfied

by any real values of x.

Here a = 2« b= -6, c = 7; so that

Z>2-4ac = (-6)2-4.2.7=-20.

Therefore the roots are imaginary. ^-

Example 2. If the equation x- + 2 (A; + 2) a; + 9/^ = has equal roots, find k.

The condition for equal roots gives

{k + 2)^= 9k,

k^-5k + 4= 0,

(k-A){k-l) = 0;

.-. k = 4:, or 1^

Example 3. Shew that the roots of the equation

'x"^ - 2px +i)2
-q"-^ 2qr - r" =

are rational.

The roots will be rational provided {
- 2p)^ - 4: {p- - q- + 2qr - r-) is a

perfect square. But this expression reduces to 4:{q- -2qr + r^), or 4:{q-r)".

Hence the roots are rational.

-b + Jh'-iac r,
-b- Jb'-^ac

114. bmce a =—-

—

^ , p = ^- ,.

we have by addition"
\ -b + Jb'^iac-b-Jb'-iac

'

^-P^ (1);
2a a
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aud by multiplication we have

{-b + Jb' - 4ffc)
(-b-Jb^'^ia^)

_ (- hf - {If - \ac)

^ 4ac ^ c 1 ^9^
4«=

_
a':'

^^^'

By writing the equation in the form

. b c ^
or + -X + - =0,

a a

these results may also be expressed as follows.

In a quadratic equation loJiere the coefficient of the jirst term is

nnity,

(i) the sum of the roots is equal to the coefficient of x with

its sign changed

;

(ii) the product of the roots is equal to the third term.

Note. In any equation the terra which does not contain the unknown
quantity is frequently called the absolute term.

b c
115. Since == a ^ )3, and - = aB,

a a

b c
the equation x'+ - x-h - = may be written

x'-(a + l3)x + aP = (1).

Hence any quadratic may also be expressed in the form

X- — (sum of roots) x + product of roots = (2).

Again, from (1) we have

(^-a)(:>;-^) = (3).

We may now easily form an equation with given roots.

Example 1. Fonn the equation whose roots are 3 and - 2.

The equation is (.*•- 3) (x-r2) = 0,

or a;2-a:-6 = 0.

"When the roots are irrational it is easier to use the following

method.
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Example 2. Form the eiiuatioii whose roots are 2 + J'6 and 2 - ,^3.

We have «um of roots= 4,

product of roots= 1

;

.-. the equation is x- - 4.r + 1 = 0,

by using formula (2) of the present article.

116. By a method analogous to tliat used in Example 1 of

the last article we can form an equation with three or more given

roots.

7
Example 1. Form the equation whose roots are 2, - 3, and - .

The required equation must be satisfied by each of the following sup-

positions :

7
a;-2 = 0, rc + 3 = 0, a:-^ = 0;

o

therefore the equation must be

{x-2)ix + 3)(^x-T^=0;

that is, (^-2)(a; + 3)(5.r-7) = 0,

or 5x^-2x'- Six + 42 = 0.

Example 2. Form the equation whose roots are 0, ^«. r .

The equation has to be satisfied by

c
.T = 0, x — a, x=-a, x=~;

therefore it is
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. Again

,

a^ + (i'= (a + ^) (a- + ^"- - aji)

Example 2. If a, fi are the roots of the equation lr- + mx~-n = 0, find tlie

equation whose roots are - , .

(i a

We have sura of roots = -i- = — - — ,

fl a a3

product of roots = „ .
' = 1

;

P «

.'. by Art. 115 the required equation is

a^x'-{a- + ^')x + a^ = 0.

As m the last example a- -f/3-= r.,— , and a^=

.'. the equation is x- -,— x-h . =0,

or nix- - (m- - 2nl) x -i- nl = 0.

Example 3. When .r =—^

—

^ , find the value of 2.f3 -f2.r-' - 7.r-f 72 ;

and shew that it will be unaltered if ^^

—

'-— be substituted for .r.

Form the quadratic equation whose roots are
,j

;

the sum of the roots = 3 ;^^

the product of the roots =
_^ ;

hence the equation is 2.t- - C.r -f- 17 - ;

.*. 2x-- 6a* + 17 is a quadratic expression which vanishes for either of the

3±5V-1values ^ •

Now 2.c3 + 2.r2 -lx + T2 ^ x (2.r- - 6.r + 1 7) ~ 4 (2.r- - G.r + 17) + -1

= a:xO + -4xO-f-4

= 1;

\Thich is the numerical value of the expression in each of the supposed cases.
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118. To find the condition that the roots of the equation

ax^ + bx4-c = should be (1) equal in magnitude and opjjosite

in sipi, (2) reciprocal's.

The roots will be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign if

their sum Js,.sfii;D ; hence the required condition is
^ '

- - = 0, or 5 =. 0.
a

Ao-ain, the roots Avill be reciprocals when their product is

unity ; lience we must have

c ,

- = 1, or c = «.
a

Tlie first of these results is of frequent occjjrrenceJn Analyti-

x-al Geometry, and the second is a particular case of a more

general condition applicable to equations of any degree.

Example. Find the condition that the roots of ax- + bx + c = may be (1)

both positive, (2) opposite in sign, but the greater of them negative.

h c
"SN e have a + 8= — , a8=- .^ a ^ a

(1) If the roots are both positive, a^ is positive , and therefore c and a

have like signs.

Also, since a + /3 is positive, — is negative; therefore b and a have unlike

signs.
~ ..~~~~~^

'

Hence the required condition is that the signs of rt^and c should be like,

and opposite to the sign ofJ>._

(2) If the roots are of opposite signs, a^ is negative, and therefore c and

a have unlike signs.

Also since a +^ has the sign of the greater root it is negative, and there-

fore - is positive; therefore h and a have like signs.

Hence the required condition is that the signs of a and h should be like,

an d opposite to the sign of c.
~" —

EXAMPLES. IX. a.

Form tlie ecpiatioiis whose roots are

V
1.
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7. -3±5/. 8. -a±ib. 9. ±i(a-b).

10. -3,?, i. 11. |, 0, -?. 12. 2±^/;3, 4.

13. Prove that the roots of the following equations are real

:

(1) x--2cLc+a^-b--c- = 0,

(2) (rt - 6 4- c) .7;2+ 4 (a -b)x+ {a-b-c)= 0.

14. If the equation .>•-- 15 - ;H(2.r-8) = has ecj^ual roots, find the
values of m.

15. For what values of ?/« will the equation

A-2 - 2.V (1 + 3//0 + 7 (3 + 2m) =

have equal roots ?

16. For what value of m will the equation

x^ —bxm-1
^ a.v-c m+1

have roots equal in magnitude but opposite in sign ?

17. Prove that the roots of the following equations are rational

:

(1) (a+ c-b)x^+2^+(b+ c-a) = 0, -^ ^(^0^^ +'\>'+C

(2) a6c2:p2 + 3«2c^,+ i2c^j. - 6a2 - «&+ 262= 0.
..,-- -:

If a, /3 are the roots of the equation «.'6-2+ 6^r+c= 0. find the \;^lues of

UA. 19. .,^.^^. 20. g-f
Find the value of 4. r

21. .^3+ .r2 - .V+ 22 when .r- 1 + 2i. l^ ~ ^
""

22. .^•^ - 3.1-2 _ 8.i,-+15 when .v= 3 + ?.

23. -r^ - a:c^+ 2d^x + 4fr when - = 1 - ^1^^.

'I
24. If a and ^ are the roots of x-+p.v+ q = 0, form the equation

>y\ whose roots are (a - ^f and (a+^)2.

~yS 25. Prove that the roots of (x- a)(x - b) = h- are always real. VVvMvJv

find tho value of..-- ... .^ , ^^^. If Xy , .^2 are the roots of ax-+ bx -f = 0,

V^ (1) (aXi+ b)'-'-+ {ax,+ b)-'^,

(2) (a.ri + ?))-3+ («.r2 + 6)-
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27. Find the cuiiditiou tluit one root oj' clv̂ + ku+ c=-(J «hall be

'/i times the other.

28. If a, /3 are the roots of a.v'^ + hu+ c^O, form the equation whose

roots are a- + ^- and a~'^ + ^'~'.

29. Form the equation whose roots are the squares of the sum and

of the difterence of the roots of

30. Discuss the signs o^W roots 'of the equjfeoii''^ '^ \ tf^ iw>^?

119. yrhe foliowiAg example illustrates a useful application

of the results proved in Art. 113.

X' + 1x — 11
Example. If re is a real quantity, prove that the expression ~^rzz^o\~

can have all numerical values except such as lie between 2 and 6.

Let the given expression be represented by ?/, so that

a;^ + 2x- ll_

then multiplying up and transposing, we have
,J^ jA:

x' + 2x{l-y) + &ij-ll = 0. -f
•"'

This is a quadratic equation, and in order tlmt x may Jlave real values

4(l_y)2_4(6?/-ll) must be positive; or dividing by 4/and simplifying,

y2_Qy^ 12 must be positive ; that is, {y - 6) iy - 2) muair^e positive. Hence

the factors of this product must be both positive, or both negative. In the

former case y is greater than 6; in the latter y is less than 2. Therefore

y cannot He between 2 and (3, but may have any other value.

In this example it will be noticed that the quadratic expi'ession

y- -Sy +12 is positive so long as v/ does not lie between the roots

of the corresponding quadratic equation ;//" - eS?/ + 12 = 0.

This is a particular case of tlie general proposition investigated

in the next article.

f
120. For all real values of x tJte expression ax" + bx4-c has

^ \ the same sign as a, excejjt iclien the roots of the equation ax' +bx + c -
^ are real and unequal, and x has a value lying between them.

'^
'I

,

'

Case T. Suppose that the roots of the equation

L' a:ir -\-bx + c^O

are real ; denote them by a and y3, and let a be tlie greater.

-^
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Then jf + ox + f = a ( jy -i#- x -f

(^^^

a (x -a) (x- yS).

NoNV if x Ss..(fves.t£Ji thtm o^-lte^ fftetars-^g—^ a>—,^3-are botli

positive ; and if x* is less tlian y3, the factore x - a, x — y? are botli

negative ; tlierefore in eacli case the expression {x — a) (x — )3) is

positive, and ax' + bx + c has the same sign as a. But if x has a

value lying Ijetween a andfi^ the expression (x — a)(x- (S) is

negative, and the sign o?^«^r~^6x* + c is opposite to that of a.

Case II. If a and /3 are ei|ual, then

«a;' -f 6a; -f c = a (x — a)',

and (a; — a)' is positive for all real values of x \ hence ax' -f bx -f c

has the same sign as a.

Case III. Suppose tliat the ei^uation ax'-rbx~c = has

imaginary roots ; then

( o b c)

I
a a)

b\- 4:a€ — b-)

'{{"& 4«- I

But b' — \ac is neirative since the roots are imac^inarv : hence

Aac — h- ... - -—
^

IS positive, and the expression

b \- 4ac— b'

(•4,) \CC

is positive for all real values of x ; therefore ax- + bx -f c has the

same sign as a. Tliis establishes tlie proposition.

121. From the preceding article it follows that the expression

ax' + bx + c will always have the s<ime sign whatever real value x
may have, provided that b' - 4:ac is negative or zero ; and if this

condition is satisfied the expressioiTly po«iLi^u ui negative accord-

ing as a is positive or negative.

Convereely, in order that the expression ax' + bx-\- c may be
ahyays positive , b ' — lac musf. l>f> npffatiyeor zero, and a must be

positi\-e ; and in oi"der tTiat aof + hx + c may be always negative

b' - -iac must be negative or zero, and a must be necrative.
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Example. Find the limits between which a must He in order that

az^ - 7a; + 5

5x^ -Ix + a

may be capable of all values, x being any real quantity.

^ ,
aa;- -lx + 5

^"*
6x^-lx + a= y'-

then (a-5?/)x"-7.r (l-?/) + (5-a?/) = 0.

In order that the values of x found from this auadra,tic p^\[ be real, the

expression

49 (1 - y)-- 4 (a - 5?/) (5 - ay) must be positive,

that is, (49 - 20a) y-^-2 (2a- + l)y + (4g^^^lnust be positive

;

hence (2a- + 1)?- (49 ~ 20a)- must be negative or zero^ and 49 - 20a nmst be

positive".^/

Now (^a2+ 1)2 - (49 - 20a)2 is negative or zero, according as

2 (a- - 10a + 25) X 2 (a- + 10a -24)^ is negative or zero

;

that is, according as 4 (a - 5)^ (a + 12) (a - 2) Ib negative or zero.

This expression is negative as long as a lies between 2 and - 12, and for

such values 49 - 20a is positive ; the expression is^zero'Miea tt ~ 5-

,
-^^^^'or 2,

but 49 -20a is negative when a = 5. Hence the limiting values are 2 and
- 12, and a may Jmve any intermediate value.

(

EXAMPLES. IX. b.

(>Jy 1. Determine the limits between which n must lie in order that

Vrhe equation
-^ lax {ax+ nc) + {ii^ - 2) c2=

may have real roots. (w >

J ,) V tl^- 1
. 2. If X be real, prove that -^—

'-z
;r"^ust lie between 1 and - ^^ '.

J
^ x--bx + 9 11

^2_ ^^\ \
3. Shew that '-^^

—

r lies lietween 3 and - for all real values of x.
x^+x+l 3

! 4. If X be real, prove that "—„—^^ =- can have no value between
\

'
^

.^2+ 2:p - 7

5 ^d 9.

'A fa
5. Find the equation whose roots are ; : .

'
,^fa + \/a — h

6. If n, /3 are roots of the equation X'-px-{-q= 0, find the value of

(1) a2(a2/3-i-/3)-f^2(^2„-i_„)^

(2) [a-p)-^+ {^-p)-K
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7. If the roots of Lv- 4- lu;+ /i = be in the ratio of jj : (/, prove that

A , 8. If .y be real, the expression ^

—

^, —r— lulmits ot all values
vy ^ 2 (a; -71)

Jexcept such as lie between 2/i and 2wi.

a/
9. If the roots of the equation ax-+2kv-{-c=0 be a and /3, and

/ those of the equation Aa^2Bx+C=0 be g+S and ^jj^Vttf^ve that

10. Shew that the expression ^— ^-^ will be capable of all

values when .r is real, provided that p has any value between 1 and 7.

r+ 2
11. Find the grreatest value of ^ „ o*^—?. f*^i" i"^^! values of .';.

12. Shew that if .>; is real, the expression

(.7;2-6c)(2.7;-6-c)-i

has no real values between b and c.

13. If the roots of clv- + 2b.v -r c= be j^ssible and difierent, then

the roots of

{a+ c) {cuf- + 2bjj + c) = 2{ac ~ b'-) (.7;2+ 1)

will be impossible, and vice ve?'sd.

14. Shew that the expression
I?''"" \ fetid)

^^^^^ ^ capable of all

values when x is real, if a- - b^ and c- - c?2 have the same sign.

\ / *122. We shall conclude this chapter with some miscellaneous

\ theorems and examples. It will be convenient here to introduce

Ua phraseology and notation which the student will frequently

Ameet with in his mathematical reading.

/ Defixitiox. Any expression Avhich involves x, and whose
^ A'alue is dependent on that of x, is called a function of x.

/ Functions of x are usually denoted by symbols of the form /{x),

J\F{x),<l>{x).

Thus the equation y =f(x) may be considered as equivalent

to a statement that any change made in the value of x will pro-

duce a consequent change in ,y, and vice versa. The quantities x

and y are called variables, and are further distinguished as the

independent variable and the dependent variable.

7
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An independent variable, is a quantity wliicli may have any

value we choose to assign to it, and the covresponding dependenL^

variable hasjisjv^lue^etermined as soon as the value of theincle-

p^ndehi'variable is known.

*123. An expression of the form
. Q ^j^ v^^ ^^j^

where 'Jo /&• a j^osiiive integer, an^'llie coefficients /;„, ]\, ]>.„--p„ do

not involve x, is called a ratioiiaI_andmtegral alge^^^

of X. In the present chapter Ave shall confine our attention^ to

functions of this kind. f4'' ; • ' >" S^

'•'124. A function is said to be linear when it contains no

liigher power of the variable than the iirst ; thus ax + 6 is a linear

function of a-. A function is said to be quadratic wlien it

contains no higher power of the variable than the second ; thus

ax^ + bx + c is a quadratic function of x. Functions of the third,

fourth,... degrees are those in wliich the highest power of the

variable is respectively the third, fourth,.... Thus in the last

article the expresf:ion is a function of x of the n^^^ degree.

^125. The symbol /(a:, y) is used to denote a function of two

variables x and y ; thus ax + by + c, and ax^+ hxy + cy-+ dx + ey +/
are respectively linear and quadratic functions of x, y.

/* The eqiuitions f{x) = 0, f{x, 2/)
= are said to be linear, quad-

/ratic,... according as the functions f{x), fix, y) are linear, quad-

1 ratic, ....

*126. We hive proved in Art. 120 tliat the expression

ax" -^bx + c admits of ])eing put in tlie form a (a; - a) (a; - fi),

where a and /? arc the roots of the equation ax' + 6a; + c = 0.

Thus a quadratic expression ax- -^-bx + c is capable of being

resolved into two rational factors of the first degree, whenever

i the equation ax- + bx + c = has rational roots ; that is, when

^ ij b'x- Aac is a perfect square.

\ \j.y *127. To find the condition that a quadratic function of yi, y
may be resolved into two linear factors.

Denote the function by /(a;, y) where

/(a:, y) - ax^ +2hxy + by^ + 2gx+ 2fy + c.
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Write this in descending powers of x, and equate it to zero;

thus

VX rta;' + 2x {hj + y) + hy' + 2/y + c ^ .

Solving this quadratic in x we have

it— ^ J— /

'. «

or ax+hu -\-g=^^ Jy- {h' - ab) + 2y {hg - a/} + (g^ - ac).

Now in order that f{x, y) may be tlie product of two linear

factors of the form px + qy + r, the quantity under the radical

must be a perfect square ; hence

{lig-j^^-{h'-ah){rf-ac).

Transposing and dividing by a, we obtain

abc + 2fgh - of- - hg- - clr = ;

which is the condition required.

This proposition is of great importance in Analytical Geometry,

*128. To tind the condition that the equations

ax- + hx + c = 0, ax' + h'x + c' -^

may have a common root.

Suppose these equations are boith_satistied_l)^Ljt= a ; then

aa-+6a + C = 0,

rt'a'-f h'a. + x! = ;

.-. by cross multiplication

a" a 1

be' - b'c ca - c'a ab' — a'b
'

To eliminate a, square the second of these equal ratios and
equate it to the product of the other two ; thus

a' a" 1

(ca — ca)- (be — b'c)
' (ab' — a'b)

'

. '. {ca — ca)- - {be — b'c) {ab' — a'h).

which is the condition required.

It is easy to prove that this is the condition that the two
quadratic functions ax' + bxy + eg' and a'x' + b'xy + eg' may have
a common linear factoi-.

r
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^EXAMPLES. IX. c.

1. For what values of vi will the exprc.s.sioii

be capable of resolution into two rational factors ?

2. Find the values of m which will make 2./>' + ?«.»;y 4- 3y- - 5_y - 2

equivalent to the product of two linear factors.

3. Shew that the expression ^^" i

always admits of two real linear factors.y "^
• - -rj^^

4. If the equations

A, x'^ + pa; + q= Oj a-24^v+ ^' =

riion root, shew that it must be either

pq' -p'q
^
q-q' ,

q-q'
""''

p'-p
'

P -ir\j
^-^j'^i

'

5. Find the condition that the expressions

may have a common linear factor.

6. If the expression

3.f2+ IPxy + 2/+ ^ax - 4y+

1

can be resolved into linear factors, prove that P must be one of the
roots of the equation P-+ 4aP+ 2a-+ 6 = 0.

7. Find the condition that the expressions j

/^ cuv' + ^hxy+ hj-y a'x''- + 2h'xy+ h'y'^
^"^

may be res})*ctively divisible l)y factors of the form y -m:v, my + x.

/j^S. Shew that in the equation
^

have' a comn

r // A-2 - 3^3/ '+ 2^/2 p 2.1- -3y- 35-0,

I
^or every real value of .i' there is a real value of y, and. for every real

value of y there is a real value of x. ^==3?>

9. If X and y are two real quantities connected by the equation

ar'- + 2xy +y- - 92.r - 20j/+ 244= 0,

then will x lie between 3 and 6, and y between 1 and 10.

10. If {ax^^-hx + c)y + a'x'^-\-lj'x-\-c' ^0, find the condition that x
may be a rational function of

^

i
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CHAPTER X.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUATIONS.

129. In this chapter we propose to consider some mis-

cellaneous equations ; it "svill be seen that many of these can be
solved by the ordinary rules for quadratic equations, but others

require some special artifice for their solution.

3 3

Example 1. Solve 8.r-"-8x =^'= G3.

Multiply by .t-" and transpose ; thus

1 —
8j;"-63j-"-8 = 0;

i. 1.

(ar"-8)(8a--« + l) = 0;

± 1
x'^n = s, or--

;

8

x= {2^)-^,ovi^--'j
;

Example 2. Solve 2 ,/-''+ 3 ,/- = - + ^"^
.

,
J-^ a \ X a b

1^ ^^

.-.2, + ? =^^;yah
2aby- - 6ahj -b-y + Sab = 0',

{2ay-b)(by-Sa) = 0',

b 3fl
or

that is,

H. H. A.

if-
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Example 3. Solve (.r - 5) {x - 7) (.r + 6) (a: + 4) =504.

We have (x- - x - 20) (.r^ ~x- 42) = 504
;

which, being arranged as a quadratic in x'^ - x, gives

(rr^ - a;)2 - 62 (x2-a;) + 336 = 0;

.-. (a;2-a;-6)(a^^-a--56) = 0:

.-. a---.r-6 = 0, or x--.r-56 = 0;

whence a- = 3, -2, 8, -7.

130. Any equation which can be thrown into thf form

ax^ + bx + C + J) Jax' + bx + c = q

may be sohed as follows. Putting y = Jax' + hx + c, we obtain

Let a and /? be the roots of this equation, so that

Jax^ + bx + c = a, Jax' + bx + c = /B
;

from these equations we shall obtain yb?ir values of x.

When no sign is prefixed to a radical it is usually understood

that it is to be taken as positive; hence, if a and (i are both

positive, all the four values of x satisfy the original equation.

If however a or ^ is negative, the roots found from the resulting

quadratic will satisfy tlie equation

ax' + bx + c-p Jax- + bx + c = q,

but not the original equation.

Example. Solve :r- - 5x + 2^/x-- o.r + 3 = 12.

Add 3 to each side ; then

X--OX + 3 + 2 ^/x^-5x + 3 = 15

.

Putting Jx- - oar + 3 = y, we obtain y- + 2y -lo = 0\ whence ?/ = 3 or - 5.

Thus Jx'^ - 5J + 3 = +3, or Jx--5x + 'S= -5.

Squaring, and solving the resulting quadratics, we obtain from tlie first

x= (j or -1; and from the second x = '—^-—-. The first pair of values

satisfies the given equation, but the second pair satisfies the equation

ox -2 Jx' - ox + 3 = 12.
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131. Before clearing an equation of radicals it is advisable

to examine whether any common factor can be removed by
division.

Example. Solve mJx- - lax + 10a- - Jx- + ax- 6a-= x-2a.

We have

y/(x - 2a) {x - 5a) - J{x - 2a) {x+ Sa) = x-2a.

The factor Jx-2a can now be removed from every term;

.'. Jx- oa - Jx + 3a = Jx - 2a ;

x-oa + x + ^a-2 fj{x - 5a) (x + Sa) = x-2a;

x= 2 Jx- - 2ax - lort-

;

3x--8ax-60a2 = 0;

(.r -6a) (3x4- 10a) = 0;

10a
j- = 6a, or —;—

.

o

Also by equating to zero the factor Jx - 2a, we obtain x= 2a.

On trial it will be found that x= 6a does not satisfy the equation : thus

the roots are —— and 2a.

The student may compare a similar question discussed in the Elementary
Algebra, Art. 281.

132. The following artifice is sometimes useful.

Example. Solve J'i.t^ - 4.r + 3-4 + J'M- - 4x - 11 = 9 (1).

We have identically

{dfx--4:X + U)-px^--'ix-n)=4:5. (2).

Divide each member^of (2) by the corresponding member of (1) ; thus

JSar - 4.r + 34 - J'dx- - 4.t - 11 = 5 (3).

Now (2) is an identical equation true for all values of x, whereas fl) is an
equation which is true only for certain values of x ; hence also equation (3)

is only true for these values of x.

From (1) and (3) by addition

V'3x--4x + 34 = 7;

whence a;= 3, or -~.
o

7—2
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133. The solution of an equation of tlie form

ax^ ± hx^ ± ex' ± 6a; + rt = 0,

in wliich the coefficients of terms et^uidistant from the beginning

and end are equal, can be made to depend on the solution of a

quadratic. Equations of this type are known as recij^rocal equa-

tions, and are so named because they are not altered wlien x is

changed into its reciprocal _

.

For a more complete discussion of reciprocal equations the

student is referred to Arts. 5G8— 570.

Example. Solve \1x^ -_56g3 + ft^-^^ _ fifir -i- 1 2fc= 0.

Di\'iding by .r- and rearranging,

12 (•'r-+
^^,)

- 50 (x+ ^)
+89 = 0.

Put r !
- - "

; th"]-* '^- + -j—^- ^-j

.-. 12 {z'^ -2) - 56z±m = ;

5 13
"

whence we obtain ^ ~ 9 ' ^^ ~F '

1 5 13
••• .T + - =-, or —

.

X 2 b

13 2

By solving these equations we find that a; = 2, -
,
-

, ^
.

I 134. The following equation though not reciprocal may be

solved in a similar manner.

Example. Solve 6x* - 25x^2x^j^25x + 6 = 0. .

Wehave 6 (.x-^^^) - 25 (. - 1) + 12 = 0;

.'^J^

whence 6 (a: - ^V- 25 Tr -
^)

+24 = ;

(..-l)-3==0,or3(.-^) 8=0;

vrhence we obtain a!; = 2, -
^ , 3, - - .

135. When one root of a quadratic equation is obvious by

inspection, tlie other root may often be readily obtained by

making use of the properties of the roots of quadratic equations

proved in Art. 114.
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Example. Solve (1 - a-) (x + a) - 2a(l - x^) = 0.

This is a quadratic, one of whose roots is clearly a.

Also, since the equation may be written

2ax- + {I - or) X - a(l4-a') = 0,

the product of the roots is ^^ ; and therefore the other root is — .

EXAMPLES. X. a.

[When any of the roots satisfy a modified form of the equation, the student

should examine the particular arrangement of the signs of the radicals to which
each solution applies.] ^

^- '

-t ^ = ^
Solve the following equations :

^
,

^> \ .

\-' 1. >g-2 -2>y-i = 8.
^

'
2. 9 4-./;-*- 10^;-

^
.^ :^^ )

.-^"^^

3. 2v/.e + 2.r 2= 5. > "^ 4. 6a:*=7M-2a; *.

_1 6

9. G^^o;= 5a; ^ _ 1 3. 10. 1 + b.i-^+ 9 ^^-^= 0.

11. 3-^^+ 9= 10.3^. 12. 5 (5* 4- 5-*; = 26.

13. 22^ + 8+1 = 32.2^. 14. 22^ + 3_ 57^65 (2^_1,

15. j2^+ -j^^-'2. 16. -i_-4^=5,V

18. (j:+ 9){x- 3) (x - 7) (a-+ 5) = 385. -

'^'

19. .V (2j;+ 1) (o; - 2) (2.i,- - 3) = 63.

20. (2.f - 7) (.1-2 - 9) (2.7; + 5)= 91.

21. .1-2 + 2 //;-' + 6./;= 24 - 6j:. X -^^
'^

22. 3.^2 _ 4.V+ v/3a,-2-4A--6= 18.

23. 3.1-2 _ 7 + 3 V3a?2^'6^+21 = 1 6j;.

24. 8 + 9 ^/(.3.r-l)(.7;-2) = 3.r2 - 7./;.

25. ^+s/2:.^^5^ =^^
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26.
v/3.^;2_8.^^-l

(i-")"
27. J'kifi - 7a' - 15 - V'^2 - 3a'= s/;^2T9.

23. V2.t'2-9a7 + 4+ 3 v/2;^^= v/2~i^+2U-- 11.

29. v/2.i,'2+5a;-7+ x/3 (x^^ _ 7^^q:6-) _ ^7^^2_6^_y^Q.

30. Ja^^cLv - 3ji'2 - ^a2+ cf^^,_6y2_ ^2a2+ 3£U? - 9.^2.

32. ^^ai'2-2.r+9 + s^3a.-2-2.i--4= 13. U-diL^

33. V2^i;2_7^,,+ i_ /2A.2_ay + 4_i ILu^ -^<^^>^^^-^

,

'
•

rA) J
34. V 3.^2 - Ix - 30 - v'sA-- - 7.'; - 5 = .>; - 5

.

' \><'^.— ^U-ipc^^-v--

37. a.-4+ r -3M-bad= 2a,''.

35. J.^+x^-4j;'^ + a;+l=0.

// \ \
36. .';4 + ^.1-2+ 1 := 30,-3+ 30.-

38. 10(j^^l3 - 63a; (a;2 _i)^ 52a^=o, lQc^Aj ^^
"i^'

2^>C

' ' ^v- Jl2a-x~ \fa-l'
40.

^^,^y^>a— sjx- - 1 X+ ^/a;2 - 1

, 42. v/a;2+a; +
Va;-1 _5
sjsfi — X 2

43.
a.-3+l'+1

. A

44. 2-V2^^:l. ^^^. a2.(^2+ i)^^^3x^^xw
.

3a; — 7 .r — 5
^^

18(7.<,--3) ^ 250V2.i;+l
2a;+1 ZsJiJ^Z

^'V^i

^

48. {a+ a,')3+ 4 (a - x)^^b{a?- x^f.

^9. s/.t?2:raar^^ Jlv^ + bx^= ^/« -
^ 'b.

(J^ .r-Va;23I + ^..^,,2rT ^^•

^^51. x^-2x^ + x= ^S0. 52. 27.i^4-2Lt+8=0,

-V
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136. We shall now discuss some simultaneous equations of
two unknown quantities.

Example 1 . Solve a; + 2 + ?/ + 3 + J{x + 2){y + ^)= 39.

(x + 2)"- + (y + sr- + {x-i-2){y + 3)=Ul.

Put x + 2= u, and y + S = v; then

u+v + Jiw= S9 (1),

u- + i'+uv=7n (2),

hence, from (1) and (2), we obtain by division,

u + v- Juv = 19 (3).

From (1) and (3), u + u = 29;

and y/uv = 10,

or uv = 100;

whence m = 25, or 4; r = 4, or 25 ;

thus j: = 23, or 2; y = l, or 22.

Example 2. Solve x^ + y*=^8'2 (1),

x-y = 2 (2).

Put x = u + v, and y = u- v;

then from (2) we obtain v = l.

Substituting in (1), {u + iy + {u- 1)^= 82;

.-. 2(M-* + 6u2+l)=82;

u^ + 6«2_40= 0;

whence tt- = 4, or - 10 ;

and u= ±2, or i ^/- 10.

Thus x=S, -1, li^ITiO;

y^l, -3, -l^J^O.

Example 3. Solve p^^-^ -"^—P= 2j\ (1),^ Sx-ij x + y ^^ ^
'

7x + oy = 29 (2).

From (1) , 15 (2j= + Sxy + y- - Sx"- -f ^xy -f) = 38 (Sx"- + 2xy - y"^)
;

.-. 129x- - 29xy - 38//- = ;

.-. (3x-2j/)(43a: + 19//)=0.

Hence 3r= 2y (3),

or 43x= -19y ....(4).
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From (3),

Again, from (4),

X
2'
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Hence the compltte solution is

Note. The above method of solution may always be used when the

equations are of the tsame degree and homogeneous.

Example 5. Solve 31x-y'- -7y^- 112xy + Qi-0 (1),

x2-7xj/ + 4j/--f8-0 (2).

From (2) we have -S=^x- -7xy + -kij- ; and, substituting in (1),

31X^^2 _ 7^4 + l^y (j.2 _ 7ay + 4y2) + (j.2 _ ^^y + iy-y-= Q

.-. Slx-y^ -7y*+ {jc- - Ixy +- ^y-) (14jy + x^ - Ixy + 4f/2) =
;

.-. 3lxhf'-ly^^(x' + 4.y-r--{lxyy- = 0',

that is, .r-»-lOx-f/-' +V-0 (3).

hence x=^y, orx=±3i/.

Taking these cases in succession and substituting in (2), we obtain

x^y^:L2;

x=±8, i/=±l;

-=^3,y/-r7'!'=^\/-r7-

Note, It should be observed that eiiuation (3) is homogeneous. The
method here employed by which one equation is made homogeneous by a
suitable combination with the other is a valuable artifice. It is especially

useful in Analytical Geometry.

Example G. Solve (x+ j/)a--f 2 (j:- j/)^ = 3 (x-- j/-p (1).

3x-2y = 13 (2).

Divide each term of (1) by (x- - j/^)^, or (x -f y) (x - »/)"

;

1

\x-yj \x + yj
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1.

This equation is a quadratic in (
^

j ,
from Mhich we easily find,

i_

(•'-±y-Y^2orl; whence ^^-8 or 1
;\x-yj x-y

.-. 7x — 9y, or y — 0.

Combining these equations \\4th (2), we obtain

13
x-9, J/ = 7; orj: = y,?/ = 0.

EXAMPLES. X. b.

Solve the foliowyig equations : _ y y- ^

1. at;-2y=V, 2. ox-i/= 3, 3. 4i-3j/-l,

.vi/= 20. ^- - 6.';2= 25. 1 2.ry+ 1 3y- = 25.

^2_ ^^ +3^2^19. ^ ^, _ v^:^+y =6.

7. X +y =l^Jxy,, 6. .f +Jxy+y =65,

8. J3-P--5/-7, 9. 5j/2-7.t'-^ = 17, 10. 3./;- + 165 = 16.iy,

V/^a.'y

- 4y2= 2. 5.tv/ - ai-2= 6. 7a-y + 3^'^ = 1 32.

3j;2+ x>/+f= 15, 12. .V- + ^2 _ 3_ 3^,.^^

3U'y - Sx- - 5/= 45. 2.f2 - 6 + y^= 0.

13. .y4+/= 706, 14. .6-*+/= 272. 15. .r'-/-992,

x-y^% x-y^±
s ±0. ^t'-T^ — «v^u,

16. .+^ = 1, 17. ^+^^^, 18. ^+^ = 5.

y ' y X ± 2 o

4 ^. 3 , 2 5 5

•^ X x+y X y b

f~ I 1 1.1
19. .r+y=1072, ,20^ xf+yx^^2{), 21.j ; a.^+y^= 5,

j^ + y^=16. x^+y-^eb. [6(.v 2+y 2)^5.
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22. Jx +ij+Jx-y= ^, ^ 23. y+^r^F^i^^^ ^^^ \

26. X'+ -^^-Jjj^^l£(3y -8), .i-y= a ...< -Z^'

(iv^ 27. a;y+400=4L«y, 3^2= 5^^ .4^2. ^^f^^'

4^-2 + 5^^ 6 ^ 20.ty - 25y2+ 2j:, T.i;— 1 1y -- 1 7.

29. 9.i;2+ 33a;-12 = 12.i;y-4/+ 22y, x^-xy= \S,

30. (a;2-3,2)(^._^) = 16^,,^, (ar*-y*)(a,-2-/) = 640.ry.

31. 2^2 _ ,^^ +y2^ 2y, 2.^2 + 4xy= 5y.

33. y Cy"^
- ^xy - jF) + 24 = 0, jj {y'^ - 4.fy + 2x') + 8-0.

31 3a;3_8^p_^2+^3+ 21=0, .i-2(_^_^,;)_l,

35. 7f (4i'2 _ 108) ^,t- (^-^ - 9/), 2.^2 4. 9.y;y+/= 108.

36. 6^+a,'2?/2+i6= 2.:p(12a;+3/3), af^+a:y-y^ = L

37. x{a + x)=y{b+y), ax + by= {x + yY.

38. A-y+ ab= 2ax, xhj^ + a262= 262^2.

39. :^,-« + .Zr^^^ 1 - -I -^^-0.
a- 6- ^—6 y-« a-6

40. hjp'= 10a26a;+ 3a3y, aj/3= 10(^62^ + 353^.

41. 2a f"-^^Vy A-/
+ 4a2 = 46-2+f^-^2 = l-

137. Equations involving three or more unknown quantities

can only be solved in special cases. We shall here consider some
of the most useful methods of solution.

Example 1. Solve x +y +z =13 (1),

x^-+ t/ + z^= 6o (2),

:cy = 10 ^^^3).
From (2) and (3), {x + ijr + z-= 80.

Put u for x + y; tlieu this equation becomes

U' + z'= 85.
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Also from (1), u +2 =13;

whence we obtain ii= 7 or 6; 2 = 6 or 7.

Thus we have x + y= 1,\ , x + y^ 6,)

xy = 10\^'''^ xy^iaS

Hence the solutions are

2/ = 2, or 0,1 or y^^^^^niK

Example 2. Solve {x + y){x+z)= 30,

{y + z){y + x)=-lb,

{z + x){z + y) = l%.

Write u, v, w for y + z, z + x, x + y respectively ; thus

u«; = BO, wu= lo, uv= lS (1).

Multiplying these equations together, we have

u^v-w"^ = 30 X 15 X 18= 152 X 6=^

;

.*. uvw= ±90.

Combining this result with each of the equations in (1), we have

w = 3, u = 6, IV = 0', or u = -3, v = -Q, ic=-o;

.'. y + z=3,\ y + z = -B,

z + x = &,\ or z+x^-G,\
x + y = o;) x + y=- 5,1y = o;) x + y.

whence ic= 4, y = l, 2 = 2; or a;=-4, y—-l, z — -2.

Example 3. Solve y- + y2 + 2" = 49 (1),

z'^ + zx + x^ =n (2),

x2 + a;?/ + j/2= 39 (3).

Subtracting (2) from (1)

2/2 _ X- + 2 ( ?/
- -c) = 30

;

thatis, (?/-a:)(x + ?/ + 2) = 30 , (4).

Similarly from (1) and (3)

{z-x){x + y + z)^lO (5).

Hence from (4) and (5), by division

Z - X

whence y = 3z-2x.
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Substituting in equation (3), we obtain

x--Sxz + Sz-= r6.

From (2), x-+ xz+ 2-= 19.

Solving these homogeneous equations as in Example 4, Art. 136, we obtain

a: = i 2, 2=^3; and therefore y = ± 5

;

11 1 J .1- / 19
or ar=±-^, z= i-y=; and therefore y = t -yy

•

Example A. Solve x- -yz = a-, y- -zx= b-, z--xy = c-.

Multiply the equations by ?/, z, x respectively and add ; then

c-x + a-y + h-z =

Multiply the equations hy z, x, y respectively and add ; then

I'X + c-y -\-a^z =

From (1) and (2), by cross multiplication,

X y z

a'^-h^C' b*-c-a'-
—j,= k suppose.

a-U

Substitute in any one of the given equations ; then

X y z 1

a* - h-c- h* - c-a- d'h- Va6 + 68+ c6-3a2tV-

(2).

EXAMPLES. X. c.

Solve the follo^ving equations

1. 9.r+y-8^= 0,

4a; -8?/ 4- 7^= 0,

yz+zx+xy= ^~.

22,

x~y -z=i
X^^y-^^-Z^.

xy= h.

.t'2+3/2-^-= 21,

3.r:;+ 3y^-2.ry=18,

x-\-y — z= h.

A'2+ 2.i;y + 3.r^= 50,

•Lf-+ iyz-\-yx=\%

322+ 2.r+ 2^j/=10.

2. 3.r+y-2- = 0,

4a; -y- 3^= 0,

4. x+ 2y-z=ll,
.r2-4j/2+ ^2= 37,

A"= 24.

6. x^-{-xy+ xz=18,

y'^+yz-{-yx+12 = i

z^ + zx-\-zy= 30.

(j/-z){z+ x) = 22,

{z-{-x) {x~y) = 33,
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2j

9. ^i/hhi= 1 2, .r2y2-^^2

=

s, x'-yzHfi= 1 , 3.r?J2.22^2
_ 4 ^ ^ Ij^y

10. ./.3/^=12, A-Vs^=54, .^^^2^72. C --^ ,^-

. 11. xy+x+y= ^^, S 12. 2.ry-ir+X=^174i ui^'r^)^
-'^

>|W IST .vz+^1z, yz + .v= 8z, x + y+z= l2. '

'

_^ _^,, _ y^ r^,

15. .t'2+ ?/2+22=3/5+z.r+a;y= a2j 3^-y+ 5:= a^/3.

16. .1-2 +y2 ^_ ^2= 21^2, y^ + ^.^^-^^= 6a2, ?j.v+y -2z= 3a. i^7^^

n^^4f;; '"^'/v

Indeterminate Equations. ^ . ^>. -//^ 'J

-

138. Suppose the following problem were proposed for solu-

tion :

A person spends £461 in buying horses and cows; if each

horse costs .£23 and each cow £16, how many of each does he buy?

Let x^ y be the number of horses and cow^s respectively ; then

23.^ +162/ = 461.

Here Ave have one equation involving tioo unknown quantities,

and it is clear that by ascribing any value we please to x, w^e can

obtain a corresponding value for y ; thus it w^ould appear at first

sight that tlie problem admits of an infinite number of solutions.

But it is clear from the nature of the question that x and y must
be positive integers ; and with this restriction, as we shall see

later, the number of solutions is limited.

If the number of unknown quantities is greater than the

number of independent equations, there will be an unlimited

number of solutions, and the equations are said to be indeter-

minate. In the present section we shall only discuss the simplest

kinds of indeterminate equations, confining our attention to posi-

tive integral values of the unknown quantities ; it will be seen

that this restriction enables us to express the solutions in a very

simple form.

The general theory of indeterminate equations will be found

in Chap. XXvi.
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Example 1. Solve 7.r + l'2j/ = 220 in positive integers.

Divide throughout by 7, the smaller coefficient ; thus

.-. x + j/-f^^^=31 (1)

Since x and y are to be integers, we must have

-^y- = integer;

and therefore —
=^— = integer

;

11-2
that is, 2j/ - 1 + '' — = integer

;

V-2
and therefore ^-^^^ = integer= f> suppose.

or y = 7p + '2 (2).

Substituting this value of y in (1),

x + 7p + 2 + op + l = Sl;

that is, x^2S-V2p (3).

If in these results we give to;:» an}' integral value, we obtain corresponding

integral values of .r and y; but if p>2, we see from (3) that x is negative
;

and if 2> is a negative integer, y is negative. Thus tho only 2^08 it ive integral

values of x and y are obtained by putting p = 0, 1, 2.

The complete solution may be exhibited as follows

:

P= 0, 1, 2,
)

a- = 28, 16, 4, V

y= 2, 9, 16. )

5v — 3
Note. When we obtained -^^^z— = integer, we multiplied by 3 in order

to vxake the coefficient of y differ by unity from a multiple of 7. A similar

artifice should always be employed before introducing a symbol to denote

the integer.

Example 2. Solve in positive integers, 14.r - 11?/ = 29 (1).

Divide by 11, the smaller coefficient; thus

3x
x-\-

dx-7

^ + n-y-='^ + n-'

_ yc + ?/ = mteger
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12X-28 . ,
hence —

r^^
—= integer

;

that is, .T - 2 + -y^ = integer ;

a'-(S . ,
,-. ———=mteger=^j suppose;

:}and, from (1), y = Up +

This is called the general solution of the equation, and by giving to p
any positive integral value or zero, we obtain positive integral values of x
and y ; thus we have

p^O, 1, 2, 3,

.T = 6, 17, 28, 39,

y = o, 19, 33, 47, )

the number of solutions being infinite.

:l

Example 3. In how many ways can £5 be paid in half-crowns and florins?

Let .r be the number of half-crowns, y the number of florins ; then

5a; + 4«/= 200;

.-. x+y+ 1= 50;

X . ,

•
' 2~ "iteger = p suppose

;

.
•. x= 4p,

and y = 50 - 5p.

Solutions are obtained by ascribing to p the values 1, 2, 3, ...9; and
therefore the number of ways is 9. If, however, the sum may be paid either

in half-crowns or florins, p may also have the values and 10. If p = 0,

then x = 0, and the sum is paid entirely in florins ; ii p = 10, then y = 0, and
the sum is paid entirely in half-crowns. Thus if zero values of x and y are

admissible the number of ways is 11.

Example 4. The expenses of a part}' numbering 43 were £5. 14s. 6rf. ; if

each man paid 5s., each woman 2s. M., and each child Is., how manj' were
there of each?

Let .T, y, z denote the number of men, women, and children, respectively';

then we have
x + y + z= 43 (1),

10.r + 5?/ + 22 = 229.

Ehminating £, we obtain 8x + Sy = liS.

The general solution of this equation is

x=Sp + l,

y = 45-8p;
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Hence by substituting in (1), we obtain

z = op - 3.

Here p cannot be negative or zero, but may bave positive integral values
from 1 to 5. Thus

p^ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;

x= 4, 7, 10, 13, 16;

i/ = 37, 29, 21, 13, 5;

z= 2, 7, 12, 17, 22.

EXAMPLES. X. d.

Solve ill positive integers

:

1. 3.r+ 8y = 103. 2. 5.«.'+ 2y = 53. 3. :.«,•+ 12y- 152.

4. 13.f+lly-414. 5. 23.<; + 25y-915. 6. 41jr;+ 47j/-2191.

Find the general solution in positive integers, and the least values
of X and y which satisfy the equations

:

7. 5a-7y= 3. 8. 6./;-13y=l. 9. 8.t-21y= 33.

10. 17^-13.^ = 0. 11. 11V-23a-=7. 12. 77y-30.f=295.

13. A farmer spends £752 in buying horses and cows ; if each horse
costs £37 and each cow £23, how many of each does he buy ?

14. In how many ways can £5 be paid in shillings and sixpences,
including zero solutions ?

15. Divide 81 into two parts so that one may be a multiple of 8
and the other of 5.

16. "What is the sim^^lest way for a person who has only guineas
to pay \0s. 6d. to another who has only half-crowns ?

17. Find a number which being divided by 39 gives a remainder 16,
and by 56 a remainder 27. How many such numbers are there?

18. What is the smallest number of florins that must be given to
discharge a debt of £1. 6s. 6d., if the change is to be paid in half-crowns
only?

19. Divide 136 into two parts one of which when divided by 5
leaves remainder 2, and the other divided by 8 leaves remainder 3.

20. I buy 40 animals consisting of rams at £4, pigs at £2, and oxen
at £17 : if I spend £301, how many of each do I buy ?

21. In my pocket I have 27 coins, which are sovereigns, half-crowns
or shillings, and the amount I have is £5. Os. 6d. ; how many coins of

each sort have I ?

H. H. A. 8



CHAPTER XL

Permutations and Combinations.

139. Each of tlie nrrdiKji'mrids ^vllicll can Ije made by taking

some or all of a numl)er of tilings is called a permutatioi^

Each of the groups or selections Avhich can be made by taking

some or all of a number of things is called a combination.

Thus the ^i^r;>i?*^rt^io;is which can be made by taking the

letters a, b, c, d two at a time are twelve in number, namely,

L^- \ ah, ac, ad, he, hd, cd, /-^^

ha, ca, da, cb, db, dc
;

each of these presenting a different arrangement of two letters.

The combinations which can be made by taking the letters

a, b, c, d two at a time are six in number: namely,

ah, ac, ad, he, hd, cd;

each of these presenting a different selection of two letters.

From this it appears that in forming co))dn)iatio7is^ve are only

concerned Avith the number of things each selection contains;

whereas in forming permutations we have also to consider the

order of the things which make up each arrangement ; for instance,

if from four letters a, b, c, d we make a selection of three, such

as abc, this single combination admits of being arranged in the

following ways :

abc, ach, bca, bac, cab, cha,

and so gives rise to six different jDermutations.
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140. Before discussing the general propositions of this

chapter there is an important principle which we proceed to

explain and illustrate by a few numerical examples.

It. QiiiL-j^pf'ration can_be jjer/ormed. in ni vxiya, and (luheu it

lios^ been jjer/onned in ant/ one of these tvays) a second operation

can then be inrformed in n ivays ; the number, of ways of per-

forming the two operations will beMi^^ri.

If the first operation be performed m any one way, we can

associate with this any of tlie n ways of performing the second

operation : and thus we sliall have n ways of performing the two
operations without considering more than one way of performing

the first; and so, corresponding to each of the in ways of per-

forming the first operation, we shall have n ways of performing

the two; hence altogether the number of ways in which the two
operations can be performed is represented by the product

m X n.

Example 1. There are 10 steamers plying between Liverpool and Dublin;

in how many ways can a man go from Liverpool to Dublin and return by a

different steamer?

There are fgjjLways of making the first passage ; and with each of these

there is a choice of ;u'y(LWa^'s oi_rfiturning (since the man is not to come back
by the same steamer) ; hence the number of ways of making the two journeys

is 10 X 9, or Op^

This principle may easily be extended to the case in which

there are more than two operations each of which can be per-

formed in a given number of ways.

Example 2. Three travellers arrive at a town where there are four

hotels ; in how many ways can they take up their quarters, each at a

different hotel?

The first traveller has choice of fcoirjiotels, and when he has made his

selection in any one way, the second traveller lias a choice of three ; there-

fore the first two can make their choice in 4 x 3 ways ; and with any one such
choice the third traveller can select his hotel in 2 ways ; hence the required

number of ways is 4 x 3 x 2, or 2-4.

1-41. To find the number ofpermutations of n dissimilar things

taken r at a tim,e.

This is tlie same thing as finding the number of ways in which

we caji fill up r places wlien we have ;i_clifFerent things at our

disposaT.

The first place may be filled up in_2(LJi:a.ys, for any one of the n
things may be taken ; when it has been filled up in any one of

&—

2
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these ways, the second place can then be filled up inn-l ways :

and since each way of tilling up tlie lirst place can be associated

with each way of filling up the second, the number of ways in

which the first two places can be filled up is given by the product

n{n- 1). And when the first two places have been filled up in

any way, the third place can be tilled up in n - 2 ways. And
reasoning as before, the number of ways in which three places can

be filled up is n {u - !)(»*- 2).^

Proceeding thus, and iintining fhRJ. -a. np.w fnctor is introduced

^v;itlLeach new place filled up, and that at any stage the number

of factors_is the same_a^Jhejiumber of places filled up. we shall

have the number of^ ^vays in which r places can be filled up

equal to '• 'L D
71 {n - 1) (n - 2) to r factors

; y , /.

and thej;^' factorjs

7i-{r-l), or )i - ^' + Ij^

Therefore the number of permutations of n things taken r fit

a time is

n{H-l){7i-2) (7i-r+J).

Cor. The number of permutations of n things taken all at

a time is .^^ LLl
n {n-l)(7i-2) to 7i factorsy^ n^ I\J ^ ^^^

or u(n-l)(7i-2) 3.2.17

It is usual to denote this product by the symbol \u, which is

read " factorial ?t.^' Also 7i! is sometimes used for \n.

112. We shall in future denote the number of permutations

of )i things taken r at a time by the symbol ^P^, so that

"J^^n (h - 1) {n-2) (70 - r + I) :

also "P = \n.

In working numerical examples it is useful to notice that the

suffix in the symbol "I\ always denotes the number of factors in

the formula we are using.©•

143. The number of permutations of ?t things taken r at

time may also be found in the following maimer,

LLet "F^ represent the number of permutations of /i things

ken r at a time.
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Suppose we form all the permutations of n things taken /- - 1

at a time ; tlie number of tliese will be "1\_ .

With each of these put one of the remaining n -r +\ things.

Each time we do this we shall get one permutation of n things

\r at a time ; and therefore the whole number of the permutations
'of n things r at a time is "/*,_, x (/i - r + 1) ; that is,

"P ="P_^ x(,i-r+l).

\ By writing r - 1 for r in this formula, we obtain

"P_, = "7\_^, X (7i-r + 2),

similarly. "P^ , = "P _^ x (?i - r + 3),

'T3 = ''P^x(/z.-2),

^Multiply together the vertical columns and cancel like factors

from each side, and we obtain

"P^ = n{n-\){n-2) ....". (n-r-i-1). ^^

Example 1. Jflnr persons enter a railway carriage in which there are six

seats; in how many ways can they take their places ?

The first person may seat himself in Gjwa^s ;, and then the second person
in 5 ; the third in 4 ; and the fourth in 3 ; and since each of these ways may
be associated with each of the others, the required answer is 6x5x4x3,
or 360.

Example 2. How many different numbers can be formed by using six out
of the nine digits 1, 2, 3,... 9?

Here we have 9 different things and we have to find the number of per-

mutations of them taken 6 at a time
; <^ _^

.
•

, the required result = ^Pg /v .

V/ =9x8x7x6x5x4

^y =60480.

144. I'o Jind the number of combinations of n dissimilar

things taJcen v at a time.

Let "6'^ -denote the required number of combinations.

Then each of these combinations consists of a group of r./

dissimilar things which can be arranged among themselves ip

[r wa:^s . [Art. 142.]
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Hence "C^ x \r is equal to tlie number of arrangements oi n
things taken r at a time ; that is,

«Cx\r = "F^

= n{n-l){n-2) ...(n-r+ 1);

,

n{n-l){7i-2)...{n-r+l)
••/^^ ^ ^^'

Cor. This formula for "C^ may also be written in a different

form ; for if we multiply the numerator and the denominator by
n — r we obtain

n(n- I) (71-2) ... {n-r+l)x
\

n-r
\r \n — r

The numerator now consists of the product of all the natural

numbers from 9i to 1 ;

'
*

\n
.-. "C^= .

-
: (2).\r\n-r ^ '

It will be convenient to remember both these expressions for

"C^, using (1) in all cases where a numerical result is required,

and (2) when it is sufficient to leave it in an algebraical shape.

Note. If in formula (2) we put r— n, we have

\n 1nn — _= = •

"~|«|0 jO'

but "0,^= 1, so that if the formula is to be true for ?• = », the symbol 10 must

be considered as equivalent to 1.

Example. From 12 books in how many ways can a selection of 5 be

madf, (1) when one specified book is always included , (2) when one specified

book is always excluded ?

(1) Since the specified book is to be included in every selection, we
have only to choose 4 out of the remaining jlXs

11x10x9x8
'l X 2 x"3 X 4

330.
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(2) Since the specified book is always to be excluded, we have to

select the 5 books out of the remaiiiing 11. ^-^^ ^

Hence the number of ways = i^C5

11x10x9x8x7
1x2x3x4x5

= 462.

y^ 145. The number of comhinations of n thuigs v at a time is

^ equal to the yiumber of comhinations of \\ things n— r at a time.

In making all tlie possible combinations of n things, to each
group of r things we select, there is Jeft a correspondint; group of

n — jLJthings ; that is, the number of combinations of n things

r at a time is the same as the number of combinations of n things

?i — 0' at a time
;

••• "C,="C,^_^.

The proposition may also be proved as follows :

"^'„-r=i r=-7 T
[--^t-t- 1-il-]

\n - r
\
n—{ii — rj ^ -•

In

\n — r \r

Such combinations are called complementary.

Note. Put r= n, then "C^ = »C,^=1.

The result we have just proved is useful in enabling us to

abridge aritlnnetical work.

Example. Out of 14 men in how many ways can an eleven be chysMi ?

The required number = ^-*Cji

14x13x12
" ~Fx~2 X 3

= 364.

If we had made use of the fonnula ^^Cj^, we should have had to reduce an
expression whose numerator and denominator each contained 11 factors.
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146. Tofind the number of ways in which m + n things can he

divided into two gi'oups containing ni and_n things resj)ectively.

This is clearly equivalent to finding the number of comlji-

nations of m + n tilings m at a time, for every time we select

one group of ni things we leave a group of _?i thiiigs behind.

\m + n ^^ O.^-'
Thus tlie required number = '.-

, .

***"

hn hi

Note. If ;? = »(, the groups are equal, and in this case the number of

different Avays of subdivision is -;

—

r^r^ \ for in any one way it is possible

to interchange the two groups without obtaining a new distribution.

147. To find the number of ways in which m + n + p things can
be divided info three groujjs containing n\ n, p things severally .

First divide m + n + qj things into two groups containing m
and n + p things respectively : the number of ways in which this

'^'**' '

\m + n+p
can be done is -^,—^-. ^

.

\m \n+p

Then the number of ways in which the group of n+p things

can be divided into two groups containing ?i and p things respec-

n+p '

tivelv is -;

—

.

V " ^^
. .

Hence tlie number of ways in which the subdivision into three

^groups containing m, n, p things can be made is

\m + n+p ,714^ hn + n+p
W I

X -", or ^—r~^
y

\m \n + p \n \p m \n 'p

Note. If we put n=p = m, we obtain j

—^^~=-j— ; but this fonnula regards
\m |m Vni'

in whichas ^^iffflcejii^all the pfissibl| ^dei;g_in which The three groups can occur in
any one mode^f subdivision. And since there are 13 such orders cor-

responding to each modeor~subdi\*ision, the number of different ways in

|3m
which subdjyision into three equal groups can be made is ^=——

.

^ —-^ *- \m \m \m [3

Example. The number of ways in which 15 jecruits can be divided into
115 •

threeefluaLgiyiaps ig . ^ y^—; ; and the number of ways in which thev
--'~—-^— — lO jo jO O

can be drafted into three different regiments, five into eacli. is

i_5 |5 [5'
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148. In tlie examples ^vllicll follow it is important to notice
that tlie formula for permutations should not be used until the
suitable selections required l^y the question have been made.

Example 1. From 7 Englishmen and 1 Americans a committee of G is to
be formed; in how many ways can this be done, (1) when the committee con-
tains exactly 2 Americans, (2) at least 2 Americans ?

(1) We have to choose 2 Americans and 4 Englishmen.

The number of ways in which the Americans can be chosen is *C» ; and
the number of ways in which the Englishmen can be chosen is "C^. Each of
the first gi-oups can be associated with each of the second ; hence
the required number of ways:= ''C2X?C,
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/ ' I

Example 3. How many words can be formed out of the letters artiglc, so

that the vowels occupy the even places?

Here we have to put the 3 vowels in 3 specified peaces, and the 4 conso-

nants in the 4 remaining places;, the first operation can be done in [3 ways,

and the second in ^"^ Hence

the required number of words = |3 x j4

= 144.

In this Example the formula for permutations is immediately applicable,

-4 because by the statement of the question there is but one way of choosing the

vowels, and one way of choosing the consonants.

EXAMPLES XI. a.

1. In how many ways can a consonant and a vowel be chosen out of

the letters of the word courage.^

2. There are^-candidates for a Classical, X for a Mathematical, and
4^r a Natural Science Scholarship. In how many ways can the

Scholarships be awarded •

'

/ •

3. Find the value of ^P^, ^^P^^^C^, ^K\^.

4. How many different arrangements can be made by taking 5

"

of the letters of the w^ord equation ? :_

5. If four times the number of permutations of n things 3 together^

is equal to five times the number of permutations of n - 1 things

3 together, find n.

6. How^ many permutations can be made out of the letters of

the word triangle? How many of these will begin with t and end

with e? ^ J. ,^ "ti-iTo-v-A^v

7. How many different selections can be made by taking four of

the digits % 4, 7, 5, 8, 1 ? How many different numbers can be formed

with four of these digits? Sj^^ <>- '
'

- ~0'^^a3\ ^
8. li^C^ \ «a= 44 : 3, find a. i .5 > - 3 • ^ \^

L 9. How many changes can be rung wnth a peal of 5 bells ?

Ji^-/ 10. How many changes can l)e rung with a peal of 7 bells, the tenor_

always being last ?

11. On how many nights may a watch of 4 men be drafted fi-om a

crew of 24, so that no two watches are identical ? On how many of these

would any one man be taken ? «*
"^ ^ /-

12. JJow^ many arrangements can be made out of the letters of the

word d)kiught„ the vowels never being separated ?
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13. In a town council tliere are 25 councillors and lU aldermen
;

how many connnittees can be fornieil , each consisting of 5 councillors

and 3 aldermen ? .—^^ jd' .<i^L'^^ ^ ^ '
^*

*\ ^
'

14. Out of the letters A^ B, C7, p, y, r how many arrangements can ^^
be made (1) beginning with a capital, (2) beginning and ending with a ^

capital?
^.^/^

15. F^id the number of combinations of 50 things 46 at a time. -^ ' '

16. If ^"(7i2'=^C8; find "C'l-, 22C;. ^'^C^

In how many ways can the letters of the word voicels be- (^ [^
arranged, if the lettei*s oe can only occupv odd placas ?

- - .

18. From 4 officers and 8 privales^ in how many ways can 6 heci.^
*

chosen (1) to include exactly one ofticer,^ (2) to include at least one
officer?

" ^VT^-" v^ 5^i4,c^v*x«.c«^ iV^'V/' -

/ 19. In how many ways can a party of 4^ormorq be selected from
10 persons ? I £• — "? v -*-

.

"^^

20. If^'^^^iJL'^^ V.-^-T-^-'^^
21. Out of 25 consonants and 5 vowels how nmny wotds can bezl. Uut 01 iio consonants ana o vowels now nmny woras cai

formed each consisting of(2 consonants and 3,vowels ?^ I^' ^
22. In a library there are 20 Latin and 6 Greek books; in how

many ways can a group of 5 consisting of .SJ^atin and 2 Greekjpoks be

placed on a shelf?
"~

among^ \

A

24. From 3 capitals, 5 consonants, and 4 vowels, how many words
can be made, each containing _3_consqnants_ and, 2 vowels, and beginning
with a capital ?

y 25. At an election three districts are to be canvassed by 10, 15, and
20 men resi^ectively. If 45 men volunteer, in how many ways can they
be cdlotted to the difterent districts ?

26. In how many ways can 4 Latin and 1 English book be placed
on a shelf so that the English book is always m the middle, the selec-

tion being made from 7 Latin and 3 English books?

27. A boat is to l^e manned by eight men, of whom 2 can only row
n bow side and 1 can, only row on stroke side; in how many ways can

the crew be arranged ?

28. There are two works each of 3_ypliunes, and two works each of

2 volumas ; in how many ways can the 10 books Idc placed on a shelf so

that volumes of the same work are not separated ?

29. In how many ways can 10 examination papers be arranged so
that the best and worst papei*s never come together ?
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30. All eight-oared boat is to be manned by a crew chosen from 11

men, of whom^3 can steer but cannot row, and the rest can row but can-

not steer. In how many ways can the crew he arranged, if two of the

men can only row on bow side?

31. Prove that the number of ways in which p positive and n

negative signs may be placed in a row so that no two negative signs shall

be together is p + i(7„.

32. WPr + e
• "*Pr + 3= 30800 : 1, find r.

33. How many different signals can be made by hoisting 6 differ-^

ently coloured flags one above the other, when any number of them

may be hoisted at once ?

34. If 28(70, : 24(7o,_4= 225 : 11, find r.

149. Hitherto, in the formulae we have proved, the things

have been regarded as unlike. Before considering cases in which

some one or more sets of tl^ngs may be like, it is necessary to

point out exactly in what sense the w^ords like and unlike are

used. When we speak of things being dissimilar, different, un-

like, we imply that the things are visibly unlike, so as to be

easily distinguishable from each other. On the other hand we
shall ahvays use the term like things to denote such as are alike

to the eye and cannot be distinguished from each other. For

instance, in Ex. 2, Art. 148, the consonants and the vowels may
be said each to consist of a group of things united by a common
characteristic, and thus in a certain sense to be of the same kind;

but they cannot be regarded as like things, because there is an

individuality existing among the things of each group which

makes them easily distinguishable from each other. Hence, in

the final stage of the example we considered each group to

consist of five dissimilar things and therefore capable of |^

arrangements among themselves. [Art. 141 Cor.]

150. Suppose we have to find all the possilile ways of arrang-

ing 12 books on a shelf, 5 of them being Latin, 4^_English,^and

the remainder in dififerent languages.

The books in each language may be regarded as belonging to

one class, united by a common characteristic ; but if they were

distinguishable from each other, the number of permutations

would be !12, since for the purpose of arrangement among them-

selves they are essentially dififerent.
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If, however, the books in the same language are not dis-

tinguisliable from eacli otlier, "Nve should have to find the number
of ways in Nvhich 12 things can be arranged among themselves,

when 5 of them are exactly alike of one kind, and 4 exactly alike

of a second kind: a problem which is not directly included in any
of the cases we have previously considered.

A 151. To jind the number of ivays in ivhich n things mat/ be

arranged among themselves, taking them all at a time, uhen p
of the things are exactli/_.Rlike_Ji/.'^jinp. kind^ q of them exacthj

alike of another kiiidy rof tlLein.j£,xnr.tLy. alike ofxiulhird kindy and
the rest cdl different._ - ' ^ .^

Let there be n htttrs; suppose;^ of them to be a, q of them

to be h, r of them to Ije c, and the rest to be unlike.

Xet X be the required number of permutations ; then if the

p letters a were replaced Uy jU- unlike letters ditlerent from any
of the rest, from any one of the x permutations, without alter-

ing the position of any of the remaining letters, we could

form \p new permutations. Hence if this change were made

in each of the x pernmtations we should obtain x y. p permuta-

tions.

Similarly, if the q letters h were replaced by q unlike letters,

the number of permutations Avould be

In like manner, by replacing the r letters c by /• unlike letters,

we should finally obtain yj x !;? x b x \r permutations.

But the things are now all different, and therefore admit of hi

pernmtations among themselves. Hence

X X \p X 'g X \r — \n
;

\n
that IS, X = -.—7--,

;

\p \q
\r

which is the required number of permutations.-

Any case in which the things are not all different may be
treated similarlv.
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Example 1. How many differeuiLJ?£iiiiutatiaiis can be made out of the

letters of the word assassination taken all together?

We have here 13 letters of which 4 are s, 3 are a, 2 are /, and 2 are n.

Hence the number of permutations

[4|_3|2|2

=13.11.10.9.8.7.3.5

= 1001 X 10800= 10810800.

Example 2. How many numbers can be formed with the digits

1, 2, 3, -4, 3, 2, 1, so that the odd digits always occupy the odd places?

The odd digits 1, 3, 3, 1 can be arranged in their four places in

l^^^y^ :

(1)-

The even digits 2, 4, 2 can be arranged in their three places in

[3

l^^^ys (2).

Each of the ways in (1) can be associated with each of the ways in (2).

14 j3

Hence the required number = r^=^ x {^= 6 x 3 = 18.

152. To find the number of j^^rmutations of n things r at a

time, when each thing may he rei^eated once, twice, up to r

times in any arrangement.

Here we have to consider the number of ways in which r

places can be tilled up when we have n different things at our
disposal, each of the n things being used as often as we please in

any arrangement.

The Urst place may be filled up in n ways, and, wlien it has
been tilled up in any one way, the second place may also be tilled

up in n ways, since we are not precluded from using the same
thing agaifi. Therefore the number of ways in which tlie tirst

two places can be tilled up is ?i x n or ic. The third place can
also be tilled up in n ways, and therefore the first three places in

n^ ways.

Proceeding in this manner, and noticing that at any stage the

index of n is always the same as the number of places tilled up,

we shall have the number of ways in which the r places can be
tilled up equal to n\
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Example. In how many ways can 5 prizes be given away to 4 boys, when
each boy is ehgible for all the prizes?

Any one of the j^rizes can be given in -A ways ; and then any one of the
remaining prizes can also be given in 4 ways, since it may be obtained by the
boy who has already received a prize. Thus two prizes can be given away in
4^^ ways, three prizes in 4'^ ways, and so on. Hence the 5 prizes can be given
away in 4^, or 1024 ways.

A- 153. To find the total number of tuays in which it is possible

to make a selection by taking some or all ofw things.

Each tiling may Ijc dealt Avitli in two ways, for it may either

bt*4'aken or leffe; and since either way of dealing with any one
thing may be associated with either way of dealing with each one
of the others, the number of ways of dealing with the n things is

2j< '1 :: '2 '2 to // factors.

But this includes the case in A\liich all the t.hing.t^ mi-h Icft^

therefore,j::e}ectiHg this case, thti total number of waj^ is 21' -1.

This is often spoken of as "the total number of combinations"
of ?i things.

Kxample. A man has 6 friends ; in how many ways may he invite one or
more of them to dinner ?_

He has to select some or all of his 6 friends ; and therefore the number of
ways is 2*'- 1, or 63.

This result can be verified in the following manner.

The guests may be invited singly, in twos, threes, ; therefore the
number of selections =^C\ + ^C,^ + ^C.;i + ^C^-\-^C^-\-^C^

= 6 + 15 + 20+15 + 6 + 1-63.

/ 154. To findfor what value of r the number of combinations
ofw things r at a time is greatest.

Since 'C
»(»-l)(»-2) («->• + 2y(,.-,-+

1

)

^""^ ^- "
1.2.3 (r-1) 'r-1

'(7=T/ .x!^Zr±I. />N^I -^ )

-n—r 1- 1— , .,, n + \
The multiplying factor "

' '

'
may be written 1,

which shews that it decreases as r increases. Hence as r receives
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the values 1, 2, 3 in succession, "C^ is continually increased

n -h \
until 1 becomes equal to 1 or less than 1.

7' •

iS ow 1 -=* 1

,

1'

so long as > ^ ',

that IS, — - > 7\

We have to choose the greatest value of r consistent with
this inequality.

(1) Letjajje^eyen, and equal to 2m ; then

n + 1 2711 + i 1 ^

and for all values of r,_up^to_m_inclusive this is greater than r.

11/

Hence hy putting ?• -:: rti ^ - , we hnd that the greatest number of

combinations is "C .

(2) Letji_bfi_Ddd, and equal to 2m + 1, ; then

n

+

1 2m +2 ,

~Y~ ^ ~^— = ?>i + 1 ;

and for all values of r up to 7tb inclusive this is greater than r

;

but when ?'= ?/«,+ 1 the multiplying factor becomes equal to 1, and

"C'.,., = "C„,; that is, ••C„„=:;C'„_,;

and therefore the number of combinations is greatest when the

things are taken -^- , or —^— at a time; the result being the

same in the two cases.

A 155. The formula for the number of combinations of n things
r at a time may be found without assuming the formula for the
number of permutations.

Let "C^ denote the number of combinations of 7i things taken
?• at a time; and let tlie n things be denoted by the letters

a, b, c, (L
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Take away a ; then M'ith ^le remaining letters we can form
""'6'^_, combinations of n— I letters taken r -\ at a time. With
each of these write a ; thus we see that of the ccHubinations

of n things r at a time, tlie number of those which contain

a is "~'C^_j; similarly the number of those which contain

b is "~*C^_i ; and so for each of the n letters.

Therefore n x "~'6V_, is equal to the number of combinations
r at a time which contain a, together with those that contain 6,

those that contain c, and so on.

But by forming the combinations in this mannei-, each par-

ticular one will be repeated /' times. For instance, if r = 3, the
combination abc will be found among those containing «, among
those containing />, and among those containinr^ r. Hence

un "-l/r ''^

6 = 6. , X -
.

By writing n — 1 and r — 1 instead of n and r respectively,

Similarly, ""'C;_, = "~''(\_^ x '^^^
,

X

and finally,

Multiply t

from each side ; thus

"
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Hence the nuiii}>ei' of Avays in wliieli all the tilings may he

disposed of is {2? + I) {q + I) (v + 1 )

But this includes the case in which none of the things are

taken; therefore, rejecting this case, the total number of

ways is

{p + \)(q +!)(,+]) -1.

157. A general formula expressing the number of permuta-

tions, or combinations, of n things taken r at a time, when the

things are not all different, may be somewhat complicated ; but a

particular case may be solved in the following manner.

Example. Find the number of ways in which (1) a selection, (2) an ar-

rangement, of four letters can be made from the letters of the word
proportion.

There are lilleiters olsix^iffereni-soits , namely o, 0,0; p,^; r, r;t; i; n.

In finding groups of four these may be classified as follows

:

(1) Three alike, one^Jffgi'ent.

(2) Two alike, *wo others alike.

(3) Two alike, the other two different.

(4) All four different.

(1) The selection can be made in 5 ways; for each of the five letters,

p, r, t, i, 7(,-can be taken with the single group of the three like letters 0.

(2) The selection can be made in ^Co ways ; for we have to choose two out

of the three pairs 0, o; p, p; r, r. This gives 3 selections,

(3) This selection can be made in 3 x 10 ways; for we select one of the

3 pahs, and then two from the remaining 5 letters. This gives 30 selections.

(4) This selection can be made in ^'C^ ways, as we have to take 4 different

letters to choose from the six 0, p, r, t, i, n. This gives 15 selections.

Thus the total number of selections is 5 + 3 + 30 + 15 ; that is, 53.

In finding the different arrangements of 4 letters we have to perumte in

all possible ways each of the foregoing groups.

4

(1) gives rise to 5 x — , or 20 arrangements.

i_^

14

(2) gives rise to 3 x -j~r , or 18 arrangements.

14

(3) gives rise to 30 x —
, or 3('.0 arrangements.

(4) gives rise to 15 x ,4 , or 300 arrangements.

Thus the total number of arrangements is 20 + 18 + 360 + 360; that is, 758.
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EXAMPLES. XI. b.

^ 1. Find the uuinber of aiTcaiigements tluit can be made out of the

letters of the words

(1) independence, (2) supeistitioifs,

(3) institutions. ;

2. In how many ways can 17 billiard balls be arranged, if 7 of

them are black, 6 red, and 4 white ?

- 3. A room is to be decorated with fourteen flags ; if 2 of them are

bhie, 3 red, 2 white, 3 green, 2 yellow, and 2 .purple, in how many ways
can they be hung?

4. How manv numbers greater than a million can be formed witli

the digits 2, 3, 0, 3, 4, 2, 3 ?

5. Find the number of arrangements which can be made out of the
letters of the word alychra,, without altering the relative positions of

vowels and consonants.

6. On three different days a man has to drive to a railway station,

and he can choose froni^o^iiQiivgvances ; in how many ways can he make
the three journeys ?

'^
^ "^^ .-J^- . j - o."^

y 7. I have counters of tJLjlifferentjsQlaurs, red, white, blue,......; in

s^how many ways can I make an arrangement consisting of r counteigj

supposing that there are at least r_of_each difterent .colour ?
—*^~\

8. In a steamer there are stalls for J 2 animals, and there are

cows, horses, and Ccilves (not less than 12 of each) reu.ly to be shipped;
in how many ways can the sliipload be made?

/ 9. In how many ways can'jjJiiiuga be given to p persons, when
\there is no restriction as to the nurnljer of things each may receive ? rj'''

^ /" 10. In how many ways can five things be divided between tM'o

X persons? itv '-''--*^^
- " '^'

^ 11. How many different arrangements can be made out of the letters

/in the expression «^6-(j* when written at full length ?

12. A letter lock consists of three_iings each maijced withfifteen

different-letters ; find in how many ways it is possible tcr^maktTan
unsuccessful attempt to open the lock. •

13. Find the number of triangles which can be formed by joining

three angular points of a^^uindecagon. \'i^j^-^.^-.,

14. A library has « copies of one book, h copies of each of two
^ lx)oks, c copies of each of three books, and single copies of d books. In
how many ways can these books be distributed, if all are out at once ?

15. How manv numbers less than 10000 can be made with the

eight digits 1^ 2, 3,' 0^4, 5, q, 7 ?

16. In how many ways can the following prizes be given away to a

class of^O_bo^ : first and second Classical, first and second Mathe-
matical, first Science, and first French ?

9—2 '

- /
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17. A telegraph has 5 arms and each arm is capable of 4 distinct

positions, including the position of rest ; what is the total number of

signals that can be made?

1^. In how many ways can V persons form a ring? In how many
ways can 7 Englishmen and 7 Amei-icans sit down at a round table, no
two Americans being together? /-'

19. In how many ways is it possible to draw a sum of money from
a bag containing a sosereign, a hajh-sovereign, a crown, a florin, a shilling,

a penny, and a farthing? ; ,;-riAM ^3^'

20. From 3 cocoa nuts, 4' apples, and , 2 oranges, how many selec-

tions of fruit can be made, taking at least(oiie ofeach kind IJ

21. Find the number of different ways of dividing m?i things iuto

Hequal gipups. '

-^

22. How many signals can be made by hoisting 4 flags of different

colours one above the other, ^'hen any number of them may be hoisted
at once ? How many with 5 flags ?

\ 23. Find the number of permutations which can be formed out of

the letters of the word seim8 taken three together? j\
^
^

-^ 24. There arep points in a plane, no three of which are-iii thesame
straight line with the exception of q^ which are all in the same straight

line; find the number (1) of straight lines, (2) of triangles which result

from joining them.

-v^

25. There are jt? points in space, no four of which are in the same
plane with the exception of g-, which are all in the same plane; find

how many planes there are each containing thr^e of the points^

26. There are n different , books, and ^ copies of each; find the
number of ways in which a selection can be made from them.

27. Find the number of selections and of arrangements that can he

made by taking 4 letters from the word ^.vpressioih* vA»

28. How many permutations of 4 letters can be made out of the

_
letters of the word examination), ?

jOOA'^" ^
*

29. Find the sum of all numbers greate.r than 10000 formed by
.-'^, using the digits 1, J^^, 7, 9j no digit being repeated in any number.

^30. Find tJ^ sum, of|ill numbers greater than 10000. formed by
using the digits 1)^ 2,^, 67^^ no digit being repeated in any number.

31. If of ^ + 5' + r things p be alike, and q be alike, and the rest
(lifFerent, shew that the total number of combinations is' , -c

{p+\){q+l)2r-\.
'

32. Shew that the number of permutations which can be formed
from 2'/2, letters which are either a's or Ua is greatest when the immber
of a's is equal to the number of Z»'s.

33. If the n+ 1 numbers a,h,c,d, fte all different, and each of
them a prime number, prove that the number of different factors of the
expression aH>cd is {m 4-

1 ) 2" - 1

,
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CHAPTER XII.

^-fr: ^''

^Iathematical Indlx'tiun. iLfy ^ ^

158. Many important matbeiuatical formiiho are not easily

demonstrated by a direct mode of proof; in such cases we fre-

<j[iiently find it convenient to employ a method of proof known as

mathematical induction, which we shall now illustrate.

Example 1. Sujipose it is required to prove that the sura of the cubes

of the first n natural numbers is equal to \—^— > •

^^

"We can easily see by trial that the statement is true in simple cases, such
as when n = l, or 2, or 8 ; and from this we might be led to conjecture that

the formula was true in all cases. Assume that it is true when n terms are

taken ; that is, suppose

13 + 2=^ -r 3-* + to n terms =
j
'il^^—

^
j
^

Add the (/i + l)'*^ term, that is, (ii-rl)^ to each side; then

13 + 2^^0-33+ to » ^ 1 terms = j " ^"/ ^^
(% {n + !)•>

= (n-M)-'(^^ + u + l

(n + iy- («- + 4?J4-4)

U>'^l)(K-f2) /-

~
/ 2 \

'

which is of the same fonn as the result we assumed to be true for n terms.

n + 1 taking the place "of n ; in other words, if the result is true when we take

a certain number of terms, whatever that number may be, it is true when we
increase that number by one; but we see that it is true when 8 terms are

taken; therefore it is true when 1 terms are taken; it is therefore true when
5 terms are taken ; and so on. Thus the result is true universally. ^

A /'^ >_ O'.
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Example 2. To determine the i3roduct of )i binomial factors of the form
x + a.

By actual multiplication we have

(x + a) {x + b) {x + c) — x^ + {a + b + c) x- + {ah + be + ca) x + abc;

{x + a) (x + b) {x + c) {x + d) ^ x^ +{a + b^c + d) x-*

+ {ab + flc 4- ad + bc+ bd + cd) x^

+ {abc + abd + acd + bed) x + abed.

In these results we obsei-ve that the following laws hold

:

1. The number of terms on the right is one more than the number of

binomial factors on the left.

2. The index of x in the first term is the same as the number of

binomial factors ; and in each of the other terms the index is one less than
that of the jjreceding term.

3. The coefficient of the first term is unity ; the coefficient of the second
term is the sum of the letters a, b, c, ; the coefficient of the third

term is the sum of the products of these letters taken two at a time;
the coefficient of the fourth term is the sum of their products taken three at

a time ; and so on ; the last term is the product of all the letters.

Assume that these laws hold in the case of n - 1 factors ; that is, suppose

(x + a) (x +b)... (x + h) = .r'^-i +p^x''-^ +^Jo.r"-3 +p.^x'^-'^ + ... +Pn~i ,

where j)^:^a + b + c+ ...h;

p.y=.ab + ac-^ ... + ah + be + bd+ ;

2).^= abc + abd -r ;

2\-i= abc...h.

Multiply both sides by another factor x + k; thus

(.r + a){x + b) ... {x + h) {x + k)

= .r'» + (p, + A) .r»-i + (po -tp^k) .r'^-- + {p.^ + p.,k) .t«-3 + . . . +1^-1^.

Now
2>i + k = {a + b + c-T ... + h) + k

= sum of all the n letters a, b, e,...k;

p., +p^k ^p., + k{a + b+ ... + h)

= sum of the products taken two at a time of all the

71 letters a, b, c, ... k;

Ih + P-J^ =2h +k{ab + ac+ ...+ah + bc+ ...)

= sum of the products taken throe at a time of all

the n letters a, b, c, ... k;

jj„_jA: = product of all the n letters a, b, c, ... k.
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If therefore the laws hold when n-1 factors are multiplied together,
they hold in the case of n factors. But we have seen that they hold in the
case of 4 factors ; therefore they hold for 5 factors ; therefore also for 6
factors ; and so on ; thus they hold universally. Therefore

(x + u){x + b) (x + c) ...{x + k) = X" + ,S'iic»-i + 6V'-- + -V""' + • • • + '^'h

where S^^the sum of all the u letters a, b, c ... k;

/Soothe sum of the products taken two at a time uf these it letters.

S,^= the product of all the n letters.

159. Theorems relating to divisibility may often be esta-

blislied by induction.

Example. Shew that a;" - 1 is divisible by x - 1 fur all positive integral

values of n.

By division =x""~^-f -—
;x-1 x-1

if therefore x'^~^ - 1 is divisible by ;r - 1, then x" - 1 is also divisible by a: - 1.

But x- - 1 is divisible by x ~1; therefore .r^ - 1 is divisible by a; - 1 ; there-

fore a;^ - 1 is divisible by x - 1, and so on ; hence the proposition is established.

Other examples of the same kind will be found in the chapter on the

Theory of Numbers.

IGO. From the foregoing examples it will be seen that the

only theorems to wliich induction can be applied are those

which admit of successive cases corresponding to the order of

the natural numbers 1, 2, 3, /i.

EXAMPLES. XII.

Prove by Induction :

1. 1+3 + 5+ + {2a~l) = n\

2. r- + 22 + 3-'+ -h?f-=^n(n-^l){2n+l),

3. 2 + 22 + 23+ +2" = 2(2«-l)..111 , n
4. r~17 + iT^ + =5~~r + to H terms = —-^ .1.22.33.4 n + 1

5. Prove by Induction that .7-" — _?/" is divisible by .v + y when ?i i.s

even.
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CHAPTER XIII. -7),_,^CM/ • ,

Binomial Theorem. Positive Integral Index.

161. IIt may be\sliewii by actual iiiultij^lication that

{x + a){x + b) {x ^c)' (x + cZ)

= X* + {a + b + c^+ d) 'o^ + (ab + ac + ad + be + bd + cd) x'

+ {abc + abd + acd + bed) x + abed (1 ).

We may, however, write down this result by inspection ; for the

complete product consists of the sum of a number of partial pxo-

ducts each of which is formed by multiplying together four

letters, one being taken from each of the four factors. If we
examine the way in which the various partial products are

formed, we see that

(1) the term a;Ms formed by taking the letter x out of each

of tlie factors.

(2) the terms involving x^ are formed by taking tlie letter x
out of any three factors^ in every way possible, and oiie of the
letters «, 6, c, d out of the remaining factor.

(3) the terms involving x' are formed by taking the letter x
out of any tvjo factors, in every way possible, and two of tlie

letters a, 6, c, d out of the remaining factors.

(4) the terms involving x are formed by taking the letter x
out of any one factor, and three of the letters a, b, c, d out of

the remaining factors.

(5) the term independent of x is the product of all the letters

a, b, c, d.

F,xa mple 1

.

(
x - 2) (.r + 3) (.r - 5 )

(.r + 9)

= .T^ + ( - 2 + .3 - 5 + 9) .r' + ( - 6 + 10 - 18 - 15 + 27 - 45) x^

+ (30-54 + 90-135).r + 270

= x^ + 5.t3 - IT.r^ - GO.r + 270.
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Example 2. Find the coefficient of .r^/lu the product ^ '

(X - 3) (.r + 5) (.r - 1) (x + 2) (.r - 8j

.

The terms involving x^ are formed by multijjlying together the x in any
three of the factors, and ticu of the numerical quantities out of the two re-

maining factors ; hence the coefficient is equal t ) the sum of the products
of the quantities - 3, 5, -1,2, - 8 taken two at a lime.

Thus the required coefficient

= - 15 + 3 - G + 21 - 5 + 10 - 40 - 2 + 8 - IG "

162. If ill equation (1) of the preceding article Ave suppose
b = c=d=^a, Ave obtain

[x + «) ' — x* + 4:ax'^ + Ga'x' + -ia'^x + a*.

The method here exemplified of deducing a particular case

from a more general result is one of frequent occurrence in

Mathematics ; for it often happens that it is more easy to prove
a general proposition than it is to prove a particular case of it.

We shall in the next article employ the same method to prove
a formula known as the Binomial Theorem, by Avhicli any binomial
of the form x + a can be raised to any assigned positive integral

power. ^ -p^

163. To find the expansion of (x + aj" ichen n is a vositive

integer. .

Consider the expression

{x -\- a) {x + h) {x -k- c) {x + k),

the number of factors being 7i.

The expansion of this expression is the continued product of

the 71 factors, x + a, x+b, x + c, x+ k, and every term in the

expansion is of ?i dimensions, being a product formed by multi-

plying together n letters, one taken from each of tliese n factors.

The highest power of x is x", and is formed by taking the

letter xdrQm.eorh. of j)^, n tacioAs-

The terms involving x"~^ are formed l)y taking the letter x
from YmyTi—^ oi the factors , and 07ie of the letters a, b, c, ... k
from the remaining factor; thus the coefficient of x"~^ in the

final product is the suin of the letters a, b, c, k\ denote it

Tlie terms invohing Qf~' are formed by taking the letter x
from a7iy n-2 of the factors, and two of the letters a, b, c, ... k
from tlie two remaining factors; thus the coefficient of x""' in

the final product is. 'the sum of the products of tlie letters

a, 6, c, ... k taken two-at a time; denote it by S..,.
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And, genei-ally, the terms involving a;""'' are formed by taking

the letter x from any n - r of the factors, and r of the letters

«, 6, c, . . . ^ from the r remaining factors ; thus the coefficient of

x"'" in tlie final product is the sum of the products of the letters

a, b, c, ... k taken r at a time; denote it by S^.

The last term in the product is ahc ... k; denote it by .V^.

Hence (x + a){x + b)(x + c) (x + k)

I ^ = SC" + S^X"~'^ + S^X"~'' + . . . + Sx"~'' + . . . + ^^„_yX + S^^.

In aS'j the number of terms is n ; in >S^ tlie numher"fff~ternis is

the same as the number of combinations of n things 2 at a time

;

that is, "C ; in S^ tlie number of terms is "C^ ; and so on.

/ Now suppose 5, c, ... ^,_each equal to a; then S^ becomes
^ i"C,a:\S, becomes "C^a^: S^ becomes "(7,<r'/; and so on: thus

(x + a)" --=x" + "C^a^"~^ + "C\a^x"~^.4- "C./fx"~^ + . . . + "C^" ;

substituting for "Cj, "0^, ... wlg^obtain

^ / \n „ »-i n(n-l) „ „_2 7i(n-l)(n-2) „ „_„
^ {x-ha) =x +nax + —\—^- a'x + -^—^a -ax •*+... + «,

tlie series containing n+\ terms.

^

This is the Binomial Theorem.^ and the expression on the riglit

is said to be the expansion of {x r rr)".

1G4. The Binomial Theorem may also be proved as follows:

By induction we can find the product of the n factors

X + a, £C + 6, x-^ c, ...x + h as explained in Art. 158, Ex. 2; we
can then deduce the expansion of (a; + a)" as in Art. 163.

IG.j. The coefficients in the expansion of (a; + a}" are very

« conveniently exj)ressed by the symbols "Cj, "C^, "C'.^, ... "C^.

We shall, however, sometimes further abbreviate them Ly omitting

•..>i, and writing 6',, C'^,, 6'.^, ... C ^^. With this notation we have

(x + a)" - a;" + Ci«ic"~'_+ C/tV'"^ + C^a^x""^ + :^.--f Ca\

If we write - a in the place of «, we obtain

(x -uf - x" + C, (- a) x"" ' + 6', (- a)-x^-^CJ^- rt)^x"~^+ . . . + C,<i-a)"

= x" - C\ax"-' + 6>v-' - 6>V-^ +...+(- i)"cy

.

Thus the terms in the expansion of (x + a)" and (x — a)" are

numerically the same, but in \x - a)" they arc alternately positive

and negative, and tlic la.st term is positive or negative accorfTingl

as n is even or odd.
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Example 1. Find the expansion of (.c-fj/)^.

By the formula,

{x + yf= a^ + 6Ci x-hj + 'C..,x*i/- + ^Cj .r^ ^ 'C,x-y* + %',xf + ^L\ y^

= x^ + 6j5y + 15x*y- + 20x^y^ -h 15jV + Gxy^ + ^/^

on calculating the values of ^t'j , "Co, ^C^,

Example 2. Find the expansion of (a - 2.rj'.

(a - 2xy = a- - "Ci a" (2x) + "C, «5 (2a: )2 _ 7^^ ^,4 (Oa:)^ + to 8 tenus.

Now remembering that '*Cr= '*C„^^, after calculating the coefficients up to

jC.^, the rest may be wTitten down at once; for 'C^= 'C.y, 'C^ -"^V' ^^^ ^^ on.

Hence

(a - 2x)^ = .r - 7«« (2.r) + ^^ "' (-•^)' " rlrs
^''"^ ^'^•'^'

"

= a" - 7«« (2.r) + 21a5 (2j)2 - 35a-* {2xf + Sort^ (2.rj^

-21a2(2x)5+7a(2.r)«-(2.r)^

= a- - Ua^x -r 84a5.r2 - 280a^x3 + o&Oa^x^

- 672a-x5 + 448ax« - 128u:".

Example 3. Find the value of

(a + Ja- - 1)" + (a - .>,/rt- - 1)".

We have here the sum of two expansions whose terms are numerically
the same; but in the second expansion the second, fourth, sixth, and eighth

terms are negative, and therefore destroy the corresponding terms of the first

expansion. Hence the value

= 2 {
a"

-f 21a' [a" - 1) + 35a3 (a- - 1)- -f 7a {a- - 1)-^}

= 2a (64a6 - 112a^ -f oGa^ - 7).

/S^ 166. In the expansion of (./j -f r/V', the coefficient of the second

/ term isr6\\ of the tliird term is "C^ ; of the fourtli term is "C^;

and so wi ; tlie suffix in each term being one less than the

number of the term .,to_vvhicIyit applies : lience 'V, is the co-

efficient of the (r ~ 1^'^ ^^"•'^
•/y

"^^^^^ ^^ called the general term,

because by giving t^f "ditrcrent numerical \alues any of the

coefficients may be found from "C\: and by giving to x and a
their appropriate indices any assigned term may be obtained.

Thus the (?+ 1)
^^ term may be ^vritten

"6'r/3" V, or —^ '^ ' ^ ' x" V.
X

"^
t

In applying tliis formula to any particular case, it should be
oljserved that iJie index ofajs the sa )ue__as,jh^s2/J^x of C\ atid

that tJte snm qfjhs^iiidices of^and a isn.
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Example 1. Find the fifth term of (a +2x3)^",

The required term = I'C^ a^^ (2x^)t^

17.16.15.14

1.2.3.4

: 38080a" x^-.

IGaia-^is

Example 2. Find the fourteenth term of (3 - ay^.

The required term = '^^C^.^ {S)- (
- a^^

-i5C2x(-9ai3) [Art. 145.]

= - 945ai3.

167. The simplest form of the binomial theorem is the ex-

pansion of (l+x)". This is obtained from the general formula
of Art. 163, by writing 1 in the place of x, and x in the place

of a. Thus

(1 + x)" ^ 1 + "C^x + "C,x^ + . . . + "Cx' + . . + "Cx"

^
n(n-\) „= 1 + nx + -^—^ X- + ... ..^..A-x

;

the general term being

n(7^-l)(n-2) fH-r+l)
^

,

t;
The expansion of a binomial may always be made to depend

upon the case in which the lirst term is unity ; thus

(»-2/r = Ki-g}"

= xH\ ^zY, where ;: = -.
^ ^ X

Example 1. Find the coefficient of x^^ in the expansion of (a^ - 2x)^^

^yehave (x- - 2j)i"= .r2M 1 - -
j ;

and, since x^^multiplies every term in the expansion;-^! 1 - -
j >

'^'fi have in

this expansion to seek the coeflacient of the term which contains — .
<

Hence the required coefficient= i"C4(- 2)*

_10T9.8.7 .~
1.2.3.4' '

= 33G0.

In some cases the following method is simpler.
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/ 1 '
"

Example 2. Find the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of I .i-+ —
j .

Suppose that x^ occurs in the (2> + 1)"' term.

The (i^ + l)'*^ term

But this term contains a**, and therefore 2h- 5^ = r, or^ =

Thus the required coefficient = "Cp = "C„„_y
5

L"

2n~r

(2n - r) (3n + r)

2/i - r
Unless .— is a positive integer there will bo no term containing rr'' in

o

the expansion.

1G8. In Art. 1G3 we deduced tlie expansion of (x + a)" from
tlie product of n factors (.v + a) (x + b) ... (x + k), and the method
of proof there given is valuable in consequence of the wide gene-

rality of the results obtained. But the following shorter proof of

the Binomial Theorem should be noticed.

It will be seen in Chap. xv. that a similar method is used

to obtain the general term of the expansion of

{a + b + c+ )".

169. To 2yi'ove tlte Binomial TJu

The expansion of (x + a)" is the produc:t .£^£,j4JactO£S» each

equal to
^
_x.ri^.a^ and every tprm in th^ pxpf^ii sion is of n dimen-

sions, being a product formed by multiplying toother n letters,

oyie taken_frQiiL^ach of the n factors . Thus each temi involving

x"Zl£C-i& iibtainedby, taking, a out of an i/ r of the factors^ and x

out of the remaining v^>^ fci*-t^i|H. Therefore the number of

terms Avhich involve a;"
"'"« '" milstbe equal to the number of ways

in which r things can be selected out of n; that is, the coefhcient
"

)f a;"~V is "C^, and by giving to r the values 0, 1, 2, 3, ... n in

sUCcessToiT'we obtain the coefficients of all the terms. Hence

{x + a)" = x" + "C\x"~\c + "C.p:'~'-(r -^ . . . + "Cx"~'a" + ... +a",

dnce "C'o and "C^ are each equal to unity.
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EXAMPLES. XIII. a.

Expand the following binomial« :

1. (x-Sf. 2. {Sx+ 27/y.

4. (l-3a2)fi.

10.

5. {x'^+xf.

2\«

3. (2.^'-y)^

6. (l-.rj/)-.

8. 3a

1 N^

(S-fcT- '

I

-, pWr^e down and simplify :

r^^is! The4^Mermof(.«?-5/3. 14.

9.

12.

1 +»'

1-
l\io

, ,, XV.. ^^.^ ^ ...„. .. ,™ -, . -„ The lO'Uerm of (1 - 2.^r)i2 ,

>" 15. The 12t*^termof (2.r-l)i^ 16. The 28*^ term of (5.^'+8y)3«.

17. The 4th ter•mof(J + 9i

18. The 5«' term of 2a

19. The 7"^ term

Z)\8

„ /4r 5 Y

n

/ - -\
^

20. The 5th term of ( -, - ^3

Find the value of

21. {x+y2y+ {x-s'^2)\ 22. {sJ^J^^^^+a')^-{s/^^^^--xf.

23. (v/2 + l)fi-(V2-l)6. 24. (2-Vr^)«+ (2 + s/r=~^)«.

fa .rX^'"*

25. Find the middle term of (
- + -
X a.

26. Find the middle term of ( 1

27. Find the coefficient of x^^ in

28. Find the coefficient of .v^^ in {a.x^- hxj*.

-y.-i.

29. Find the coefficients of a--'^ and x 17

x^

30. Find the two middle terms of (-,-'0j
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/

/ /3 I
\9

31. Find the term iiidepeiideiit of .v in ( !r a-- - t- ) •

32. Find the 13^Uet:ni of ('Jx - JLY /

33. If .''* occurs in the expansion of ( .r+ -
I , find its coefficient.

'b \\ V
34. Find the term independent of .r in ( .r ^ 1 .

35. If A''* occurs in the expansion of
( .r- + -

I , i)rove that itii co-

efficient is

j-(4'/i-^) -(2n + ^) V.
7-'

170. Ill tJie expansion of {\ + xf the coefficients of terms equi-

j^^ distantfrom the beginning and end are equal.

The coefficient of tlie (r + 1)*^ term from tlie betjinning is

The (r+1)*^ term from the end lias n.j- 1—

(

r -r 1 ). or n-r
terms before it ; therefore counting from the beginning it is

the {n — r-^ \f^' term, and its coefficient is "C^_^, which has been
shewn*l(ri>e^equar to "C\. [Art. 145.] Hence the proposition

; follows.

#.\ * 171. To find the greatest coeffjcienî in the expansion of

\ (i+x)V

The coefficient of the general term of (1 +J^^lljs_^ ; and we
lia\e only to find for what value of r this is greatest.

By Art. 154, when n is eveji, the -greatest coefficient is "C :

and when n is odd, it is "C\_^, or "C^+, ; these two coeffir-ien'f«

being equal. '^ '

[vKV-
\ \LX

^^-' Tofnd the greatest term rn thp expansion of (x + a)°.

/ a\ "

^therefore, since x" nmltiplies every term in ( 1 + -) , it will be
!

^

v., .'"'-/

'sufficient to find the greatest term in this latter expansion.

AVe 1
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Let the r*^ and (r+1)"^ be any two consecutive terms.

The (?• + 1 )^'' term is obtained by multiplying the r^^ term by
»-^l

.

I;
that is, by (^^^' - l) «. ~[IZT^J

The factor — 1 decreases as /• increases ; hence tlie
r

(r+l)***term is not always greater than the r'^^ term, but only

until
(—; ~ becomes equal to 1 , or less than 1

.

ri;l-0>i,

so long as \> -

;

^^^ -y^

that IS, > - + 1

,

^ -y

I «^ T^"'" 'x'^^\h
\

- + 1
-^ ^-- 7

If be an integer, denote it bv ;? ; then if r = p the

multiplying factor becomes 1, and the (p + l)**" term is equal to the
p"^^

; and these ai-e greater than anj^ otJier term.

7i + 1
If —— be not an integer, denote its integral part by q ;

a

then the greatest value of r consistent with (1) is q ; lience the

{q + l)**" term is the greatest.

Since we are only concerned with the numeric^dly greatest

term, the investigation will be the same for {x~a)"; therefore

in any numerical example it is unnecessary to consider the sign

of the second term of tlie binomial. Also it will be found best

to woi-k each example indopendontly of the general formula.
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Hxample 1. Tf ,-- {^^^^ fK>. .^-p^
i^^ ^̂

^̂

j-^ j.^^ j,-, thii n Kimnninn nf (I | lij"

Denote the r"' and (r + l)''' terni.s by T^ and T^^ respectiiiely ; then

Ir~l^
J.

.4xxi^

•J-/- 4= X ;; X -^ .•

;

r 3 '

hence J^^i > 'J\.
,

so long as ^ x ->1;
r o

that is 3G - 4r>3r,

or 36>7r.

The greatest value of r consistent with this is 5 ; hence the greatest term
is the sixth, and its value

Example 2. Find the greatest term in the expansion of (3 - 2.r)^ Avhen

thus it will be sufficient to consider the expansion of
(
1 - ^ |

.

Here ^\+i— • V ^ -^Vj numerically,

10 - r 2 ^

hence T^^i > T^

,

10-r 2

that is, 20>5r,

so long as x^>l;
r 3

Hence for all values of r up to 3, we have 2'^i>r^; but if ;-= 4, then
2'r+i=Tj., and these are the greatest terms. Thus the 4"' and 5'^ terms are
numerically equal and greater than any other term, and their value

= 39 x 9C3 X f^j =3'' x 84 X 8= 489888.

H. n. A. 10
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\lk\' 17;'3. To Jiiid the sum of the coefficients in the expansion

Jn the identity (1 + x)" -^l + C^x + C,,x- + Cjx^ + . . . + C^x"^

put X = \; thus
2"

" — sjiDi of the coefficients,

2"=l + C^ + C\ + C^+... + C„

Cor. C\ + C, + C3 + ... + C\ = 2" - 1

;

{ that is "the total number of combinatiQij,s^ 7i^thino;s" is 2" — 1»

I [xVit. 153.]
'
-^ -——

^

\(^V 174. To 'jii'ove that in the expansion o/' (1 + x)", the sum of
\ ( the coefficients of the odd terms is equal to the sum of the coefficients

of the even terms.

In the identity (1 + a;)" = 1 + C^o: + C^x' + Cjxf + . . . + Cx"",

put X = ~ \ ; thus
" ^^=l-C^^C,~G^^C^-C,+

;

... ] +6>C^+ =6\ + 6'3 + 6'3+

=
^ (sum of all the coefficients)

in— 1

V (iy 175. The Binomial Theorem may also be applied to expand
\ / expressions which contain more than two terras.

Example. ' Find the expansion of {x- + 2a; - I)-'.

(Regarding 2x-Jl^s a single term, the expansion

= (x2)3 + 3 (x2)2 {2x - 1) + 3a;2 {2x - If + (2x - 1)3

= x^ + 6a;3 + 9j:^ - ix^ - Qx^ + 6x - 1, on reduction.

17G. The following example is instructive.

Oy / Example. If {l + x)^= Cfj + CyX + c^'^+ +f„a:",

find the value of c„ + 2cj + 3<"2 + 4r3 -^ +(;i+l)c„ (1),

and ^~6^2c^Zc.^+ ^Twc/'T.T (2).

The series (l)^{c„ + fi + f2+ +Cn)+ K+2c3 + 3c^+ +nc^

= 2" + 7i(l + l)»-i

Hi2" + ;t .
2"~\

#
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To find the value of the series (2), we proceed thus

:

c^x + 2c.2 .1-- + 3c.jX^+ + nCj^ x"-

hence, by changing x into , we have

X X' x^ x"- X \ xj ^ '

Also^ Cq + CiX + c.,x'+ +c,j.t"=={1+x-)" (4).

If we multiply together the two series on the left-hand sides of (3) and (4),

we see that in the product the term independent of x is the series (2) ; hence
n / 1 \ "~i

the series (2) =term independent of x in - (l + .r)'* ( 1 + -
)

.1- V xj

= term independent of .r in — {l + x)-"-~^

= coefficient of .i" in n (1 4-.r)"""~^

12;i-l

!;i-l n-1

LV EXAMPLES. XIII. b.

T^ 1 L-

In the following expansions find xykich is the greatest tenja it"^

1. C^ - 'j)^ when j;= 1 1 , ^ =i , [
» XT ^4. ^

"

2. (2.r - 3y)2« when .r= 9, y - 4.
^

^ ^

V^_^3^ (2a+ 6)" when a= 4, 6= 0.

/V^ 4.' '3 + 2.r/5 when ./;= | .

In the following expansions find the value of the greatest term ;

/5j. ( 1 + ^)Xwhen .r-
^^

,
n = 6.

|»^ 6. i^tt+ j;) " when t< = -
,

-''= ^ ? '^= 9-

10-2
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7. Shew that the coefficient of the middle term of (l+.r)-" is

^qual* to the sum of the coefficients of the two middle terms of

8. If A be the sum of the odd terms and B the sum of the

even terms in the expansion of (.y+ «)'S prove that A'^ - B-= {a;^ - a^)".

9. The 2"*, 3"*, 4^'' terms in the expansion of (.v +>/)" arc 240, 720,

1080 respectively ; find .r, y, n. ^\

10. Find the expansion of (l-f2.t?V a--)*. ,- •

^

11. Find the expansion of {3j;--2cLV+ 3a-j'\

12. Find the /•"' term from the end in (^+a)".

<v 13. Find the (/>+ 2)tHermfrom theend in ( A---) . ^

14. In the expansion of (1 + .uY^ the coefficients of the (2/-+

1

Y^ and

the (/•+ 2)*** terms are equal; find r.

^ 15. Find the relation between r and n in order that thejjoefficieuts

of the* 3r'^ and {';J^^'
terms of (1 + x)-" may be equal. ^•"

''^

16. Shew that the middle term in the expansion of (1 +.i-)-" i«
'

1.3.5...(2;.-1) ,„.,

[
'-

if t'n, c'l, c'.;, ... t",i denote the coefficients in the expansion of (l+.i-)'*,

prove that .
^ ,^

17. Ci+ 2c.,+ 3c3+ ."! .^.
. . -i- nc,,= n .

2" " i.

c, c, c„ 2" + i-l
18. ^0+2^ + -+ +,TTi^^rrr'--

2c2 .
3f3

.
.

nc,^ yi('/i+l)

^1

19. - + T^ + T^+ +
,. 2

C'n Cx C, C„_-i ^

^, ^ 22c, 2%, 24c', 2« + ic„ 3'^ + !-!
21. 2.,+^^+ 3- + -^+ +_^=-^^^. ^

/.22. CV+CV + CV+ + ^V=.^|^. /
|2m ^ -'

23. C„'.v4-qC, + i + C2C, + 2+ +^n-/'H=j^^^—j^ »^



CHAPTER XIV.

Binomial Theore>[. Axy Ixj)ex.

177. In the last chapter we investigated the Binomial
Theorem when tlie index was any positive integ[er ; we shall now
consider whether the formulae tliere Dbtained~tR)ld in the case

of negative and fractional values of the index.

Since, by Art.
Jj67,

every binomial may be_i:edilced,.to_on£_

common type, it willHoe suthcient to confine our attention to

binomials of the form (Ij-^o^.

By actual evolution, we ha\e

1

(1 + .r)^' = \/l + x- - 1 + 2
r/' - ^

.->- +
J
6*^-

and bv actual division,

(1 - x)-' = -^ , = 1 +J_^j^Mj:_k2Lt_.
(1 X)

[Compare Ex. 1, Art. 60.]

and in each of these series the number of terms is unlimited.

In these cases we have by independent processes obtained an
1

expansion for each of the expressions (1 ±jc)^ and (I + x)~' . We
shall presently prove that tliey ait- only particular cases of the

general formula for the expansion of ( 1 + a:)V-where n is any
rational quantity.

This formula was disco^'pred by Newton.

\// ~r

—

YY / 178. Suppose we have two expressions arraiiL,'ed in ascending

*^yowers of x, sucii a^,

-, m im - 1) , 711 (ill - 1 )
[ill - 2) , ,,

, , n(n-\) „ n (n - 1) (n- 2) , .^,
and 1 + nx + —\-^-- ur + ^S—^-\ ' x^ + (2).
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The product of these two expressions will be a series in as-

cending powers of x; denote it by

1 + Ax + Bx" + Cx^ + Dx' +
;

then it is clear that A, B, C, are functions of m and n,

and tlierefore the actual values of A, B, C, in any particular

case will depend upon the values of ?>i and n in that case. But
the way in which the coefficients of the powers of x in (1) and (2)

combine to give A, B, C, is quite indepenclent of 7)i and n ^
in otlier w^ords, whatever values m and w may have, A, B, C,

#;
/,

preserve the same invariahle form. If tlierefore we can determine

tlie form of A, i>, C, for any value of m and n, we conclude

that A, B, C, will have the same iovm. for all values oi m
and n.

The princijDle here explained is often leferred to as an example
of "the permanence of equivalent forms;'' in the present case we
have only to recognise the fact that in any ahjehraical jyroduct the

form of the result will be the same wiiether the quantities in-

volved are whole numbers, or fractions
;

positive, or negative.

We shall make use of this principle in the general proof of

\, the Binomial Theorem for any index. The proof which we
\ fjive is due to Euler.

179. To 2>'i^ove the Binomial Theorem when the index is

positivefraction.

Whatever be the value of m, 2yositive or negative, integral or

fractional, let the symbol / \m) stand for the series

/ , m (m - 1) ., m (m - 1) (m - 2) 3
» \+mx+

\ 2 ""^
1 2 3

'"'

then f(n) will stand for the series

^^ -, n (n ~\) ., n In - 1) (n — 2) ,

If we multiply these two series together the product will be

rtnother series in ascending powers of x, whose coe,fficients will he

unaltered inform lohatevor m and n may he.

To determine this invariahle form of the product we may give

to ni and n any values that are most convenient ; for this purpose

suppose that m and n are positive integers. In tliis case f {m)

is the expanded form of (1 + xf, and/(7^) is the expanded form of

(1 +iK)"; and therefore
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^ J'H >'/(/0 -
(
l4-x);x(l+x)" = (l+a;)"'^

l>ut wlieii la and n are positive integers the expansion of (1 + x)'"'^'

, , s (m + n) (ill + 71 — 1 ) ,

IS —*- 1 + [ni + n) X f-
^

1 9~ -X- +

This then is the form of tlie product of f{in) ^/(n) in ail

cases, whatever the vahies of in and n may be ; and in agreement
with our previous notation it may be denoted by /'(;/i +ri) ; there-

fore /o?' all values of in and n

/(in) yf{n)^f{ni + n).

_ Also f{ni) xf{n) x/(;;) =/(m + n) xf{p)

=f(m + 01 -\-]i), similarly.

Proceeding in this way we may shew that

/{yi) x/(?i) x/(7>). . .to_^^Jactors •^/(m + n +p +...to k terms).

^ Let each of these quantities in, n, p, be equal to j,

where h and k are positive integers
;

1

^ (...)'-/©!

but y ( 7 ) stands for tlie series

1 + -^x+ —^i ~ X-
k L.2

.-. {\ + xy=\ +yc + .^—^x' + ,

which proves the Binomial Theorem^ for any positive fractional

index.
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j^\ II ISO. To jtrove the Bhionildl Theorem it'lien the index is any

VN// negatice quantitt/.

Tt lias been proved that

firn) ^f(n) =/(m + wJ-^»^

for all values of m and n. Replacing m_by -n (where oi is

positive), we liave

fi^n) xf(n) =f(-n + n)^

since all terms of tlie series except the first vanish

;

l)ut/(n)-(ljij4", for anj/jiositive_\:ai\ue of n-

or {l+x)-=f{-n).

But f{-n) stands for the series

, . X
{-n)(~n-\) o

,. ^i^,p.i + (_,),+ (:i!^)iz|Jii),^ + ,

whicli proves the Binomial Theorem for any negative index.

Hence the tlieorem is completely established.

181. The proof contained in the two preceding articles may
not appear wholly satisfactory, and will prol)ably present some dif-

ficulties to the student. There is only one point to which we
shall now refer.

In tlie expression ior/{m) the number of terms is finite when

on is a positiye_jnteger, and unlimited in all other cases. See

Art, 182. It is therefore necessary to enquire in what sense we
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are to regard tlie stateineiit ihnt/()n) :< J [n) ^/(^m+ n). It \\\\\

be seen in Cliapter xxi., that Aviien x<A^ eacli of the series /'(///),

/ (71),/ (in + ')t ) is conj'rnitn it^ iuiA J^ijii^Tn) is the true arithmetical

equivalent oi\f[m).\J\n). ]]ut wlien 'a;> 1, all these series are

divexgeuit, and we can only assert lliat if we multiply tlie series

denoted hy f{ni) l>y tlie series denoted by f{n\ the tirst r terms
of the product will agree with the first r terms of f[m + n),

whatever finite value r may have. [See Ai-t. 308.]

3

Example 1. Expand (1 - a)- to four terms.

,3 3 „ 1 ,
,

3 /j^l -'

Example 2. Expand (2 + 3a;)~-' to-four terms.

1 /, „ 43 „ 133 , \

182. In finding the general term we must now use the

formula

n{n- l)(?i-2) (n-r + 1) ^
01

written in full ; for the symbol "C^ can no longer be employed
when n is fractional or negative.

Also the coefficient of the general term can never A'finJKh utiIpvr

one of the factors of its numrritnr in nnrn ; tlie series Avill there-

fore stop at t.hp ^^'^, tf*pHv-w]ien,^_3;^r. I 1 ia-aeyo : that is, when
2'^i ,-t--I : but sinr-p 21J'^ ^ positiv-e integer this egvLgjity can never

hold except when the index n is positive and intejgral. Thus the

expansion by the Binomial Tlieorem extends to n+\ terms when
n is a positrve_integej, and to an infinite number ofjbermsJli /ill

other cases,

y^ ~ A
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1

Example 1. Find the general tenu in the expansion of (l+x)-.

The (r + l)*!Jterm--^
G-)Q-)/g-)).

_ l(-l)(-3)(-5) (-2r + 3)

The number of factors in the numerator is 2^ and r - 1 of these are nega-
tive; therefore, by taking - 1 out of each of these negative factors, we may
write the above expression

Example 2. Find the general term in the expansion of (1 -no-)".

The (;.+ l)-term=^liii—^A!i_|L )^ 1 (_.,).

_
l(l-»)(l-2n) (l-r^Ti.n) ,_^y^^r^r

n'"|r ^ '

^
l(l-;0(l-2n) (l-i^.n

) ^^

(»-1) (2h -1) (r-l.w- 1) ^= ^
^'

since (-l)"- (- l)'-i = (- l)2r-i=,_ 1.

Example 3. Find the general term in the expansion of (1 - x) ^

The (r + l).Htem= (^a(::i)J^5K.-Jz^':+-l) (-.^
"
^'

= (-1)-'-^-° ''•+ ') (-l)-:r-
\ / jr

_ i.,.3.4
.5

(
r+2)

~^~^^ "T. 2.3....:.r '"^

_(r + l)(r + 2)
~ "^72^""'

by removing like factors from the numerator and denominator.
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EXAMPLES. XIV. a.

Expand t<^ 4 terms the foUowiug expressions:

V^' \ ? ?

1. (l+.r)2. 2. (l+.r)2. 3. (l-xf.

1 _i

4. n+.v'-)-^-. 5. 'l-3.r;3. 6. (l-3:r)"-\

V '

^

7. (1 +2^. 8. (l-f|)"^ 9. (l-f^)-.

10. (l+^a) '• 11- (2 + .r)-3. 12. (9 + 2.r)^.

2 3 _1

13. (8 + 12a)3. 14^ '9-6.r)"2. 15. (4a-8.r)2.

Write down and simplify

:

1

16. The 8'" term of (1 + ^.v)'^.

11

17. The 11 »'^ term of ( 1 - S.r^) ^

.

16

18. The 10"^ term of (1 + 3^2)3.

19. The 5'^ term of (.3a - 26) " K

20. The (r+ iy^ term of (1 - .r) -2.

21. The (r + l)'** term of (1 - :>")
"

-y
1

22. The (r + 1 /" term of ( 1 + ^'7.

n

23. The (r+1)"^ term of {l+a:)^.

13

24. The 14th term of (2'« - 2'.r)2.

n
25. The 7"' term of (3^ + G\vy. ^.

183. If we expand (\—x)~^ by tlie Binomial Theorem, we
obtain

{l-x)-'=l + '2x + 3o>^+4:x'-\- ;

but, by referring to Art, GO, we see that this result is only true

when X is less tjian 1. This leads us to enquire whether we are

always fustitied in assuming the truth of the statement

(1 + X')" = 1 + nx + 4—0 ^"
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and, if not, under ^^ilHt conditions the expansion of (1 + x)" may
he used as its true equivalent.

Suppose, for instance, that ?t= - 1 ; then Nve have

(l-x)-'~~-l+x + x' + x'-^x'^ (1);

in tliis equation put x = 2 ; ^ve tlien obtain

(-l)-^-l+2 + 2^' + 2•'' + 2V
This contradictory result is sufficient to shew that we cannot

take
nhi-l)

.,

1 4- 7ix + —^—^j— ' X- +

as tlie true arithmetical equivalent of (1 +.'>•)'' in all cases.

Xow from the formula for the sum of a geometrical pro-

gression, we know that the sum of the first r terms of the

series ( 1

)

=
^i

^ ^ I -X
1 X'

l-x l-x'

and, when x is numerically less than 1, by taking r sufficiently_^

large we can make as small as we please ; that is, by taking

a sufficient numbef''""5F4^rms the sum can be made, to differ as

little as we please from = . But wlien x is numerically

x'^

cfreater than 1, the value of increases witli r, and tlierefore
"^

1 - ./

no such approximation to the ^•alue of is obtained by taking
1 — X

any number of terms of the series

1 + « + af+af +

It will be seen in the chapter on Convergency -and Diver-

gency of Series tliat tlie expansion by the Binomial Theorem
of (l+.r)" in ascending powers of a; is always arithmetically in-

telligible wlien X is less tlian 1.

But if X is greater than 1, tlien since the general term of

the series

1 + nx + —^

—

~- X-+
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contains x', it can be made greater than any finite quantity by
taking r sufficiently large ; in which case there is no limit to the

value of the above series ; and therefore the expansion of (1 +xy
as an infinite series in ascending powers of x has no meaning
arithmetically intelligible when x is gi-eaterthanl.

184. We may remark that we can always expand (x + i/)"

by the Binomial Theorem ; for we may write the expression in

either of the two following' forms :

-{-ly. "(-?'
and we obtain the expansion from the first or second of these

according as x is greater or less than i/.

185. 2^0 jind in its simplest forin the yeneral terin in the

expansion o/ {I — x)~".

The (r + ly^ term

{-n)(-n-\)(-n-'2)...{-n~r+l

t
(-xy

(_
^yn{n+l){n + 2)... {71 + r-l)

^^.,7i(n+l)(n+'2)...(n + r-l)
^

I- 1)" —^ ^-^ ~ ^ X

n (?i+ l)(7t + 2) ... (n + r- 1) ^

From this it appears tha^ every term in the expansion of

(1 -i?-')"" is positive.

Although the general term in the expansion of any binomial

may always be found as explained in Art. 182, it will be found
more expeditious in practice to use the above form of the general

term in all cases where the index is negative, retaining the

form
n (n - I) (n - 2) . . . (n - r + 1) ^

I
»

only in the case of positive indices.
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Example. Find the general term in the expansion of — ,—

—

.

The [r + iy^ term

3 V3 ' "7 V3 ' " ) V3K^-.)a-^ ^-'-
^

(B^^)'

1.4.7 (3r-2)
,.= ^- .c'

.

1

If the given expression had been (1 + 3a;) 3 we should have used the same

»

I
formula for the general term, replacing %x by - 3.c.

r /
186. The following expansions should be remembered :

(1 - xY^ — \+X + X'-VX^-\- ¥ X^ + /

(l-u;)-- = l + l>iC4-3.c' + 4a;'+ +(/•+!).«'+
j

(1 -x)-'=l^?>x + ^x' + \ODf + ...... + (^+^)(^+^) ^.^ +

187. The general investigation of the greatest term in the

expansion of (1 + x)'\ when n is unrestricted in value, will be

found in Art. 189 ; but the student will have ik) diflBculty in

applying to any numerical example the method explained in

Art. 172.

Example. Find the greatest term in the expansion of (1+j:)~'* when
2

x~~, and n — 20.

"We have ^j-+i=
^—;— .xxl\, numerically,

19 + r 2 ,„= -7-x-xi,;

. 2(19 + r)
^

so long as > 1

:

that is, 38 >r.

Hence for all values of r up to 37, we have r,.+i> 1\.\ but if r= 38, then

Tr+i^2\., [indi these are the greatest terms. Thus the SB''' and SO"* terms
aic equal numerically and greater than any other term
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ISS. Some useful applicatious of the Binomial Theorem are

explained in the following examples.

\ 1

V
Example 1. Find the first thrift t^rms in the expansion of

1 _i

(l + 3x)=^' (l-2x) ^.

Expanding the two binomials as far as the terra containing x-, \ve have

/3 2\ ., /8 3 2 9\
=
^+H2-'3J-^-^"(9 + 2-J-8)

, 13 55 .,

If in this Example a- ="002, so that a;- ='000004, we see that the third

term is a decimal fraction beginning with 5 ciphers. If therefore we were
required to find the numerical value of the given expression correct to 5 places

13
of decimals it would be sufficient to substitute -002 for x in 1 + — x, neglect-

ing the term involving x^.

Example 2. When x is so small that its square and higher powers may
be neglected, find the value of

2 \-5
1 +

^^
^ ) + V-1 + 2x

y(4+x)3

may b^

: expani

i}4

Since x- and the higher powers may be neglectetl, it will be sufficient to

retain the first two terms in the expansion of each binomial. Therefore
1

,1 + -..' -^- -'^

the expression

= 1(3--.),

the term involving x- being neglected.
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Example 3. Find the value of -yj- to four places of decimals.

1/ 1 3J^ 51^
"7

V 7'^2 -74 + 2 'T""^

1 1 3 ]^ 5 1

-7 + 73+2 'T^'*' 2
'77 '^'

To obtain the values of the several terms we proceed as follows

:

7)1
,

7 ) -142857 = -,

7 ) -020408
^

7 ) -002915 -y^,
7 ) -000416 -

•000059 5>

and we can see that the term - . ^ is a decimal fraction beginning with

5 ciphers.

.-. -^„ = -142857 + -002915 + -000088
V47 .

= •14586; "

and this result is correct to at least four places of decimals.

Example 4. Find the cube root of 126 to 5 places of decimals.

1 1

(126)3= (53 + 1)5

1

\ 0-'

_ /^ 1 1 11 5 1 \

-H 3-p~9-5'« + 81-5'9 ~
)

^. 1 J. 1 2 i 1 _
"""^S '5- 9' 55 "^81 '57 ••

_. 12-_1_25^ 1^_
^"""^S'io- 9 '105 "^81 "107

""•

. -04 -00032 -0000128
^^ + -3---9--^-l^— -•••

=5-^•013333...-•000035...+.,.

= 5-01329, to live places of decimals.
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EXAMPLES. XIV. b. ,

Find tlie (/•+!)"' term in &ich of the followint^ expansions :

1.
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7-^ ^-
--"

31. _i_Li!Iii:£2_. 02.
^^^-^^

^'^•+^7'-| (l+5.>;)»+|4 +
5

_i

33. Prove that the coefficient of .i''' in tlie exiiansion of (1 -ix) -

'f r 34. Prove that (i...)»=.«{i-«;-;-%'ii;i±i)(;^;y
}.

"V 35. Find the fir.st three terms in the expansion of

-y/ 36. Find the first three terms in the expansion of

3

(l-.r)^

v/ 37. Shew that the n^^ coefficient in the expansion of (1 -.-!•)"" is

double of the (»>.-l)th.

189. To find the numerically greatest term in tlte exjxmsion

of (\ + x)^, for any rational value of n.

Since we are only concerned with the numerical value of the

greatest term, we shall consider x throughout as positive.

Case I, Let 71 be a positive integer.

The (r+\y^ term is obtained by multiplying the r'^^ term

by . x; tliat is, by ( -\\ x; and tlierefore tlie

terms continue to increase so long as

lV^>l ;

tliat is, > 1 -r 3^,

or
,
\ + X

fn+l
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(71 4- 1 ^ TJ

If —, '- he an inteijer, denote it ])y p ; tlien if r = ;>, tlie

multiplying factor is 1, and the (/?+!)*** term is equal to tlie

j)^^, and these are greater than any other term.

If -—j be not an integer, denote its integral part by rj
;

then the greatest value of r is q, and the (q + ly^ term is the

Case II. Let 7i be a positive fraction.

As before, the (r+l)^^term is obtained ])y multiplying the

/n+\ , \
7'^'* term by ( —^ i

j
x.

(1) If X be greater than unity, by increasing ?• the above

multiplier can be made as near as we please to - ic ; so that after

a certain term each term is nearly x times the preceding term

numerically, and thus the terms increase continually, and there

is no greatest term.

(2) If X be less than unity we see that the multiplying

factor continues positive, and decreases until r>7i + l, and from

this point it becomes negative but always remains less than 1

numerically ; therefore there will be a greatest term.

As before, the multiplying factor will be greater than 1

{n+ l)x
so Ions as

I +x

If ^ ^ be an integer, denote it by p ; then, as in Case I.,

the {p + ly^ term is equal to the j)^^, and these are greater than

any other term.

(ti •\- \\ X
If ^ '— be not an integer, let q be its integral part ; then

\ +x o
' ^

the {q -\-\ Y^ term is the greatest.

Case III. Let n he negative.

Let n = - m, so that 7n is positive ; then the numerical

value of the multiplying factor is . x ; that is

+ 1 he.

11—2
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(1) If .9; be greater than unity we may shew, as in Case II.,

that there is no greatest term.

(2) If X be less than unity, the multiplying factor will be

greater than 1, so long as

'm— 1

that is,

or

(in — 1) X

r

(m—l)x
l-x

1 —X,

If i— -^ be a positive integer, denote it by p ; then the
1 — X

(^p + l)th term is equal to the p^^ term, and these are greater than

any other term.

/ W1 1 ) iC

If ^~ — be positive but not an integer, let q be its inte-

gral part ; then the (^ + 1 Y^ term is tlie greatest.

('jjr 1 ) CC

If ^ -^— be negative, then 7n is less than unity ; and by
1 — X

writing the multiplying factor in the form (1
j x, we

see that it is always less than 1 : hence each term is less than

the preceding, and consequently the first term is the greatest.

190. To find the number of homogeneous products of r dimen-

sions that can heformed out of the n letters a, b, e, and their

powers.

By division, or by the Binomial Theorem, we have

1

-\^-

\ — ax

1

1

\ + ax + a'x^ + a^x^ +

\ +hx-^ }fx^ + hW +

1 + caj + c'x^ + c^x^ +
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Hence, by multiplication,

1 1 1

1 - ax '

1 — hx '

\ — ex' '

= (1 +ax^-a-x- + ...) (1 +6a; + 6V+ ...) (1 + faM-cV+ ...)...

- 1 +x{a + h -^c + . .

.
) 4- ;»r (rt' + rt5 4- ac + b' + be ->-

c' + ...) + ...

= 1 + S\x + S\x- + S\x^ 4- . . suppose
;

where ,S'j, *S',, S.^, are the sums of the homogeneous pro-

ducts of one, two, three, dimensions that can he formed of

a, b, c, and their powers. - * J .^^^ ^kJ^ .wouc:

To obtain the niiiiiber of these products, put a, b. c each x

equal to 1 ; each term in >S',, *S',, /S'3, now becomes 1, and the

values of S^, S^, S^, so obtained give the number of the

homogeneous products of oie, two, three, dimejisions.

Ah
1

\ -- ax '

1 — bx '

1
\J -^

becomes pr- -, or(l-a;) ".

Hence »^= coetticient of x' in the expansion of (1 -x)'"

71 {u^ 1) (/i4- 2) {,1+ r-\)

m -i- r — 1

, 191. To find the number of terms in the expansion of any
' multj^nom\al when the index is a positive integer.

In the expansion of

('^, + «^, + «3+ +ay,

every term is of n diniensions ; therefore the number of terms is

tlie same as the numlSer of homogeneous products ofj^dimensions

that can be formed out of the r quantities «,, a^, ... a,, aiid their

powers ; and therefore by the preceding article is equal to

\r + 71 — 1

,'nVr-\
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192. From the result of Art. 190 we may deduce a theorem

relating to the number of combinations of n things.

Consider n letters «, 6, c, (/, ; then if we were to write

down all the homogeneous products of r dimensions which can be

formed of these letters and their powers, every such product

would repi'esent one of the combinations, r at a time, of the n
letters, when any one of the letters might occur once, twice,

thrice, ... up to r times.

Therefore the number of combinations of ii things r at a time

when repetitions are allowed is equal to the number of homo-
geneous products of r dimensions which can be formed out of n

\n + r—\
letter-s, and therefore equal to _ -

, or
"'*"''

'C .

r n—\

That is, tlie number of combinations of a things r at a time

when repetitions are allowed is equal to the number of com-
binations of n + r-\ things r at a time when repetitions are

excluded.

193. We shall conclude this chapter with a few miscel-

laneous examples.

Example 1. Find the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of ^j ~ .v 1

The expression — [l-Ax-\- \x-) (1 +jy^ +p>2X- + ... -rpyX'^ + ...) suppose.

The coefficient of x^ Avill be obtained by multiplying p^^ Pr-i^ Pr—2 ^J !>

- 4, 4 respectively, and adding the results ; hence -^ ^
the required coefficient =p^. - -ipr-i + -iPr-^-

But p,=.{- ly (L±]^±±3
. fEx. 3, Art. 182.]

Hence the required coefficient

- ^-^ [{r + 1) (r + 2) + 4/- (r + 1) + 4r {r - 1)]

( - 1)''

= ^-^(9/-2 + 3,- + 2).

%
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Example 2. Find the value of the series J -4-^} - /-^^.

5 0.7 5.7.9
2+ - - -f. -I 4-

|2.3 '3.3- :4.33 ^

^8.5 1 3.5.7 1 3.5.7.9 1
The expression =2 +-^ . 3, +—^ . 33+

j^^

• 3-,

35 3 57 3 5 79
2 2 2'^ 2 2 ' 2 2;* 2 • 2 * 2 ' 2 2^

~ -%,^ • 3--J
"^ ~

[3
' ' 3^*

"^

\r • 3-»
"^

? \ ? ^ ^ £ "^

, 2 2r 2 * 2 /2\- 2 • 2 • 2 /2\3
= 1 + 1 •3^12-13) -^"-3--(3j+ -

^{}W^W

Example 3. If n is any positive integer, shew that the integral part of

(3 +v/7)" is an odd number.

Suppose 7 to denote the integral and/ the fractional part of (3 + ^^7)".

Then I+/=3»4- Ci3''-V7+ C,3'^--
. 7 + C3 3"-=*

(V7)=» + (1).

^"^ow 3-^/7 is positive and less than 1, therefore (3-^''7)"' is a proper

fraction ; denote it by /'

;

.-. /' = 3'^-Ci3"-V7 + C'.3«--. 7-C3 3»-3(^7)3^ (2).

Add together (1) and (2) ; the irrational terms disappear, and we have

I+/+/' = 2(3"+C2 3«-2.7+ ...)

— an even integer.

But since/ and/' are proper fractions their sum must be 1

;

.-. I=an odd integer.

EXAMPLES. XIV. c.

Find the coefficient of

3 — 5a;
1. j:'^'^ ill the expansion of ,_ -^ .//

(1 - xf IJ

2. «'- ni the expansion 01 — ..j
- .

» *f ^-^^
'

^
- ^^^

3 y- — 2
3. x'^ in the expansion of

^ ^^^ • y^

\.
^
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2 + A'+ jc^

4. Find the coefficient of j:'^ in the expansion of -—-^—ttt- .

5. Prove that ,^ - -

NJ 1 _ 1 ^ ^ • -^ i _ l-3>5 2_ 1.3.5.7 1 _ _ /2
2"2'*'2T4'22 2.4.6' 2-^ "^2. 4. 6. 8* 2* ••"VS*

6. Prove that 'A^ '> '

i
/o n

3 3 . 5 3 . 5 . 7 A.

7. Prove that r .^
^i 2;i.(2?^+ 2) 2?t(2?i+ 2)(2?^+ 4)

"^"3 "^ 3.6 "*" 3.6.9

fv-n

^-'
^ ^^

=^
l^
+ 3 + ~3T6~"^ "^7679 "^ r

8. Prove that

' 1^ + 7 + "7^4- +
~77l4V2l— + /^^

1
^ '

_4 |l -f - + -^^-- +
2T476~"J' •'••••J

•

p'^'^ 9. Prove that approximately, when x is very small,

(-«') "•
10. Shew that the integral part of (5 + 2 v^6/' is odd, if ii be a

positive integer.

11. Shew that the integral part of (8 + 3 .^^7)"' is otld, if n be a
-positive integer.

12. Find the coefficient of .r'* in the expansion of

(1 - 2.r-|- 3.(,-^ - 4.*.-=' + )
-».

.^
•

/ IX-*".
13. Shew that the middle term of ( .r + -

j
is equal to the coefficient

of ./;" in the expansion of (1 -Ax) ^" ^
.

14. Prove that the expansion of (1 —x^Y may be put into the form

(1 - xfl-k- ^iix (1 -xfj' - 2+ ?^-^!Ll?^ .f2 (1 _ .i.)3«
- 4 +
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w 1

15. Prove that the coefficient of x"- in the expansion,:
^

-— ^ is

Vii+ JC

1,0, - 1 according as n is of the formJ5/>i, 3ni—l, or ^w*^ !•

16. In the expansion of {a + h + c)^ find (1) the number of terms, /^v

(2) the sum of the coefficients of the terms. ^ /

17. Prove that if ii be an even integer,

18. If Co, Cj, Co, c,^ are the coefficients in the exi)ansion of

(1 +.c)", when 7i is a positive integer, prove that

^^ ^(1) ^.-o, + --<-3 + + ( - !}-..= ( - D- -^-|^^^ -,..^

(;^^ ^(2) <;„-2c,+ 3c2-4c3+ + (-!)"(«+ l;c„=0. V^^ '-A.

n

(3) Co2-Ci2+ c/-c32+ + (-l)"cv'= 0, or {-l)%;\

according as n is odd or even.
~'

19. If Sn denote the sum of the first ji natural numbers, prove that

-^^

Y (1) (l-A')-'=
fi
+ *V'+ %*'-' + +v^-"-i + ... ^a

J \ (2) 2(v-2n+ V2n-l+------ + «n*-n +
l)=-J5j2Yj-::j

.'

20. If ,„-p^_^^^). prove that '

(1 )
'' ^2n + 1 + ^y 1Yi'H+ ?2Y2n - 1 + + ^/h - 1?h + 2+ ^u^h + 1 = 2

<r . (2) 2{^2n-^M2u-l + y2^/2n-2+ + {- l^'
' Qn-l^n^ l)

21. Find the sum of the products, two at a time, of the coefficients .

in the expansion of (1 +.v)'\ when n is a positive niteger. .

22. If (7 + 4 Jsy=p-{- ^, where 7i and p are positive integers, and /i

a i)roper fraction, shew that (1 - ^) (^ + ^)= 1.

23. If Co, Ci, c^, c« are the coefficients in the expansion of

(1 +..^•)'^ where w is a positive integer, shew that

r
'2.? (-])»-ic,_ 11 1

'^"2 + 3" +
r^

^ + 2 + 3+ ^n



CHAPTER XV.

Multinomial Theorem.

194. We have already seen in Art. 175, how we may
apply the Binomial Theorem to obtain the expansion of a multi-

nomial expression. In the present chapter our object is not

so much to obtain the complete expansion of a multinomial as

to find the coefficient of any assigned term.

Example. Find the coefficient of a^b'^cW in the expansion of

{a + h + c + dy-^.

The expansion is the product of 14 factors each equal to a+b + c + d, and

every term in the expansion is of 14 dimensions, being a product formed by

taking one letter out of each of these factors. Thus to form the term a^b'-chi^,

we take a out of any four of the fourteen factors, b out of any tico of the re-

maining ten, c out of any three of the remaining eight. But the number of

ways in which this can be done is clearly equal to the numt)er of ways of ar-

ranging 14 letters when four of them must be a, two b, three c, and five d;

that is, equal to

1
14

,

, '—,
, ^ . [Art. 151.]

This is therefore the number of times in which the term a^b'-cH^ appears

m the final product, and consequently the coefficient required is 2522520.

195. To find the coefficient of any assigned term in the ex-

jmnsion of (a + b -f c -f d + ... )", ivhere p is a positive integer.

The expansion is the product of ;^ factors each equal to

a + b + c + d + ... y and every term in the expansion is formed by

taking one letter out of each of these j) factors ; and therefore

the number of ways in which any term cv^b^cyd^ . . . will appear

in the hnal product is equal to the number of ways of arranging

p letters when a of them must be a, (3 must be 6, y must be c;

and so on. That is,

\p
the coefficient of a'^b'^cyd^ ... is ,—roT-T^—

'

\a\l\y\8...

where a + fS + y + S + ... =^p.
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And, by Art. 195, the general term of the expansion of

(bx + ex- 4- dx^ + ...)''

|y8[y |8_...

where y8, y, 8 . . . are positive integers whose sum is p.

Hence the general term in the expansion of tlie given ex-

pression is

|_^|_y !8_...

M'here /3 + y + S + ... ^p.

197. Since {a -ir hx -\- cx' + dx^ + ..)" may be written in the

form
b c ^ d ^

1 +-X + -X-+-X +
a a a

it will be sufficient to consider the case in which the iirst term

of the multinomial is unity.

Thus the general term of

(1 + hx + cx- + dx'' + ...)"

n{n~ 1) (n-2) ... (n-;j+ 1)

where /3 -l- y + 8 + ...=p.

a;^+ 2y+ 3i-

Example. Find the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of

(1 - 3a: - 2x2 + 6x»)3.

The general term is

We have to obtain by trial all the positive integral values of /3, 7, 5 which

satisfy the equation /3 + 27 + 35 = 3; and then p is found from the equation

^=^ + ^ + 3. The required coefficient will be the sum of the corresponding

values of the expression (1).
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In finding /3, 7, 5, ... it will be best to commence by giving to 5 successive

integral values beginning with the greatest admissible. In the present case

the values are found to be

5=rl, 7 = 0, ^ = 0, ^ = 1;

5 = 0, 7 = 1, ^ = 1, ^, = 2;

5= 0, 7 = 0, p= S, p = 3.

Substituting these values in (1) the required coefficient

_ 4_4_4
3 3 " 3

•

198. Sometimes it is more expeditious to use the Binomial
Theorem.

Example. Find the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of (1 - 2x + 3x''^)~^.

The required coefficient is found by picking out the coefficient of x* from

the first few terms of the expansion of (1 - 2a; - 3x*)~^ by the Binomial
Theorem ; that is, from

1 + 8 (2a; - Sx^-) + 6 (2a; - 3x2)2 + 10 (2a- - Sx^-)^ + 15 (2a- - Sx'-)*
;

we stop at this term for all the other terms involve powers of x higher
than a:^.

The required coefficient= 6 . 9 + 10 . 3 (2)^ ( - 3) + lu (2)^

= -66.

EXAMPLES. XV.

Find the coefficient of

1. a^h^d^d in the expansion of {a-h — c+ dy^.

2. a-h^d in the expansion of (a+ 6 - c - c?)^

3. a^h^c in the expansion of (2a + 6 + 3c)''.

4. x-y^^ in the expansion of {ax - hy + czf.

5. afi in the expansion of (1 +3.T-2:r-)3.

6. xf^ in the expansion of (1 + 2.z'+ 3.r2)i'^.

7. x!^ in the expansion of (1 + 2.r - x'^J'.

8. ofi in the expansion of (1 - 2.r+ 3.^^ - 4^)*.
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Find the coefficient of

9. .1^^ in the expansion of (1 - 2.r+ 3.p2 - .r-» - .r'^)^

1

10. -c^ in the expansion of (1 -2.r+ 3.r-) -.

1

11. n^ in the expansion of (1 - 2.r+ 3.r- - 4r^)^.

12. .t^ in the expansion of ( 1 - "^ + ^ )
.

13. a-^ in the expansion of {'2.-Ax+Zx-)~'^.

14. x^ in the expansion of (1+4.^2+ 10.^4+ 20.^^) ^.

15. x^' in the expansion of (3 -- 1 5x^ + 1 S.t-'')
~ i.

1

16. Expand (1 - 2.r - 2.v-y as far as x-.

17. Expand ( 1 + 3.r2 - 6x^) ' ^ as far as .r\

4

18. Expand (8 - Q.i-^+ 1 8.-^*)^^ as far as x^.

19. If (1 + .r+ .r2+ +xfy= «o+ ^i-"^+ «2-'>'" + «np'^"^

prove that

(1) «o+ «i + a2+ +««p=(^+l)".

(2) a^ + 2«2 + 3«3 + + 7?jo . a„,,= - ?ijo {p + 1
)«.

20. If Oq, rtj, a2, «3 ... are the coefficients in order of the expansion
of (1 +x+ x^y\ prove that

<-a,2 + a,2-a32+ + (
_ i)n-i«2_^ = l«^^

|1 _(_ l)««j.

21. If the expansion of (1 +x+ a^)"'

be «o+ « ^x+ «.>^•2+ ... + « ^r'- + ... + r/.,,j.r2«,

shew that

ao+ «3+ «6 + ••• =«i + «4 + «r+ ••• =«2+%+ <^8+ •••
=3"-i.



CHAPTER XVL

Logarithms.

199. Definition. Tlie logarithm of any number to a given
base is the index of the power to which tlie base must be raised

in order to equal the given number. Thus if cc" = N^ x is called

the logarithm of N to tlie base a.

Examples. (1) Since 3^ = 81, the logarithm of 81 to base 3 is 4.

(2) Since 10^ = 10, 10—100, lO-'-^lOOO,

the natural numbers 1, 2, 3.... are respectively the logarithms of 10, 100,

1000, to base 10.

200. The logarithm of X to base a is usually written log^iV,

so that the same meaning is expressed by the two equations

a" = iV; ic-log.iV.

From these equations we deduce

an identity which is sometimes useful.

Example. Find the logarithm of 32^/4 to base 2^/2.

Let X be the required logarithm ; then,

by definition, (2 ^2)^= 32 4/4

;

hence, by equating the indices,

•.(2,
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201. When it is understood that a particular system of

logarithms is in use, the suffix denoting the base is omitted.

Thus in arithmetical calculations in \vhich 10 is the base, Ave

usually write log 2, log 3, instead of logj^2, logi^^S,

Any numljer might be taken as the base of logarithms, and

corresponding to any such base a system of logaritlims of all

numbers could be found. But before discussing the logarithmic

systems commonly used, we sliall prove some general propositions

which are true for all logarithms independently of any particular

202. The logarithm of 1 is 0.

For a^ = 1 for all values of a ; therefore log 1-^0, whatever

the base may be.

203. The logarithm of the base itself is 1.

For «' = a : therefore logoff = 1.

204. To find the logarithm of a jrrocluct.

Let MX be the product ; let a be the base of the system, and

suppose

so that a'=M, a^ = X.

Thus the product JfX = a"^ x a"

= «-;

whence, by detinition, log^ J/iV= ic 4- y

= \ogJf+\og^X.

Similarly, log^MXF= log^J/ + log^X + log, P:

and so on for any number of factors.

Example. log 42 = log (2 x 3 x 7)

= log 2 + log 3 + log 7.

205 . To fi ltd the logarithm of a fraction

.

M
Let -TT be the fraction, and suppose

x^lo^Jf. v/ = log,^.V:

so tilat a' = J/, a' = X.
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Thus the fraction -> ~ —y a"

M
Avlience, l>y deliiiition, 1

Example. log(4f) = log

lV

log J/ -log y

= log30-log7
= log (2 X 3 X 5) - log 7

= log 2 + log 3 + log 5 - log 7.

206. To jind the lofjarithm of a number rained to ant/ jMwer,

integral orfractional.

Let log^(J/'') be required, and suppose

X ^ log^ M, so that a' -^ J/

;

then J/'' = {a'Y

whence, by definition, log^(J/'') =]yx\

that is, log.(J/'')=i^log,J/.

Similarly, log. (J/'") =^
^7

log,, J/.

207. It follows from the results we liave proved that

(1) the logarithm of a product is equal to tlie sum of the

logarithms of its factors
;

(2) the logarithm of a fraction is equal to the logaritlim of

the numerator diminished by the logarithm of the denominator

;

(3) the logarithm of the ^/^ power of a number is ^j times the

logarithm of tlie number

;

(4) the logarithm of the r^^ root of a number is equal to -th

of the logarithm of the number.

Also we see that by the use of logaritlims the operations of

multiplication and division may be replaced by those of addition

and subtraction ; and the operations of involution and evolution

by tliose of multiplication and division.

H. H. A. 1-2
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Example 1. Express the logarithm of "^'^ in terms of log a, log /> and

logc.
3

3

= log a2 - log (c-^/>2j

3= - log a - (log c^ -T log Ir)

3
= - log a - 5 log c - 2 log ft.

Example 2. Find .c from the equation a* . c--^=6'^''"^

Taking logarithms of both sides, we have'

.r log a - 2x log c = (3.r + 1) log h
;

.-. X (log tt - 2 log c - 3 log h) ^ log &
;

log h

~ log a - 2 log c - 3 log ft

'

EXAMPLES. XVI. a.

Find the logarithms of

1. 16 to base s^2, and 1728 to base 2 ^3.

2. 125 to base 5 ^'5, and '25 to base 4.

3 — to base 2 ^^2, and "3 to base 9.

256

4. -0625 to ba.se 2, and 1000 to base -01.

5. -0001 to base -001, and 'i to base 9^/3.

7T 1
3/713

a/ a^ , -] , ^ cf 2 to base a.6.

a-

7. Find the value of

log8l28, loge^y^, log27
8i.

^og^^'^^^2.

Express the following seven logarithms in terms of loga, log6, and

logc.

8. \og{s'^'f. 9. lo^ii'a'-x^'h^). 10. log(N^^^63).
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11. \o<i{s'a-^hy.s'ab-^). 12. log^.v^a-^/i^^N^fe^/a)

13. log 1. 11 1 rU^'^'^y • /^"'^'V)

15. Shew that log^^j^ - \ logo - \ log2 - 1 log 3.

16. Simplify log\/ 729 V 9-1.27 3.

17. Prove that lug[^ - 2 log^ + log||:^log2.

Solve the following equatious

:

18. a^-c6-^. 19. d^.h^^c'.

^1
., 21. d^.h^'J= nv>

20. j,-_-,=.^

22. If ^og{x-y'^)= a, aud lug- = 6, tiiid log./; aud logy.

23. If a3 - ^
.
6'*- a' +^ h^, shew that .>; log ^- ^ = log a.

24. Solve the equation

Common Logarithms.

208. Logarithms to the base 10 are called Common Logar-
ithms; this system was tirst introduced, in 1615, by Briggs, a

contemporary of Xapier the inventor of logarithms.

From the equation 10' = 3', it is evident that common logar-

ithms will not in general be integral, and that they will not

always be positive.

For instance 3151: > 10' and < 10\;

,-. log 3151: -= 3 -r a fraction.

12—2
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Again, -06 > lO""^ and < 10"^:

. •. log '06 = - 2 4- a fraction.

209. Definition. The integral part of a logarithm is called

the characteristic, and the decimal part is called the mantissa.

The characteristic of the logarithm of any number to the

base 10 can be written down by inspection, as we shall now shew.

210. To determine the cliaracteriatic of the logarithm of any

number greater than unity.

Since 10' -10,

10^ = 100,

10^^ = 1000,

it follows that a number with two digits in its integral jjart lies

between 10' and 10"'; a number with three digits in its integral

part lies between 10' and 10^; and so on. Hence a number
with n digits in its integral part lies between 10""' and 10".

Let N be a number whose integral part contains n digits:

then

V— 1 A(>i-1) -r a fraction.

.-. log iV= {n - 1) + a fraction.

Hence the characteristic is n-\ \ that is, tlce characteristic of

the logarithm of a number greater than unity is less by one than

the number of digits in its integral j^cirt, and is positive.

211. To determine the cliaracteristic of the logarithm of a

decimal fraction.

Since 10"-
1,

10-- 4. -01,
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it follows that ca decimal with one cipher iniiiiecliately after the

decimal point, such as -0324, being greater than -01 and less

than "1, lies between 10~" and 10"'; a number with two ciphers

after the decimal point lies between 10~^ and 10"'; and so on.

Hence a decimal fraction with n cipliers immediately after the

decimal point lies between 10"'""^" and 10~".

Let D be a decimal beginning with n ciphers ; then

T\ _-\r\-{n+\) + -A fraction
.

.'. log i> = — (ti 4- 1 ) 4- a fraction.

Hence the characteristic is — (?n- 1 ) ; that is, the characteristic

of the logarithm of a decimal fraction is greater hy iinity than the

number of ciphers immediately after the decimal point, and is

negative.

212. The logarithms to base 10 of all integers from 1 to

200000 have been found and tabulated ; in most Tables they are

given to seven places of decimals. This is the system in practical

use, and it has two gi'eat advantages :

(1) From the results already proved it is evident that the

characteristics can be written down by inspection, so that only

the mantissa? have to be registered in tlie Tables.

(2) The mantissa? are the same for the logarithms of all

numbers which have the same significant digits ; so that it is

sufficient to tabulate the mantissas of tlie logarithms of integers.

This proposition we proceed to prove.

213. Let ^^ be any number, then since multiplying or

dividing by a power of 10 merely alters the position of the

decimal point without changing the sequence of figures, it follows

that i\^x lO'', and jV — 10', wliere ]) and q are any integers, are

numbers whose significant digits are the same as those of X.

Now log (^Y X 1 0'') = log X +p log 1

= \ogX + p (1).

Again, log (X- 1 0') - logX - ^ log 1

-\osX-q (2).

In (1) an integer is added to logX, and in (2) an integer is

subtracted from log X ; that is, the mantissa or decimal portion

of the logarithm remains unaltered.
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In tliis and the three preceding articles the mantissae have

been supposed positive. In order to secure tlie advantages of

Briggs' system, we arrange our work so as always to keep the

mantissa jwsitire, so tliat when the mantissa of any logarithm

has lieen taken from the Tables the characteristic is pretixed

witli its appropriate sign according to the rules already given.

214. In the case of a negative logarithm the minus sign is

written over the characteristic, and not before it, to indicate that

the characteristic alone is negative, and not the whole expression.

ThusT-30103, the logarithm of -0002, is equivalent to -4 + -30103,

and must be distinguished from - 430103, an expression in which

both the integer and the decimal are negative. In working with

neofative lojrarithms an arithmetical artifice will sometimes be

necessary in order to make the mantissa positive. For instance,

a result such as - 3-G9897, in which the whole expression is

negative, may be transformed by subtracting 1 from the

characteristic and adding 1 to the mantissa. Thus

- 3-69897 ^ - 4 + (1 - -69897) = 4-30103.

Other cases will be noticed in the Examples.

Example 1. Required the logarithm of -0002432.

In the Tables we find that 3859636 is the mantissa of log 2432 (the

decimal point as well as the characteristic being omitted) ; and, by Art. 211,

the characteristic of the logarithm of the given number is - 4

;

.-. log •0002432 = 4-3859636.

Example 2. Find the value of ^/•00000165, given

log 165 = 2-2174839, log 6974-24=5-84.84968.

Let .T denote the value required ; then

\ 1
log a; = log (-00000165)^ = p log (-00000165)

o

= \ (6-2174839)

;

the mantissa of log -00000165 being the same as that of log 165, and the

characteristic being prefixed by the rule.

Now I (6-2174839) = ^ (lo + 4-2174839)

= 2-8434968
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and -8434968 is the mantissa of log G97424; hence x is a number consisting
of these same digits but with one cipher after the decimal point. [Art. 211.]

Thus .r = -0697424.

215. Tlie inetliod of calculating logarithms will be explained
in the next chapter, and it will there be seen that they are first

found to another base, and then transformed into common loga-

rithms to base 10.

It will therefore be necessary to investigate a method for

transforming a system of logarithms having a given base to a
new system with a different base.

216. Suppose that the logarithms of all numbers to base a
are known and tabulated, it is required to find the logarithms
to base b.

Let JV be any numl)er whose logarithm to base b is re-

quired.

Let y - logjiV", so that b'' =- X

;

••• log.{6") = log,iA^;

that is, y loga^ ^ \og^X

;

y ^'
i 7 X lo*? X,
log^i "^^ '

<^^
^^«*^^'=i^;;76'^^''-^^^

(^)-

Now since X and b are given, log^iV and log^i are known
from the Tables, and thus log^xV" may be found.

Hence it appears that to transform logarithms from base a

to base b we have only to multiply them all bv :; : ; this is a
\ log,^6^

constant quantity and is given by the Tables ; it is known as the

7/iodulus.

217. In equation (1) of the preceding article put « for ^A';

thus

io^.a = f— , X locf a = - , ;*' log^6 ="' log^6'

log.a X log & ^ 1.
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This result may also he proved directly as follows

:

Let X = logJ>, so tliat a' -h
;

then by taking logaritlims to base h, we liave

X log/fc = log,?>

= 1;

log^^ X log/f, = 1.

218. The following examples will illustrate the utility of

logarithms in facilitating aritlimetical calculation ; but for in-

formation as to the use of Logarithmic Tables the reader is

referred to works on Trigonometry.

4 5

Example 1. Given log 3 = -4771213, find log {{2-lf x (•81)^'-^(90)4}.

27 4 81 5
The required value = 3 logy^ -f - log _ - ^ log 90

:=3(log33-l)+|(log34-2)-^(log3-+l)

log 3 - 5i^
10

= 4-6280766 -5-85

= 2-7780766.

The student should notice that the logarithm of 5 and its

powers can always Ije obtained from log 2 ; thus

log 5 = log \ = log 10 - log 2 = 1 - log 2.

Example 2. Find the number of digits in 875^^, given

log 2 = -3010300, log 7 = -8450980.

log (87o'fi) = 16 log (7x125)

= 16 (log 7+3 log 5)

= 16 (log 7 + 3 -3 log 2)

= 16x2 9420080

= 47-072128;

hence the number of digits is 48. [Art. 210.]
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Example 3. Given log 2 and log 3, find to two places of decimals the
value of X from the equation

Taking logarithms of both sides, we have

(3 - 4a:) log 6 + (.r + 5) log4 = log 8;

.-. (3 - 4x) (log 2 + log 3) + (.r + 5) 2 log 2 = 3 log 2

;

.-. 0- ( - 4 log2 - 4 log 3 + 2 log 2) = 3 log 2 - 3 log 2 - 31og 3 - 10 log 2;

_ 101og2 + 31og 3
~ 2 log 2 + 4 log 3

_ 4-4416639

~2'5105452

= 1-77...

EXAMPLES. XVI. b.

1. Find, by inspection, the characteristics of the logarithms of
21735, 23-8, 350, -035, % -87, '875.

2. The mantissa of log 7623 is '8821259 ; write down the h )garithms
of 7-623, 762-3, -007623, 76230(J, •00<JO07623.

3. How many digits are there in the integral part of the numljers
whose logarithms are r&spectively

4-30103, 1-4771213, 369897, -56515?

4. Give the position of the first significant figure in tlie numbers
whose logarithms are

2-7781513, -6910815, 5-4871384.

Given log 2 = -3010300, log3= -4771213, log 7 = -8450980, find the
value of

7. log -128.

10. log4§.

13. logN^-0105.

14. Find the seventh root of -00324, having given that

log 44092388 = 7-6443636.

15. Given log 194-8445 = 2-2896883, find the eleventh root of (39-2)2.

5.
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16. Fiiul the product of 37-203, 3-7203, -0037203, 372030, liaving

given that

log 37-203= 1 -5700780, and log 191 5631 = 6-2823120.

17. Given log 2 and log 3, find log^(^^)

18. Given log 2 and log 3, find log(\^48 x lOS''-^ J;'6).

19. Calculate to six decimal places the value of

7(
^294 X 125Y
, 42 X 32 ;

'

given log 2, log 3, log 7; also log 9076-226 = 3-9579053.

20. Calculate to six places of decimals the value of

(330-^49)^-^^^'2x70;

given log 2, log 3, log 7 ; also

log 11 = 1-0413927, and logl7814-1516 = 4'2507651.

21. Find the number of digits in 3'^ x 2^.

/2i\ioo
22. Shew that ( —

)
is greater than 100.

23. Determine how many ciphers there are between the decimal©Km

Solve the following equations, having given log 2, log 3, and log 7.

24. 3^-2 = 5. 25. 5^= 101 26. 5^-3^= 2* + ^

27. 2P= 22* + i.5^. 28. 2^. 6*-
-= 52^. 7^-^.

29. 2^-*-!' = 6^ ] 30. .3i-ar-!/= 4-y
|

31. (^iven logio2
= -30103, find log.- 200.

32. Given logio2 = -30103, logi„T = -84509, find log-x/2 and logV-2 V.



CHAPTER XVII.

EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITH^[IC SERIES.

219, In Cliap. x\i. it wa.s stated that tlie logarithms in

common use were not found directly, but that logaritlims are

tirst found to another base, and then transformed to base 10.

In the present cliapter we shall prove certain formulae known
as the Exponential and Logarithmic Series, and give a brief ex-

planation of tlie way in wliich they are used in constructing a

table of logarithms.

220. To expand a' in ascpnding powers of x.

By the Binomial Tlieorem, (/' n is greater than 1,

(•!.)

1 nx (nx — 1 ) 1 nx lax — 1) (nx — 2) I

n 2 n \6 ii

X [x - -\ X Ix ]{x--\
\+x + j^ '11 +

A

-'liX—d^ (1).

By putting x-^\, we obtain

But (-^' -!(%');
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hence tlie series (1) is the x^^ power of the series (2); that is,

1 + 1 + ——- 4-

^ ja

and tliis is true however great n may l)e. If tlierefore n be

indefinitely increased we have

I +x + ~ +— +--+ = 1 + 1+--+ — -i-— + .

J lie series 1+1 + - +rQ'+-r+
'_f. L^ iJ

is usually denoted by f
; hence

:*;- a;^ x*

W)ite ex for x, then

,- = l + ex + -^+^+
Now let e' — a, so that c ^ log/t ; by substituting for c we

obtain

a' - 1 n'- X loor « + —^-^^ +—^ ^' ' +

This is the Exponential Theorem.

Cor. AVhen n is infinite, the /iw^/^ of ( 1 + -
) ~e.

\ n)

[See Art. 266.]

Also as in the preceding investigation, it may be shewn that

when n is indefinitely increased,

(x\^ , X- -JO' X
1 + -) =1+0?+— + — + — +

x^ a? X*
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that is, Avhen n is iiilinite, tlie limit of M --
)
— e'.

By puttinj; - — , we have

1\-""
IY-, i\'"l

(-3^(-,;) =(('-,a

Xow 7?i is intinite when n is intinite

thus the limit of I 1 —-) — e'
11/

1

,itof (1-3'

Hence the limit of ( 1 - -
)
— e"'.

221. In the preceding article no restriction is placed upon

the value of x; also since -- is less than unity, the expansions we

have used give results arithmetically intelligible. [Art. 183.]

But there is another point in the foregoing proof which
deserves notice. We have assumed that when ti is infinite

J.

the limit of

,(,_!) (.,._r')...(,-„._!:^)
,

\ n' V. n! \ n J . x'

Jbr all values of r.

Let us denote the value of

bv u

Then
u^ \ ( r-\\x 1 _ 1

iL r \ n J r u nr

'

Since /I is intinite, we have

u^ X X—— — - : that IS, u — - u _,

.

IL_^ r
r ^ r i

It is clear that the limit of ?/, is ~\ hence the limit of n..^ is

3? , . x^

^
. X

-^; that of V. is —-
: and generallv tliat of u is ,— .
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222. The series

1 1 1 1 1

@'"I^/"P'"
'

which Ave Imve denoted by e, is very important as it is the base

to Avliich logarithms are first calculated. Logarithms to this

base are known as the Napierian system, so named after Napier

their inventor. They are also called natural logarithms from the

fact that they are the first logarithms which naturally come into

consideration in algebraical investigations.

When logarithms are used in theoretical work it is to be

remembered that the base e is always understood, just as in

arithmetical work the base 10 is invariably employed.

From the series tlie approximate value of e can be determined

to any required degree of accuracy ; to 10 places of decimals it is

found to be 2-7182818281.

Example 1. Find the sum of the infinite series

, 1 1 1
l +

J2+|I+(6_+

Wehave ,^i + i+ ^+
i^+

^+ ;

and by putting x = - 1 in the series for e'^,

•^"'=1-1+11-11+11-

.-. . + .-'= 2(l+i + i + i+ )'

hence the sum of the series is - (e + e~^).

1 — ax — x^
Example 2. Find the coeflBlcient of x^ in the expansion of

^
.

e'

\-ax-x-
^^—={l'ax-x'^)c ^

= (l-ax-.r2) \l-x + ~^-'^^ + ...+'—^ +
I
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The coemcient required = —-, —,-^—

,

~r ^
|r |r- 1 jr-2

^S-^-{l + ar-r(r-l)}.

223. 7o expand logg(l + x) in ascending powers of yi.

From Art. 220,

a^ ^ i + y loge a + ^^'9'"" *"
Ts

"^

In this series write 1 + x for a ; thus

(1 +xy

= 1 + y loge ( 1 + ^•) + ^ {log. (1 + X')r + ^ {loge (1 + X)Y + . . . (1).

Also by the Binomial Theorem, when x < 1 we have

Now in (2) tlie coefficient of y is

,. ,(-1)^., (-!)(- 2)^., (-!)(- 2)(-3)

that IS, ^' - o + ^ - -7 +
2 4:

Equate this to the coefficient oi y in (1) ; thus we have

log,(l+a;)-a;--2 + 3
~ T

"^

This is known as the Logarithmic Series.

Example. If a; < 1, expand {log, (1 + x)Y in ascending powers of x.

By equating the coefficients of y^ in the series (1) and (2), we see that the
required expansion is double the coefficient of y- in

?/(?/-!) ^2
,y(y-l)(y-2) , y(y-l)

(y-2)(y-3)

that is, double the coefficient of y in

1.2''+ 1.2.3 "" + rT2T3^Tl """^

Thus {Iog.(l+x)}-2i^x=-l(l + i).3^^1^1 +
l).^_

}
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22-4. Except when x is very small the series for log^(l + x)

is of little use for numerical calculations. We can, however,

deduce from it other series by the aid of which Tables of Logar-

ithms may be constructed.

By writinii: - for .*j we obtain lo'f —'-—
; hence

log.(M+l)-log,M=.J^-^, + 3-5^3- (1).

By writing for x we obtain log^ ; hence, by changing

signs on both sides of the equation,

^ ,
-.1 1

Innr » — loif ( )>. — M — — 4- 4-

from (1) and (2) by addition,

log,(« . 1
) - log.(. - 1) = o (1 , _L^ , __1„ , . .

.

) (3).

From this formula by putting n^Z Ave obtain log^-i - log^2,

that is logg 2 ; and by effecting the calculation we tind that the

value of logg2:^ -69314718...; whence log^8 is known.

Again by putting m -- 9 we obtain log^lO - loi^^S; whence we
findlog,10-2-30258509....

To convert Napierian logarithms into logarithms to base 10

we multiply by ^1 ^- . , which is the modulus [Art. 216] of the

common system, and its value is —
, or ••13129118...;

we shall denote this modulus by /x.

In the rroceedinys of the Royal Society of London, Vol. xxvii.

page 88, Professor J. C. Adams has given the \alues of e, fx,

logg 2, logg 3, logg 5 to more than 260 places of decimals.

225. If we nmltiply the above series throughout by /x, we
obtain formulaj adapted to the calculation of common loyarithnis.

Thus from (1), ;x log,(M + 1) - /x log,;i - ^ - ^^ ^ -^ - ...
-

It w/6 Oit
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that is,

iog,> + l)-log,„«^^-^4+3^^.- (1).

Similarly from (2),

log.„«-log,>-l) = ^.^..3^3- (2).

From either of the above results we see that if the logarithm

of one of two conseeuti\e numbers be known, the logarithm of

the other may be found, and thus a table of logarithms can be

constructed.

It should be remarked that the above formuhe are only needed

to calculate the logarithms of jjrhne numbers, for the logarithm

of a comj^osiie number may be obtained by adding together the

logarithms of its component factors.

In order to calculate the logarithm of any one of the smaller

prime numbers, we do not usually substitute the number in either

of the formulae (1) or (2), but Ave endeavour to find some Aalue

of n by which division may be easily performed, and such that

either n+\ or ?i — 1 contains the given number as a factor. AVe
then find log(n+l) or log(/i— 1) and deduce the logarithm of

the given number.

Example. Calculate log 2 and log 3, given fx
— •43i29448.

By putting n = 10 in (2), we have the value of log 10 -log 9; thus

1 - 2 log 3 = -043429448 + -002171472 + -000144765 + -000010857

-r -000000868 + -000000072 -f -000000006 ;

1-2 log 3 = -045757488,

log 3 = -477121256.

Putting ;i= 80 in (1), we obtain log 81 -log 80; thus

4 log 3 - 3 log 2 - 1 = -005428681 - -000033929 + -000000283 - -000000003

;

3 log 2 = -908485024 - -005395032,

log 2= -301029997.

In the next article we shall give another series for

logg (?i + 1) — logg9i which is often useful in the construction of

Logarithmic TalDles. For further information on the subject the

reader is referred to Mr Glaisher's article on Logarithms in the

Encycloixtdia Britannica.

H. H. A. 13
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'226. Ill Alt, 223 we have proved that

log,(l +x)=x--^+ 3-...;

changing x into - x, we have

l0ge(l -•'«)= -a^-|-|----.

By subtraction,

I +x ^ / x-" x' \

put , =
, so that X = 7;^ ;r ; we thus obtain

I ~x n 2?^ + 1

log,(„ + 1) - log.™ = 2{2^ + --i^^^3 + 5(2^iy + ...}.

Note. This series converges very rapidlj% but in practice is not always
so convenient as the series in Art. 224.

227. The following examples illustrate the sul)ject of the

eliapter.

F.xample 1. If a, /3 are the roots of the equation ax~-{-hx + c = 0, shew

that log(a-?>.r + cx2)=loga+(a + |3).T-'~^".T2 + '5-i^a;3-...

h c
Since a-\-3— — , aj3= -

, we have

a - hx + cx- = a {l + {a + ^) x + ajSx-]

= a{l + ax){l+^x).

.-. log (a- /at + ca;-) = log a + log {1 + ax) + \og {1 + ^x)

= loga + a.r- ^ + _^_ _ ... +^.t - ^.f^ - - ...

= \oga + {a + ^)x -^ x- + —^" x^- ...

Example 2. Prove that the coefficient of .r" in the expansion of

2 1
log (1 + r + J"-) is — or - according as n is or is not a multiple of 3.

log (1 + a: + rr2) = log --— = log (1 - x^) - log (1 - x)

__ , X" a-" X'
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If ;i is a multiple of 3, denote it by 3/-; then the coefficient of x" is -

-

r

from the first series, together with -- from the second series; that is, the
or

3 1 2
coefficient is f-

-
, or - -

.

n n n

If n is not a multiple of 3, .x" does not occur in the first series, therefore

the required coefficient is - .

n

228. To jy^'ove that e is incommensurabh.

For if not, let e = —
, where m and n are positi\e integers

;

.1
>/i , , 1 1 11

then — = 1 + 1+-+— +... + — +
:

. + . . .

.

n jji jo 71 :n+ 1

multiply both sides by \n'y

1 1 1
.
•. Ill n—\= intecfer +

71+1 • (h + 1)(7i+2) (/i+])(7i+2)(7i+3) •

^ J_ ^
1 1

" n+1 "^(h+1)(/i+ 2) ^(7i+l)(w+2)(/4 + 3)'^""

is a proper fraction, for it is greater tlian r- and less than the

geometrical progression

1 1^ 1

71 + 1
^ (m+i7^ (^ +

1)'"^ ""'

that is, less than ; hence an integer is equal to an integer plus

a fraction, which is absurd ; therefore e is incommensurable.

EXAMPLES. XVII.

1. Find the value of

,11111
^-2+3-4+5-6+-

2. Find the value of

1 1 1_

13-—

2

2 2.2-''^3.2=^ 4.2*'^5.2» "
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15. Express - (e''^+ e~'-^) in ascending powers of .v, where {=\^ — 1.

r h- h^ A« 1

17. Jt' a and ^ be the roots of .r--joA'+ ^ = 0, shew that

18. If .v< 1, find the sum of the series

1 ., 2 , .3 , 4 .

19. Shew that

1 1 1

(-9I0-I + - -1
2(7i+ l) 2.3(?i + l)2 3.4(?t+l)3

20. If log,:j—

^

;—

5

^ be expanded in a series of ascending
l+A-+ A'-+ .i>

powers of .r, shew that the coefficient of a'" is if n be odd, or of

the form 4w2,+ 2, and - if '/i be of the form 4m.
' n

21. Shew that

22. Prove that

23 3-^ 43

2 log,7i-log, (71+ 1) -log, {n-^) = \^ + g^ + ^6+ - •

23. Shew that ^J-^ + ^^^^ +^^+ ...

?i 2?i2 3/1^

9 94 81
24. If log, ^ == - «, log,

I5
= - ?^ log.

gQ
= '^, «hew that

log, 2 = 7« - 2/^ + 3^-, log, 3 = 1 1 r< _ 3^> + 5c, log, 5 = 1 6r^ - 4/) + 7^

;

and calculate log, 2, log, 3, log, 5 to 8 places of decimals.



CHAPTER XVIII.

INTEREST AND ANNUITIES.

229. In this chapter ^\e shall explain how the solution of

questions connected with Interest and Discount may be simplitied

by the use of algebraical formulae.

We shall use the terms Interest, Discount, Frese^it Value in^

their ordinary arithmetical sense] but instead of taking as the

rate of interest the interest on ^100 for one year, we shall find it

more convenient to take the interest on £1 for one year.

230. To find the interest a7id amount of a given sum in a

given time at siinj)le inte^^est.

Let P be the priucipaLin pounds, r jihe interest of £1 for one

yea r, n the number of years, / the interest, and M "

Die amount.

The interest of^ for one year is(\Avand therefore for n years

is Pnr ; that is,

Jl = Pnr (1).

Also M^P^Lx

that is, __^^/= ^(l.t!"') (2)-

From (1) and (2) we see that if of the quantities P, n, ?*, /,

or P, n, r, J/, any tliree be given the fourth may be found.

231. Tofind the jyresent value and discount of a given sum
due in a given time, allowing simple interest.

Let P be the given sum, V the present value, D the discount,

r tlie interest of £1 for one year, n the number of years.
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Since V is the sum which put out to interest at the present

time will in n years amount to /*, we have

F= V(l+nr);

And
1 + nr

'

Note. The value of D giveu by this equation is called the true discount.

But injDoctice when a sum of money is paid before it is due, il is cusloiuaTy^

to deduct the interest on the debl'm'stead of the true discount, and the

mbhey so deducted is called the banker i diiCiLunt; so that ^
Banker's Discount = i^/(/'.

Pnr
True Discount = ,

.

l~nr

Example. The difference between the true discount and the banker's

discount on £1900 paid 4 months before it is due is 6«. 8d.; find the rate

per cent., simple interest being allowed.

Let r denote the interest on £1 for one vear; then the bankers discount

1900/-

is —^— , and the true discount is
-,

.

1900/-

lOOOr 3 1
•"*

3 ,1 ^3'

whence 1900;-= 3 + >-;

_l^Vl + 22800_ 1^151
•'* **"

3800 ~ 3800 •

152 1
Rejecting the negative value, we have ''= ^37^ = ^ ;

oovJO Jo

.-. rate per cent. = 100/- = 4.

232. To^/id the interest ami amount of a given sum in a

given time at compound interest.
"

'

Let P denote the principal, R the amount of XI.

i

n oi^year^
n the number ot' years, I iEe interest, and JI tlie amount.
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The amount of P at the end of tlie first year is PR ; and, since

tliis is the principal for the second year, the amount at the end of

the second year is PR x R or PR'. Similarly the amount at the

end of the third year is P/i^, and so on ; hence the amount in

n years is PR" ; that is,

.-. I^P(R"-1}.

Note. If r denote the interest on £1 for one year, ^e have

R = l + r.

233, In business transactions when the time contains a

fraction of a year it is usual to allow simple interest for the

fraction of the year. Thus the amount of .£1 in J year is

reckoned 1 + -^ ; and the amount of P in -41 years at compound

interest is PR* (1 +^rj. Similarly the amount of P in

?i + - years is PR" ( 1 + — )

.

m

"

\ rnj

If the interest is payable more than once a year there is a

distinction between the nominal annual rate of interest and that

actually received, which may be called the true annual rate ; thus

if the interest is payable twice a year, and if r is the nxyminal

qr

annual rate of interest, the amount of £1 in half a year is 1 +-
,

and therefore in the whole year the amount of £1 is (l+-j,

r~
or 1 + r + — ; so that the true annual rate of interest is

4

^34. If the interest is payable q times a year, and if r is

^the nominal annual rate, the interest on £1 for each interval is

r
-

, and tlierefore the amount of P in n years, or qn intervals, is

In this case tlie interest is said to be "converted into principal

'

g times a year.
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If the interest is convertible into principal e\ery moment,
then q becomes infinitely great. To find the value of the amount,

T 1
put - = -

, so that q = rx\ thus

the amount ^ P {l +-Y' - p{\ + iY"= P ^ {\ + iVT

^ Fe"\ [Art. 220, Cor.,]

since x is infinite when q is infinite.

235. To jind the present value and discount of a yiven sum
due in a given time, allowing compound iyiterest.

Let P be the given sum, V the present value, D the discount,

R the amount of £1 for one year, n the number of years.

Since V is the sum which, put out to interest at the present

time, will in n years amount to P, we have

P=VR';

and D = P{1-P-").

Example. The present value of £672 due in a certain time is £126; if

compound interest at -4^ per cent, be allcwed, find the time ; having given

log 2= -30103, log 3= -47712.

Let n be the number of years ; "then

672 = 126
24

, 25 , 672
•••"^°^

24= ^°^ 126'

, 100 , 16
"^°^96=^^°-3-'

.-. n (log 100 - log 96) = log 16 - log 3,

4 log 2 - log 3

^~2^ 5 log 2 -log 3

•72700

-01773

thus the time is very nearly 41 years.

41, very nearly
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EXAMPLES. XVIII. a.

When required the following logarithms may be used.

log2^Q10300^. log a-= -477] 2T3,'

10^7^450980, logll = 1-0413927.

1. Find the amount of ,£100 in 50 years, at 5 per cent, compound
interest; given log 11 4-674= 2'0594650.

2. At simple interest the interest on a certain sum of money is

£90, and the discount on the same sum for the same time and at the

same rate is £80 ; find the sum.

3. In how many years will a sum of money double itself at 5 per

cent, compound interest I

4. Find, correct to a farthing, the present value of £10000 due

8 years hence at 5 per cent, compoinid interest
;
given

/(^ log 67683-94 = 4-8304^6^

'< ^ 5. In how many years will £1000 become £2500 at 10 per cent,

compound interest 1

\ 6. Shew that at simple interest the discount is half the harmonic

"^inean between the sum due and the interest on it.

7. Shew that money will increase more than a hundredfold in

a century at 5 per cent, compound interest.

8. What sum of money at 6 per cent, compound interest will

amount to £1000 in 12 years / Given

log 106= 2-0253059, log 49697 = 4'6963292.

9. A man borrows £600 from a money-lender, and the bill is

renewed every half-vear at an increase of 18 per cent. : what time will

elapse before it reaches £6000 ? Given log 118 = 2-071882.

10. AVhat is the amount of a farthing in 200 years at 6 per cent,

compound interest ? Given log 106= 2-0253059, log 11 5' 1270 = 2 -061 1800.

Annuities.

236. An annuity is a fixed sum paid periodically under

certain stated conditions ; the payment may be made either once

a year or at more frequent intervals. Unless it is otherwise

stated we shall suppose tlie payments annual.

An annuity certain is an annuity payable for a fixed tei*m of

years independent of any contingency ; a life annuity is an

annuity which is payable during the lifetime of a person, or of

the survivor of a number of persons.
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A deferred annuity, or reversion, is an annuity Avliitli does

^.Jlot_beo[in_ until after the lapse. o^ a certain number of years; and
-;;;_J^"when the annuity is deferred for // } ^^lr.s, it is said to commence

after ?4 yearv^LntT t he. fi rst payment i- made at tlie end of n - 1

years.
~'

If the annuity is to continue for ever it is called a perpetuity
;

if it does not commence at once it is called a deferred perpetuity.

An annuity left unpaid for a certain number of years is said

to be forborne for that number of years.

237. Tojind the amount of an annuity left unpaidfor a fictu
number of years^ allowinff djn^interest.

Let A be the annuity, ;• the interest^

o

f ,£1 for _ODii^tlijJV?LtJlg_

number of years, M tlfe amouiit.
.

/

At the end of the first y^aiv^is due,^nd the amount of this

sum in the remaining ?i_^ 1 years is A - (m — 1) rA ; at the end of

the second year another' ^^ is cTue, and~tlie amount of this sum in

the remaining (?i— 2) years is A + (^ii — '2) rA ; and so on. Now
J/ is the sum of all these amounts

;

.-. M={A + (n- l)rA} - {A -f (n-2) rA] -f + {A -. rA) -r A,

the series consistin^j of ?i terms :

tlL.

M=7iA +(l + 2-f3-f +n

nA +—^-- -rA.

238. 2o find the amount of an annuity left unpaid tor a
fjiven nuyamr of years^ aUo vj ing^jioMpound-ziile.rpM .

Let A be the annuity, Ji the amount of £1 for one year, n
the number of years, Jf the amount.

At the end of the first year A is due, and tlie amount of this

sum in the remaining m— 1 years is AB"~^ ; at the end of the

second year another A is due, and the amount of this sum in the

remaining n - 2 years is AH"'-; and so on.

.-. Jf^AR- +AR'-'+ +AJf^AJl + A

^A{\ +R ^ Pr+ to H terms)
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239. In finding the present value of annuities it is always
customary to reckon compound interest; the results obtained

when simple interest is reckoned being contradictory and un-

trustworthy. On this point and for further information on the

subject of annuities the reader may consult the Text-books of the

Institute of Actuaries, Parts I. and II., and the article Annuities
y^y^~^ in the U7ic?/clopcedia Britannica.

9 240. To-^nd the present vaLus of an jLLnnuityJtocoutinite for
a_^v&rijrijm;^7io^ allowing compound interest.

Let A be the annuity,* R the amount of £1 in one year, n
tlie^iumber oFvearsrF the requireypresent value." ~

The present value of A due in 1 year is AK~^
;

the present value of A due in 2 years i^ AR~-

;

the present value of A due in 3 years is AR~^

;

and so on, [Art. 235.]

Now V is the sum of /the present values of the different

payments

;

, ^ ->l

.-. V=AR;^+AR:' + AR-^+ ftoyiterms—A?

1 — Jx ^

Note. This result may also be obtained by dividing the value of M,
given in Art. 238, by R». [Art. 232.]

CoR. If we make n infinite we obtain for the present value

of a perjjetuity

R-\ r'

241. If iaA is the present value of an annuity A^ the annuity

is said to be worth m years' purchase.

In tlie case of a perpetual annuity niA = —
; lience

1 100m^ -
r rate per cent.

'
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that is, the niinil^er of yeai.s' pux-chasa of a perpetual annuity is

obtajnecTljy_di} icliug 100 by the rate per cent.
.

As instances of perpetual aniuiitir^ \\ c luay luentiou the
income arising from investments in irredeemable Stocks sucli as

many Government Securities, Corporation Stocks, and Raihvay
Debentures. A good test of tlie credit of a Go^'er^ment is fur-

nished by the number of years' purchase of its Stocks ; thus the

2^ p. c. Consols at 90 are worth 36 years' purchase ; Egyptian
•i p. c. Stock at 96 is worth 24 years' purchase; while Austrian
5 p. c. Stock at 80 is only worth 16 years' purchase.

242. To jiud the, prtseut value of a deftrred^annuitij to

commence at_ihe end of_ p years and JOjcmUinue for n j/ears, cdloic-

ing compound interest.

Let A be tlie annuity, R the amount of £1 in <in^' yi ;a\ ]^ the

pxesentvalilil

The lirst payment is made at the end of (jp f 1 ) years.—
[Art. 236rr

Hence the present values of the first, second, third... pay-

ments are respectively

AR-'^^'\ AR-''^'\ AR-''^^\ ...

.-. jr= ^Jg-<^^'>+_^^:^^^'^d- AR-'^^''+ to n terms

AR-^ AR-''-"

R-l R-l

Cor. The present % alue of a deferred^rpetuiti/ to commence
after ]) years is given by the formula

.. AR-''

R~^'

/ 243. A freehold estate is an estate which yields a perpetual

annuity called the reni: and thus the value of the estate is equal

to the present value of a perpetuity equal to the rent.

It follows from Art. 241 that if we know the number of years'

purchase that a tenant pays in order to buy his farm, we obtain

the rate per cent, at which interest is reckoned by dividing lOU

by the number of years" purchase.
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Example. The reversion after 6 years of a freehold estate is bought for

£20000; what rent ought the purchaser to receive, reckoning compound
interest at 5 per cent. ? Given log 1-05 = -0211893, log 1-34009G - -1271358.

The rent is ecjual to the annual value of the perpetuity, deferred for 6

years, which may be purchased for £20000.

Let £A be the value of the annuity; then since E = l'Oo,

O0000 = lii5i;22ll';
•Oo

.-. .lx(l-05)-6= 1000;

log .4 -6 log 1-05 = 3,

log A = 3-1271358= log 1340-096.

.-. .i = 1340-096, and the rent is £1340. l.s. Ud.

hav(

244. Suppose that a tenant by paying clown a certain sum
lias obtained a lease of an estate for p + q years, and that when

q years have elapsed he wishes to renew the lease for a term

p -r 71 years ; the sum that he must pay is called the fine for

renewing 7i years of the lease.

Let A be the annual value of the estate ; then since the

tenant has paid for p of the p + a years, the fine must be equal

to the present Aalue of a deferred annuity A, to commence after

2) years and to continue for n years ; tliat is,

tlie fine
AE-^ AE-

E-l
Art. 242.]

EXAMPLES. XVIII. b.

The interest is supposed compound unless the contrary is stated.

1. The amount of an annuity of £120 which is left unpaid for

5 years is <£672 ; find the rate per cent, allowing simple interast.

^^ 2. Fmd the amount of an annuity of £100 in 20 years, allowing

compound interest at 4^ per cent. Given

log 1-045 = -0191163, log 24-117 = 1-3823260.

3. A freehold estate is bought for £2750 ; at what rent should it

be let so that the owner may receive 4j)ercent. on the purchase money i

4. A freehold estate worth £120 a year is sold for £4000 ; find the

rate of intereat.
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I 5. How many years' purcluisg should .be given i6v a freehoM
cfctate, iiitei-esO>elirg calculated at 3^ per C'cuL,? ^ /

6. If a perpetual annuity is worth 25 years purchase, fii^d^he y^>^^i
amount of an annuity of .£625 to continue ^r 2 years. / :^'-\ "

7. If a perpetual annuity is worth 20 years' purchas'e, find tne . ^
annuity to continue for 3 yeai's wh ich ci\u he -pupeliaaed for i!2522. ^ ^\t^ \

8. When the rate of interest is 4 per centy find what sum must '

'

he paid now to receive alfreehold estate of ^*400ja y^ar 10 years hence;

havhig given log 104 = 2 01 70333, log 675565 = -829667^.- -^^., ,
"*/

^ " \^

y 9. Find what sum will amount to i;aQO in 50 years at 2 per cent.,

interest being payable every moment; given e~^^-3678.

10. If 25 years' purchase must be paid for an annuity to continue
n years, and 30 years' purchase for an annuity to continue 2?i years,

find the rate per cent.

11. A man borrows ^'5000 at 4 per cent, compound interest ; if the

principal and interest are to be repaid by 10 equal annual instalments, /""^

find the amount of each instalment ; having given

log 1-04 =-01 70333 and log 675565 = 5-829667. •

12. A man has a capital of £29000 for which he receives interest

at 5 per cent.; if he spends £1800 every year, shew that he will be

ruined before the end of the 17'** year; having given

log 2 = -3010300, log 3 = -477121.3, log 7 = '8450980.

13. The annual rent of an estate is £500 ; if it is let on a lease

of 20 years, calculate the fine to be paid to renew the lease when 7 years

have elapsed allowing interest at 6 per cent. ; having given

log 106 = 2-0253059, log4-688.385 = '67102.3.3, log3-n 8042= '4938820.

14. If a, i, c years' purchase must be paid for an annuity to con-

tinue ?i, 2n, 3h years respectively ; shew that

a- -ah-\-lP-^ ac.

15. What is the present worth of a per[)etual annuity of £10
l)ayable at the end of the first year, £20 at the end of the second,

£30 at the end of the third, and so on, increasing £10 each year;

interest being taken at 5 per cent, per annum ?

t r -X^i.Oi-l



CHAPTER XIX.

INEQUALITIES.

245. Any quantity a is said to be greater than another

quantity h when a-h \s positive ; thus 2 is greater than - 3,

because 2 - (- 3), or 5 is positive. Also h is said to be less

than a when&-« is negative; thus -5 is less than -2, because

— 5— (— 2), or - 3 is negative.

In accordance with this definition, zero must be regarded as

greater than any negative quantity.

In the present chapter we shall suppose (unless the contrary

is directly stated) that the letters always denote real and positive

quantities.

246. If a > 6, then it is evident that

rt + c > 6 + c
;

a — c > h — c ',

ac > he;

a h

that is, an inequality will still Jtold after each side has been

increased^ diminished, 7mdtiplied, or divided hy the same positive

quantity.

247. If a- oh,
by adding c to each side,

a>h + c;

wliicli sliews that in an inequality any term may he transposed

from one side to the other if its sign he changed.

If a, > h, then evidently h < a;

tliat is, if the sides of an inequality he transposed, the sign of
inequality must be reversed.
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If a > 6, then a-b is positive, and b - a is negative
; that

is, -a- (— b) is negative, and tlierefore

-a < —b

;

hence, if the i>ii/ns of all the terms of an iiieqicalit)/ be chanyed.

the sign of intqualitij must be reversed.

Again, if a :^ b, then — « <: — b, and therefore

— ac < —be
;

that is, i/ the sides of an inequality be midtiplied. by the same
negative quantity, the sign of inequality 7nust be reversed.

2-i8. If «j > 6j, a^>b.,, «3 > ^3j a^>b^^^, it is clear

that

(?j + «. + «3 + • • • + «„, > 6j - 6, -f 63 ^ , . . + 6,„

;

and ^i«o«3 ••• «,„ > ^1^3 ••• b^.

249. If a>b, and Up, q are positi\e integers, then ^Ui>^b,

or a? > b^ ] and tlierefore «' > b' ; that is, a" > 6", wliere a is anv
positive quantity.

Further, — < rr, i
^^i^* is a"" < 6~".

250. The square of every rea l quantity is positive, and
therefore greater than zero. Thus(a -b)' is positive":

.-. a'-1ab~¥ >0;

.'. a' + b^ > '2ab.

Similarly —^ > Jxy

;

that is, the arithmetic mean of two positive quantities is greater

than their geometric mean.

The inequality becomes an equality when the quantities are

equal.

251. The results of the preceding article will be found very
useful, especially in the case of inequalities in which the letters

are involved symmetrically.

H. H. A. 11
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Example 1. If a, h, c denote positive quantities, proye that

a^ + h- + c^>hc + ca + ah',

and 2 {li^ + U^ + c^) >hc{h + c) + ca[c + a) + ah [a + b).

For h--\-c"->2hc (1);

c^ + a" > lea
;

whence by addition a- + Ir -\-c->hc-\- ca + ab.

It may be noticed that this result is true for any real values of a, b, c.

Again, from (1) b- - be + c- > be (2)

;

.-. b^ + c^>hc{b+c) (3).

By writing down the two similar inequalities and adding, we obtain

2 (a^ + b^ + (^)>be [b + c) +ca{e + a)+ ah (a + 6).

It should be observed that (3) is obtained from (2) by introducing the

factor h + (\ and that if this factor be negative the inequality (3) will no
longer hold.

Example 2. If x may have any real value find which is the greater,

a;^+ 1 or X- + X.

x^ +1- {x- + x) = x-^ - X- -(x-l)

= {x-^-l){x-l)

= {x-ir-ix + l).

Now {x - 1)- is positive, hence

a;^ + 1 > or < .r- + x

according as a; + 1 is positive or negative ; that is, according as a; > or < - 1.

If a:= - 1, the inequality becomes an equality.

252. Let a and b be two positive quantities, S their sum
and P their product; then from the identity

4a6 = {a + hf - {a - h)\

we liave

4P = .S" - (a - hf, and >S" = iP+{a- by.

Hence, if S is given, P is greatest wlien a=^b ; and if P is

gi^en, S is least when
a= b

;

that is, i/ the sum of two jwsitive quantities is given, their jy^oduct

is greatest when they are equal ; and if the ^jroduct of two 2^ositive

quantities is given, their sum is least tvhen they are equal.
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253. To find the (jreatest value of a jjrodiict the au/a o/ ivhone

Jctctoi'i) is constant.

Let there be Ji factors a, b, c, ... k, and suppose that their

sum is constant and equal to s.

Consider the pi-oduct abc ... /;, and suppose that a and b are

any two unequal factors. If we replace the two unequal factors

(I, b by the two e(jual factors .—
,

the product is increased

wliile the sum remains unaltered ; hence so long as the product

contains tioo unequal factors it can be increased vnthout altei'imj

the sum of the factors ; therefore the product is greatest when all

the factors are equal. In this case the value of each of the n
s / s \

"

factors is -
, and the greatest value of the product is ( - ) ,

/a + b + c+ ...-\-k\

or
\nj

'

(6 + 6 + c+ ... -\-kY

Cor. If a, b, c, ... k are unequal,

^a + b + c + ... + k\"/a + b + c + ... +/c\
, 7

I 1 > aOc ... k :

\ n J
that is,

a + b + c+ ... + k
(abc ... k)".

By an extension of the meaning of the terms arithmetic mean
and geometric mean this result is usually quoted as follows

:

the arithmetic mean of any number of jwsitive quantities is greater

than the geometric 7nean.

Example. Shew that (I'' + 2'' + S*" + !. . + «'•)" > 'i"
(
1^)''

;

where r is any real quantity.

Smce > (l*^. 2»^. 3*^ n^y^',

.-.

(

+^^^+---t-'^
\ >lr.2^3^ n^ that is, >(|n)'*;

whence we obtain the result required.

11—2
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254. Tojind the yreatest value o/'a"'b"c''. . . v:!hen a + b + c + ...

is constant; in, n, p, ... being positive integers.

Since m, w, ^j,... are constants, tlie expression a"'b"c'^... will

be greatest when (
—

J (-j (-)••• is greatest. But this last

expression is the product of m + n+2f+ " factors whose sum is

m(—j +7i(- j + 2)1-] + ..., or a + b + C+ ..., and therefore con-

stant. Hence a"'b"c" . . . will be greatest when the factors

a b c

m^ n' ^J

'

are all equal, that is, when

a b c a + b + c + ...

m ?i 2^ m + n+2)+ ..'

Thus the greatest value is

'a + b + c+ . .

\ "*+''-^+-/a + b + c+ ...\

Exaraple. Find the greatest value of (a + xf {a - x)* for any real value

of X numerically less than a.

/a + x\^ /a — x\'^ .

The given expression is greatest when ( —^— j ( —r- j
is greatest ; but

/d -h x\ fa 3^\

the sum of the factors of this expression is 3 f —^y ^\ "~I~ ) ' ^^ ^*

'

i , 1 a-Vx a-x a
hence {a + x)^ {a - x)* is greatest when —^ = ^— , or a;= - - .

Thus the greatest value is
'

a7.

255. The determination of maximum and minimum values

may often be more simply effected by the solution of a quad-

ratic equation than by the foregoing methods. Instances of

this have already occurred in Chap. ix. ; we add a further

illustration.

Example. Divide an odd integer into two integral parts whose product

is a maximum.

Denote the integer by 2u + l; the two parts by x and 2n + l-x\ and
the product by y ; then (2w + l)x- x^= y ; whence

'ix = (2n 4- 1) ± J{27i + lf-^y \
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but the quantity under the radical must be positive, and therefore y cannot

be greater than - (2/i+l)'-, or n'^ + 7i + -; and since y is integral its greatest

value must be ;r + n; in which case a;= /t+l, or n\ thus the two parts are n
and n-T-1.

256. Sometimes we may use the following method.

Example. Find the minimum value of ^ -^ ! .

c + x

Put c + x =
i/

; then

,, , {a-c + y)(b-c + y)the expression = ^-^

y

(a -c)(b-c)= ^ ' + y + a-c+b-c
y

'J{a-c){b-c)^ia-c)^-c) _ ^,^yVa-c + .-. + 2 Vl^T^^M^.

Hence the expression is a minimum when the square term is zero; that

is when y = J{a -c){b-c).

Thus the minimum value is

a-c + 6-c + 2 J{a -c) (6 - c)

;

and the corresponding value of x is sj{a - c) {b - c) - c.

EXAMPLES. XIX. a.

1. Prove that {ab + xy) {cuv+ hy) > 'iahxy.

2. Prove that (6 + c) (c+ «) {a+ h)> 8abc.

3. Shew that the sum of any real positive quaiUitv and its

reciprocal is never less than 2.

4. If a2+ 6-= l, and x-+ i/-=^l, shew that ax+ by^l.

5. If a^- + b^ + c- = l, and jj^+2/'^+ z^=1, shew that

ax +by+ cz < 1.

6. If a > &, shew that a«6^ > a^b", and lo^ - < log

.

' a ° l+a

7. Shew that (x'-i/ +fz + z'-x) {xif+yz'^+ zx'') > Qxh/z"^.

8. Find which is the greater Zab- or a^+ S&l

9. Prove that a% + aJ^ < «4 + ^4,

10. Prove that Qahc <bc{b+ c)-\- ca {c+ a) + ab {a+ h).

11. Shew that tV _|_ c^a^.+ «2^2 >abc{a+ b+ c).
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12. Which is the greater a*^ or x-+j:+2 for positive vahies of .r?

13. Shew that jj^ + I3ah; > bax^+ Qa^, if x > a.

14. Find the greatest vahie of .v in order that 7a'^+11 may be

greater than :r^+ 1 l:c.

15. Find the minimum vahie of .r--12.'V+ 40, and the maximum
vahie of 24r - 8 - 9.v\

16. Shew that
(
\ny > n«, and 2 . 4 . 6. . .2/1 < {n+ 1)".

17. Shew that (x+i/-\-zf> Tixyz.

18. Sherw that 9i" > 1 . 3 . 5...(2?i- 1).

19. If n be a positive integer greater than 2, shew that

,2n

20. Shew that (i»)— f"^)

21. Shew that

(1) {x->ty^zf>Tl(^y-^z-x){z^x-y){x^y-z),

(2) ^2>(y+2-^'P)(s+ ^ -y)(^+3/-2).

22. Find the maximum vahie of (7 - xy (2 + .'^)^ when x lies between
7 and - 2.

23. Fnid the mmimum vahie of ^ 1—

^

.

\-^x

*257. To frove that if a and b are positive and unequal,

a"^+b™ /a + b\" ^ , . . . . .— >
I J

,
except when m ?5 «. positive pj'ojye?' jraction.

... , ,„ ,„ /a + b a-hy /a + b a -by
\\ e liaA-e a" + 5"* = f -^— + -^^ j + ( —^ ^- 1 ; and

since is less than —^ , we may expand eacli of these

expressions in ascending powers of ^^ . [Art. 184.]

a"" + 6'" /a + by m (m -\)/a + b\ "'"'
/« - bV—¥ =W "-r^i-^) (—

)

m (m - 1) (m - 2) (m - 3) /a+^V""' A^ - ^V
^

IT2T3.4 . V 2 J V 2 /
^••"
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(1) If m is a positive ^nteger, or any negative quantity,

all the terms on the right are positive, and therefore

(2) If m is positive and less than 1, all the terms on
the right after the lirst are negative, and therefore

cr + ir fa + h^

(3) If 711 > 1 and positive, put 'iii = - Avhere ?i < 1 ; then

1 I
1

\^~) " \T~) '

/cr + b'"Y a + b

Hence the proposition is established. If m^-0, or 1, the

inequality becomes an equality.

*258. If there are n 2^ositive quantities a, b, c,...k, t/ie?i

a™+ b"™ + c™ + . . . + k°^ /a + b + c + . . . + k\'"

n

tmless m is a positive properfraction.

Suppose 7/1 to have any value not lying lietween and 1

.

Consider the expression a" + b"' + c'" + . . . + k'", and suppose

that a and b are unequal ; if avp replace a and 6 by tlie two equal

^.^. a + b a + b ^, . „ , ,

quantities —-— , —.^- , the Aalue ot a + b + c + ... + k remains un-

altered, but the value of a'" + b"" + c'" + ... + k'" is diminished, since

+ U'
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Hence so long as any two of the quantities a, b, c,...k-Ave unequal
the expression «'" + 5'" + c'" + ... + ^"' can be diminished without
altering the value of a + b + c + ...+k; and tlierefore the value
of a'" + b'" + €'"+...+ k'" will be least when all the quantities

a, b, c,...k are equal. In this case each of the quantities is equal

to
+ b + c + ... + k

and the value of ci" + b"' -f c"* + . . . + k'" then becomes

/a + b + c + . . . + k^

T^
Hence when «, b, c,...k are unequal,

a"' + b'" + c'"+...+k'" /a + b + c+ ...+kY^/a + b + c+ ...+ fcV"

If ra lies between and 1 we may in a similar manner prove
that the sign of inequality in the above result must be reversed.

The proposition may be stated verlmlly as follows :

The arithmetic mean of the m*'^ potvers ofnjyositive quantities

is greater than the m*^ j9oi(;e?' of their arithmetic mean in all cases

except when m lies between and 1.

*259. If a and b are j)ositive i7itegers, and a>b, and if ^ be a

positive quantity, (1 + -) >(l+r-j.

For

^.(i-'^d-zY-

the series consisting of a + 1 terms; and

the series consisting oib + \ terms.

After the second term, each term of (1) is greater than the
corresponding term of (2) ; moreover the number of terms in (1)
is greater than the num1)er of terms, in (2) ; hence the proposition
is establishecL

(*S-^-"(--M*('-;)('-|lr.-...<n
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*2G0. To prove that ^\^^ > ^j^ ŷ'

i/'x and y are jyroj^erfractions and 2)ositive, and x > y.

^^^
A / 1 > Ol' < A / n

^
,V 1 -aJ V 1 -2/

1, l+flJ 1, 1+v
according as - log -_ > or < - lotj .^ X ^ l-x y ^ I -y

.1 \ +x \ , 1 +2/
' * X ^^ \-x ^y^^ T^y '

and thus the proposition is proved.

*261. To prove that (1 + x^^'' (1 -xy"''>l, if x<l, and to

deduce that a^b'' > (—^— j

Denote (1 +»;)'+' (1 -a;)'-' by P; then

\ogP = (l+x)\og(l+x) + {l-x)\og{l-x)

=^ X {log (1 + x) - log (1 - a^)
j
+ log (1 + a?) + log (1 - a;)

„ / x"" x' \ „ /x' X* x'

,1.23.4 5.6

Hence log P is positive, and therefore P> 1

;

,thatis, (l+a;y'^^(l-aj)'-^>l.
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Ill this result put x^"" , where u^-z ; tlieii
^

It

Now put u + z = a, u — z = h, so that u = —^ ;

a + b^

* EXAMPLES. XIX. b.

1. Shew that 2 7 {a^ + ¥ + c^) > (a+ 6 + c)\

2. Shew that n {/i + iy < 8 {V + 2^ + 3^+ ... + n^).

3. Shew that the sum of the m'^ powers of the first n even num-
l»ers is greater than n («+!)'", if m > 1.

4. If a and /3 are positive quantities, and a > /3, shew that

1\^

(»;y > 1 +

Hence shew that if ?? > 1 the value of ( 1 + -
) lies between 2 and

2-718...

5. If «, h, c are in descending order of magnitude, shew that

/o+oy (h±c\
\a-c) ^\b-cj

'

6. Shew that f
-^5^ -^ ^^

j
<a<'bh-'...P.

7. Prove that - log (1 + r/"') < - log ( 1 + ««), if w? > oi.

8. If 11 is a positive integer and .v < 1, shew that

7i+ 1 '/i
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9. If «, 6, <' arc ill H. P. and h > 1, shew that «" + c" > 2/>".

10. Find the maximum vahie of .%^ (4a - xY if .r is positive and less

than 4a; and the maximum vahie of x'^{\-xY when x is a proper
fraction.

X
11. If X is positive, shew that log {\+x)< x and > —- .

12. li x-\-y + z^\, shew that the least value of -H h- is 9;
.r y .2

and that .(1 - .r) (1 - y) (1 - ^) > ^z.

13. Shew that («+ ?>+ c+ c/) («^+ &H c^+ c^-^) > (a^+ h^+ c2+ c^2)2.

14. Shew that the expressions

a {a - b) (a - c)+ b {b - c) {b - a) + c (c - a) (c - b)

and a^{a-b){a-c)-{-b^-ib-c){b-a)+c'^{c-a){c-b)

are both positive.

15. Shew that ('.?;"*+?/"')'» < (.r"+;y»)"', if m > t?.

16. Shew that rt^6« < f^ j
.

17. If «, &, c denote the sides of a triangle, shew that

(1) a^{p-q){jp-r) + l^{q-r){q-p) + c^{:r-p){r-q)

cannot be negative
; p, q^r being any real quantities

;

(2) ahjz+ bhx+ c^xy cannot be positive, \i x-\-y-\-z= 0.

18. Shew that ,1 3 j5 ;2/i-l > (;^)«

19. If a,b, c, d, are p positive integers, whose sum is equal

to '/?, shew that the least value of

\a_\b_\±\± i«(|l)^-''(|5±i)^

where 9 is the quotient and /- the remainder when n is divided by p.

/n» //^'^ -^/^

!0
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^ jk

^* "^^ --^•^'''t -,L^6..Afa.c-uj/
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ANSWERS.

I. Pages 10—12.

1. (1) h\h : a. (2) : 7. (8) hx : axj

4. 11. 5. 5 : 13.

20 . 3, 4
^ L 21. -3, 4, 1.. 22. 7,3,2.

25. ± a (62 - C-), i 6 (c= - a -), i c (a- - f-)

.

26. &c(6-c), ca(c-a), «6(a-6).

2. 18. 3. 385,660.

6. 5 : 6 or - 3 : 5.

17. abc + 2/(?/t - flr = - hg- - ch-^^O.

23. 3, 4, 1.

1. 45.

13. 0, 5,
8

II. Pages 19, 20.

2. (1) 12. (2) 300a''6. 3.

14. 0, 3, 8. 15.

y{^-+y-)'

7_,
' ' '

"' cni-bm-2an'

18. 8. 19. 6, 9, 10, lo. 20. 3 gallons from A ; 8 gallons from ^,
21. 45 gallons. 23. 17:3. 24. a= ib.

25. 64 per cent, copper and 36 per cent. zinc. 3 parts of brass are taken to

5 parts of bronze. 26. 63 or 12 minutes.

III. Pages 26, 27.

3. 1^.

10. y = ox +

14. 36.

36

2.

11. 4.

7. 60.

15. 1610 feet; 305-9 feet.

9. y — '2x—

.

X

22 2
12. x =—z + —~.

lo loz

16. 22^ cubic feet. 17. 4 : 3.

18. THe regatta lasted 6 days; 4''', o'*', 6"> days.

20. 16, 25 years; £200, £250. 21. 1 day 18 hours 28 minutes.

22. The cost is least when the rate is 12 miles an hour; and then the cost

per mile is £^, and for the journey is £9. 7^. 6rf.
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IV. a. Pages 31, 32.

1.
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V. b. Pages 45, 46.

1 - a"* /iu" 8 1 -f .c

^* {l^l-~r-a' 'a' • (i - X)-

'

*• ^-2»i^-2-i- 5. 6. 6. -^--^^3.

9. .. ,^- ... 10. 40, 20,10. 11. 4, 1,]
(l^jr)(l-6r) 4

12.

VI. a. Pages 52, 53.

4.
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11. 30034342. 12. 710^t'3. 13. 2714687. 14. -2046. 16. 15'1<6.

16. 20-73. 17. 125-0125. 18. g. 19. ^ , ^

.

20. Nine. 21. Four. 22. Twelve. 23. Eight. 24. Eleven.

25. Twelve. 26. Ten. 30. 2" + 2" + 2'^.

^1. 39-38-3"-3« 35 + 3^ + 32 + 1.

VIII. a. Pages 72, 73.

2 + ^/2 + ^6 3 + ^6 + ^/15
1-

4
• ^-

6
*

ajb + bja - Jab {a + &) a - 1 + >ya'-' - 1 + ^2a (a - 1)
^*

2a6
*

a-1

^ 3v/30 + 5^15 -12 -10^2 ^ J2 + ^3 + ^f5
5. -.^ . 6. 2 -•

5 4 1 2 3 1 5

7. 33+ 33 . 22 + 3 . 2 + 33 . 2-2+ 3- . 2' + 2^

.

5 4 13 2 2 14 5

8. 58 - 58 . 23+ 56 .
23 - 5« . 2 + 58 . 23 - 23

.

1110191 110 11 21
9. a^ -a^b* + a^b'^- ...+a^b^ -b-^

.

10. 33 + 33 + 1.

1 1 3

11. 23-22. 7^+ 2. 72- 7^
n 10 1 2 1 10 n 21

12. 53+53 .3^"+53.3"4+...+53.34 + 3^. 1-33+33
534 52 17 *

2
*

14. 17 - 33 . 22 + 33 . 22 - 3 . 22 + 33 . 23 - 33 . 22

.

15 43 251 V

15. 32 . 22 - 33 . 2 + 33 . 22 - 3 . 22 + 33"
. 2- - 33 . 23.,^54321\ 31 M21 16 Il-

ls. -(36-36 + 36-36+36-1). 17. 25 + 26+26+26+26+26 + 1

V 5 1

'
"^ '

18. ^^. 19. ',/5 + ^7-2.
o

20. J5-J7 + 2JS. 21. 1+^3-^/2. 22. l+y/|-y^2*

23. 2 + Ja-JSb. 24. 3-^^7 + ^/2-^/3. 25. 1 +^^
26. 2 + ^/5. 27. 3-2^-2. 28. ^/14-2^/2.

29. 2^/3 + ^5. 30. 3^3-^/6. 31. y^^^+/y^|-

-36. 11 + 50^/3. 36. 289. 37. -^'3.
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38. 3^3 + 5. 39. 3. 40. 8^/3.

41. 3+^/0 = 5-23607. 42. x- + l+^/i + x -x^'2 + ^'2.

,
a -I

43. 3a + J}r - 3rt2. 44. -^ .

VIII. b. Pa(jes 81, 82.

1.
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IX. c. Page 96.

1.-2. 2. ± 7. 5. {In' - l'n)-={Im' - I'm) (wfn' - in'n).

7. (aa' - hh'f + 4 {ha' + Jib) {hb' + h'a) = 0.

10. (bb' - 2(ic' - 2a'c)~= {b~ - 4ac) {b"- - Aa'c') ; which reduces to

{ac' - a'c)^= {ab' - a'b) {be' - b'c).

1.
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1

X. b. Pages 106, 107.

' 8 . lo >%_ ,8 ^97

3. j- = l, -^; j/ = l, -.^. 4. x=±5, ±3; j/=±3, +5.

5. x = S, 2; ?/ = 2, 8. 6. ar= 45, 5; i/= 5, 45.

7. .T= 9, 4; ?/ = 4, 9. Xj- x= ±2^i3jy = ±1, +2.

9. .r=±2, ±3; 2/=±3, i4. 10. x=^b, i3; t/=±3, ^4.

11. x=i2, ±1; i/=±l, ±3.

13. a: = 5, 3, 4±^-97; ?/ = 3, 5, 4ts/-97.

14. a- = 4, -2, ±^/^n^5 + l; i/=r2, -4, ^J^^o-\.
15. a- = 4, -2, ±^/~ll + l; 7/ = 2, -4. +-^/^nri-l.

4 1
16. x= ^, .;r/ = 20, 5. 17. .rr^2, 1; ?/ = l, 2.

o o

18. aT=6, 4jjf^l(y^ 19. X = 729, 343; ?/ = 343, 729.

20. x = \^^^lty = 'C/[Ci. 21. a- = 9, 4; y= 4, 9.

5 2
22. x= 5; ?/=±4. 23. a-^l, -

; y = '-, n •

o o

24. a- = 9, 1; 2/=e1, 9. 25. x=±2o;y=i9.

26. .r = 6, 2, 4, 3; ?/ = l. 3, ^, 2.

27. .T=±o, ±4, ±^, ±2; V = ± 5, ±4, ±10, ±8.

, 1U7 , 48
28. ^ =4,-:^ = l.-.

l±3y^^l^
4

31. a- = 0, 1,.^^ ^=0,2,1.

33. J = 2, 4/4, 2 ; ?/ = 2, 2^3/4, 6.

35. :r-- ± 3, ± ^^Ts ; ?/ = ± 3, ^J -H^.

36. a-= i/=:±2.

37. :r = 0,-^^^^, _A^^. V = -^^^ - "^^^

29.
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X. c. Pages 109, 110.

1. a:— ±3; ?/^ -fc5; r— ±4. 2. a;= 5; ?/= - 1; 2-7.

3. .T = 5, 1; y = l, -5; r = 2. 4. x = 8, -3; ?/ = 3; z = 3, -8.

^ ^ 2±Vl5i ^ , 2Tv/i5r ^ 11

6. .T= i3; ?/= -f2; ;j= i5. 7. x= ±!J', y^ :hl; z= ±1.

8. .T= 8, -8; 2/ = 5^_-5; z^S, -3. 9. .t = 3; ?/-4; z = -; w=
,2' 3

10. a-=l; 2/ = 2; ^= 3. 11. .t = 5, -7; 2/ = 3, -5; z^Q, -8.

12. a-=l, -2; y = 7. -3; ^= 3, -y.

13. a; = 4, y ; i/ = 6, y; ^ = 2, -G. 14. ar = a, 0, 0; ?/ = 0, a, 0; 2 = 0, 0, a.

6
'"• ^-J3' "6- "'^'^./S

^ 7±V-15 , -11±V-15
16. a;= a, -2a, ^^ a; y = ^a, «, ^'^—— a;

2 = 2a, -4a, (l±V-15)a.

X. d. Page 113.

1. .T= 29, 21, 13, 5; 7/ = 2, 5, 8, 11.

2. a: = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9; 2/ = 24, 19, 14, 9, 4.

3. a;= 20, 8; 2/ = l, 8. 4. .t = 9, 20, 31; i/=:27, 14, 1.

5. .T = 30, 5; 2/ = 9, 32. 6. a; = 50, 3; y = 3, 44.

7. .r = 7i)-5, 2; ?/ = 52J-4, 1. 8. a;=132)-2, 11; i/ = 62)- 1, 5.

9. .r= 2l2?-9, 12; i/ = 8;?-5, 3. 10. a; = 17i), 17; 2/ = 132), 13.

11. j- = 192J-16, 3; ?/ = 232)-19, 4. 12. a- = 772)- 74, 3; 2/ = 30i>-25, 5.

13. 11 horses, 15 cows. 14. 101. 15. 56, 25 or 16, 65.

16. To pay 3 guineas and receive 21 half-crowns.

17. 1147 ; an infinite number of the form 1147 + 39 x 56j9.

18. To pay 17 florins and receive 3 half-crowns.

19. 37, 99; 77, 59; 117, 19.

20. 28 rams, 1 pig, 11 oxen; or 13 rams, 14 pigs, 13 oxen.

21. 3 sovereigns, 11 half-crowns, 13 shillings.
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10.

11.

12. 1

729

1

32.c^ 2ac2
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135 243 729
20 +

a la-

256
"^

16
"^ T6

10 45— + —
.1- X'

ix

7^3 35(1-^
-I 1•4^8
120 210 _ 252 210

'x'
'^ ^ a;5

"^
x''

8x*
"^

64a;«
*

7a^ + la^ + 40,=' + a*.

120 45

x-' ^ x^

{oxYi^yY

13. - 3.5750x10,

"'"
|30

^^'
;27^|3^

10500
^'- -If'
22. 2j; (16j;-« - 20a;-a- + ba^).

24. 2 (365 - 363j; + 63a;2 - x^).

20.

- 112640a;9.

40a'&3.

lOxh/"^

25. 252.

27. 110565a-*.

189ai7 21

8 16
31.

\^{7i-r) \h{n + r}

10 J^^"^^^
- 312x2

1120
a*b^.

81

21. 2x^ + 2'ix' + >

23. 140^2.

429 „

29. 1365, -1365.

32. 18564.

|3/i

34. (-1)'

\1[
271

'

XIII. b. Pages 147, 148.

1. The 9"^. 2. The 12"^. 3. The 6'^. 4. The 10'*^ and ll'^

7
5. The3'-'i= 6t. 6. The 4'^ aud 5'»'=—

.

9. x = 2, y = S, 7i= o.

10. 1 + Sx + 20.c2 + 8.1-3 _ 26a;4- 8.r5 + 20^6 - 8x^^^.

11. 27a;^ - 54a^+ 117a-x^ - 116a3x3 + 117a4x2 - 54a5a; + 27a^.

\n ,2/1+1

12. • ^-= ^ a:'"-ia«-'-+i. 13. (- 1)" ^—^ x-p-^^+i.

1 |7^-r+l 1^ + 1 i2n-2)

14. 14. 15. 2r= n.

XIV. a. Page 155.

1. l + 2x-gx- + j6-r^.

-.2 3 ,

3. l--X--rrz X'
o 2o 125

1 -X - X-

3 , 5 ,
7. l-x + ^x--~^x'.

9. 1 + X +
54

,3 3 ,

2. l + -a; + ^a;
2
"

' 8 " 16

4. 1 - 2x- + 3x-» - la,".

14
6. l + j; + 2x2 + -— ;r^

o

2 , 10 „

8. l-.i- + gX-- — a;\

10. l-2a + ^a^- ^a^.
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, f. 1 . 1 A 1 /, 5 , 35 -\

If, X S x^ 5 x^\ 429 . 77 ...,

''a 2 V a 2 a- 2 a^J 16 2o6

19712
24. - 1848j:". 25. 5— x^

o

XIV. b. Pages 161, 162.

1.3. 5.7.(2r^) (r+l)(r4-2)(r + 3)(r + 4
)

1. (-1)'- — ar'-. 2. rj X.

IL 1-

, 1.2.5...(3r-4
)

2.5.8...(3r-l)
3. (-l)r-i

"--^-"--^
'x\ 4. (-1)'

5.
(.i^.(^H-lHrH-2)^, ^ S_.5.7...i2r^l)^^

3'- r

a:'

r

a'

2.1.4...(3,-o
)

X- l_.3.5...(2r-l)
^-

3'-jr a^*---
•

\ )

1^

2.5.8... (3r - 1) ^ ,^ ui^l)(2/i + l)... (7^.u + l) x''

11. -^^ 12-

^^
-^^nr^l

13. The 3'-J.
"

14. The 5"^. 15. The 13'^. 16. TheT^.

17. The 4*1^ and 5t^ 18. The 3^''. ' 19. 0-80949.

20. 9-99333. 21. 10:00fia9. 22. G-99327. 23. -19842.

23 r
24. 1-00133. 25. -00795. 26. 500096. 27. 1--^^.

2 /, .r \ , 5.r 15 ., 343

1 71 „ 20 207

XIV. c. Pages 167—169.

1. -107. 2. 142. 3. (-1)"-^

4. (-l)''(«--f2/i + 2). 6. ^'S=(l--
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'• (-i)""-'(-3)-- "• l-
14. Deduced from (1 - x^) - (1 - jcy^^Sx - Sx-. 16. (1) 45. (2) 6561.

18. (1) Equate coefficients of u;'- in (l + j:)»(l + .r)-i-(l + a;)'^-i.

(2) Equate absolute terms in (1 + x)" (
1 + - )

'= x- (l + a-)«-2.

20. Series on the left + (-!)» (/„== coefficient of x-"- in (1 - x-)~h.

1 |2w
21. 22'*-i - ^ . V=-

•

2 71 n

[Use (Co + Ci + Co + .

.

.cj' - 2 (co(?i + c^c^ + . . .) ^ c^s + c,^ + c^s + . .
.c^sj.

XV. Pages 173, 174.

12600. 2. -168. 3. 3360.

7. 30.

11. -1.

211
15. -3-.

5.



1-9242703.
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XIX. a. Pages 213, 214.

8. a3 + 2&» is the greater. 12. .f3> or <x2+a; + 2, according as x> or <2.

14. The greatest value of a; is 1. 15. 4; 8.

22. 4« . 5-^ ; when x=3. 23. 9, when x= l.

XIX. b. Pages 218, 219.

3 V233.55
, /3 y2

^
\^J.^^. ,^.'::^^^^^^^--^^—

„

/-^^^

Cambridge: pkinted by JOHN cbif, J..A. at the university press.
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